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Zusammenfassung
Die Prognosen gekoppelter Klimamodelle dafur wie sich die thermohaline Zirkula
tion bei einer zunehmenden Konzentration von Treibhausgasen in der Atmosphare
entwickelt sind sehr unterschiedlich Eine mogliche Ursache fur diese Diskrepanz
ist die Darstellung der Ozeane in gekoppelten Klimamodellen Im Vergleich zu Mes
sungen oder auch reinen Ozeanmodellen ist die Simulation von Zirkulation und
Wassermasseneigenschaften in den meisten Ozeankomponenten in vielerlei Hin
sicht noch recht unrealistisch Treibt man realistischere Zirkulationsmodelle des
Ozeans mit diagnostizierten Flussen aus TreibhausgasSimulationen gekoppelter
Klimamodelle an lasst sich untersuchen inwiefern und in welchen Regionen eine
realistischere Darstellung des Ozeans zu einer Konvergenz der Prognosen fuhren
kann
Die Ergebnisse aus dem Ozeanmodell zeigen allerdings dass der generelle Re
sponse der thermohalinen Zirkulation durch atmospharischen Antrieb im Hinblick
auf langerfristige Variabilitat und Trends robust und relativ unabhangig von der
Ozeankomponente ist
Die Variabilitat der thermohalinen Zirkulation auf verschiedenen Zeitskalen lasst
sich relativ einfach auf die recht lineare

Uberlagerung der Komponenten des atmo
spherischen Antriebs in verschiedenen Regionen des Nordatlantiks zuruckfuhren
Die interannuale bis dekadische Variabilitat hat im wesentlichen im subpolaren
Bereich ihren Ursprung Dabei dominieren Windstressanomalien auf interannualen
Skalen wahrend Warmeussanomalien die Variabilitat auf dekadischen Skalen
bestimmen Die Ursache fur fundamentale

Anderungen sowie multidekadischen
Schwankungen ist hauptsachlich die Veranderungen in der Dichteschichtung in
der Nordischen See so dass unterschiedliche Prognosen von Klimamodellen im
wesentlichen mit der Dichtebilanz in der Nordischen See zu erklaren sind
Die Bedeutung und Sensibilitat der Regionen der Tiefenwasserbildung im Nor
datlantik sind sehr unterschiedlich Die zentrale Labradorsee reagiert recht sen
sibel auf anthropogene

Anderungen in den Oberachenussen so dass hier die
Tiefenwasserbildung im Treibhausszenario im Laufe des  Jahrhunderts zusam
menbricht In diesem Fall wird die Starke der meridionale Zelle fast vollstandig
durch den Transport dichten Wassers uber die relativ achen Overows bestimmt
Die nordliche Region ist wegen des Reservoirs an dichtem Wasser im Hinblick auf
anthropogen bedingte

Anderungen in den Oberachenussen im Ozeanmodel ro
buster hier entscheidet sich letztlich das generelle Verhalten der thermohalinen
Zirkulation

Abstract
The prognoses of coupled climate models how the thermohaline circulation evolves
under an increasing concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are highly
dierent A possible reason for this discrepancy is the presentation of the oceans
in coupled climate models In comparison to observations or pure ocean models
the simulation of circulation and water mass properties is in many aspects still
quite unrealistic Forcing a more realistic ocean circulation model with diagnosed
uxes from greenhouse gas simulations permits to investigate to what extent and
in which region a realistic representation of the ocean can lead to converging prog
noses
The results from the ocean model show indeed that the general response of the
thermohaline circulation due to changes in atmospheric forcing in terms of long
term variability and trends is quite robust and relatively independent of the ocean
component
The variability of the thermohaline circulation on dierent timescales can easily
be traced back to a quite linear superposition of atmospheric forcing components
in dierent regions of the North Atlantic The interannual to decadal variability
has its seeds mainly in the subpolar region On interannual scales the wind stress
anomalies dominate the response while heat ux anomalies aect the variability on
decadal timescales The reason for fundamental changes as well as for multidecadal
uctuations are primarily changes in the stratication in the Nordic Seas so that
dierent prognosis from climate models can mainly be explained by the density
budget in the Nordic Seas
The relevance and sensitivity of the regions of deep water formation in the North
Atlantic are very dierent The central Labrador Sea responds quite sensitive to
anthropogenic changes in the surface uxes so that the deep water formation in
this region breaks down during the 
st
century In that case the strength of the
overturning cell is mainly determined by the dense water transport over relative
shallow overows Due to the reservoir of dense water the northern region is more
robust in terms of anthropogenic changes in the surface uxes in this region the
general response of the thermohaline circulation is ultimately determined

Chapter 
Introduction
The worlds ocean provides an important component in the climate system Due
to its capacity to store and transport large amounts of heat and chemical gases
like carbon dioxide the ocean is both a passive buer for atmospheric uctuations
and an active conveyor of properties Fundamental changes in the oceanic state
might therefore be responsible for fundamental changes of the earths climate
For example ideas from Philander and Fedorov  suggest that along
with the global cooling during the Cenozoic  Ma to  Ma ago the thermal
structure of the ocean changed gradually At the beginning the warm deep ocean
temperatures at about 

C in the early Cenozoic could have been the reason
for a very deep thermocline in the tropics Like under todays El Nino conditions
winds were unable to bring cold water to the surface in the upwelling zones of
low latitudes with the consequence that the ocean underneath the thermocline
remains mainly uncoupled in these regions Along with a cooling of the deeper
ocean until about  Ma ago the mixed layer depth could have become suciently
shallow Signicant upwelling could set in to reduce surface temperatures and hence
permit atmosphere interactions with the deeper ocean in tropical latitudes
But also higher latitudes could be aected A key and much more investigated
role in terms of climate change due to changes within the ocean is ascribed to the
conveyor belt circulation itself often associated with the thermohaline circulation
THC This name is to some extent misleading because the energetics leading
to this overturning conveyor in the ocean are dicult to acquire

Wunsch
 The dynamical characteristic of the THC is its nonlinear behaviour which
is the basis of understanding the possible existence of several equilibrium states
and relatively rapid transitions between them Changes in oceanic circulation
particularly in the Atlantic Ocean could have played an important role in variations

The physical mechanisms driving this circulation are a combination of wind stress buoyancy
forcing as well as diusive eects Since the THC cannot be diagnosed neither in observations
nor in models with realistic forcing in this study we use changes in the meridional overturning
circulation MOC eg Schmitz and McCartney  in the Atlantic Ocean as an indicator
for changes of the THC as it is done in most model studies It is justi	able since in models
the thermohaline part is essentially similar to the overturning circulation but lacks the narrow
wind
driven cells near the surface eg Rahmstorf 
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of glacial climate Rapid transitions for instance could have been the reason for


C temperature increases within about  years DansgaardOeschger events
during the last glacial maximum Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 
Fortunately todays climate is found to be much more stable Although never
before on our planet the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases changed
so quickly anthropogenic future forcing scenarios with coupled oceanatmosphere
models mostly indicate a more or less strong linear weakening of the circulation
for the next century Following implications of Broecker  in most models
this is traced back to an advective spindown due to increasing heat and freshwater
uxes in high latitudes of the North Atlantic ocean
However the possible impacts of this weakening on northern Europes climate are
still an open question On the one hand it is still arguable to what extent the THC
is responsible for the warm winter temperatures on the European continent relative
to the temperatures in Newfoundland at a similar latitude Seager et al 
On the other hand it is not yet extracted whether the role of the THC is mainly
a direct or a remote eect
Since the oceans heat capacity exceeds that of the atmosphere by more than three
orders the relatively slow ocean currents are able to provide heat transports which
are in some latitudes of the Atlantic ocean in the order of the atmospheric fraction
eg Hall and Bryden  A weakening of the circulation would cause a
reduced northward heat transport and could lead to a cooling of the surface
Beyond its direct ability to transport enormous amounts of heat the remote eect
of this transport in terms of oceanatmosphere interactions is very important In
subpolar and polar latitudes lateral transport of warm water aects or even per
mits interactions between ocean and atmosphere The mechanisms are to inuence
the atmosphere above or to constrain the ice coverage with its isolating eect for
airsea uxes Schiller et al  By opening the ice the oceanic transport
gives scope for a great number of feedback mechanisms concerning sea ice Curry
and Webster  In ocean models the surface density in these regions and
hence the ability of the models to renew deep water in convective areas is found
to be very important for controlling the strength of the THC Therefore possible
changes of THC strength and hence the northern heat transport could not only
aect the northern hemispheric sea surface temperatures directly but could also af
fect the atmospheric contribution by changing its meridional temperature gradient
An anthropogenic forced weakening of the circulation could therefore potentially
result in a change of the sea ice coverage
Additionally Philanders ideas concerning the depth of the thermocline could
come into play in terms of the thermohaline circulation as well in higher latitudes
Huang et al  suggest that reduced sea surface temperatures in the North
Atlantic due to a weakening of the overturning circulation could lead to a deepening
of the thermocline and hence to an enhanced accumulation of heat into the interior
ocean
With all its self constraining impacts the THC might have an inuence on the
meridional atmospheric temperature gradient above and therefore also on the at

mospheric heat transport Hence predicting the future climate the response of the
THC must essentially be taken into account
Although quite uncertain the only way to get predictions beyond these theoreti
cal dependencies in the future climate is indeed to integrate highly realistic cou
pled oceanatmosphere models forced with the expected increase of anthropogenic
greenhouse gas concentrations In terms of the evolution of the THC in a warmer
world the response of these climate models in anthropogenic forcing scenarios dif
fers fundamentally Depending on the sensitivity of the THC to changes in the
radiative forcing the slowing down varies between  Mitchell et al 	
and  Manabe and Stouffer 
 and is quite linear Anyhow although
suggesting a weakening of the THC in most of these models the greenhouse gas
forcing still leads to an increase in surface temperatures over most of the North
Atlantic and the European continent Only in some regions along the Gulf Stream
where the lateral eect of oceanic heat transport is strongest a slight cooling can
be diagnosed
However in some models the THC remains almost constant Latif et al 
Gent  In both integrations the THC is stabilized due to a gain in surface
salinity arising from enhanced evaporation counteracting the destabilizing of the
THC Despite the similar behaviour the mechanisms are quite dierent Gent
reported a locally enhanced evaporation in regions of deep water formation in
the CSM model Here the THC responds more or less passively to local changes
in the atmospheric uxes as it is found in a couple of studies eg Delworth
and Greatbatch  In contrast in the ECHAMOPYC coupled model
the enhanced evaporation occurs in the tropics and subtropics The resulting salt
signal is ultimately advected into convective regions Latif et al  These
ndings from Latif and recent results from Thorpe et al  using the
HadCM model suggest a more active role of the ocean As a consequence of
changes within the hydrological cycle and hence the oceans salinity the ocean
dynamics come into play In both integrations the lateral transport of salt serves
to stabilize the THC response to anthropogenic forcing
If there are indications that it might also be relevant to focus on the dynam
ics within the ocean to predict THC changes the representation of the ocean in
climate models could be a limiting factor since climate models are seriously mis
presenting many oceanic processes Due to the slower moving of the ocean the
main horizontal momentum balance in large scale geophysical dynamics on the
earth between the CoriolisForce and the pressure gradient has to be examined
on much smaller spatial scales in the ocean than in the atmosphere Hence in
ocean components of most climate models with a coarse horizontal and vertical
resolution the representation of boundary currents and narrow passages along to
pography is necessarily poor D

oscher and Redler  found in an ocean
model that if a realistic narrow density signal of the Denmark Strait Overow is
implemented the surface forcing within the subpolar gyre is of less importance
for the THC strength Their argumentation is that if coarse resolution models
are not able to simulate these observed signals they might be too sensitive to
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anthropogenic surface forcing and might therefore overestimate the response of the
THC on decadal to centennial timescales
Furthermore observational studies provide a relative complete association concern
ing mechanisms of open ocean deep water formation Marshall and Schott
 These processes involving the circulation as well as local loss of buoyancy
take part on relatively small scales So to include this at least as an integral eect
much eort on the parameterization is necessary Anyhow realistic properties and
the spreading of these water masses in the correct depth are dicult to achieve
Although often uxcorrected at the surface the majority of models seems to be
too diusive and is not able to provide deep water masses with correct temperature
and salinity Jia  found in a comparison between dierent coupled models
a mean deviation of North Atlantic Deep Water temperature of about 	

C rela
tive to observations Roemmich and Wunsch 	 As a consequence in these
models the depth of the Deep Western Boundary Current is often too shallow
This might have a number of consequences for the distribution and interaction of
water masses in the ocean for instance for the interaction with the Gulf Stream
above or for the spreading of Antarctic Bottom Water in the North Atlantic
Another point is the diculty of coarse resolution models to dierentiate between
dierent regions of deep water formation In observations regions of deep convec
tion are found both south of Iceland mainly the Labrador and the Irminger Sea as
well as in the GreenlandIcelandScotland Sea eg Fischer and Schott 
This subdivision results in roughly three layers of North Atlantic Deep Water with
dierent properties Instead many models show convective events either in the
subpolar gyre or in the Nordic Seas Beyond the decit in simulating a realistic
mean state of the ocean for the response of the THC this point can be of great
relevance Rahmstorf  suggests that not only the strength but also the
contribution of the cold branch of the circulation might change due to greenhouse
gas forcing as it is found byWood et al  in the HadCM model In their
model the Labrador Sea convection breaks down under anthropogenic changes of
the surface uxes while the situation north of Iceland remains almost unchanged
However in that experiment the THC is only slightly reduced
The main scope of the thesis is to constrain the number of possible reasons for
the deviating response of climate models in greenhouse gas simulations For this
point not the variability on decadal to interdecadal scales is investigated instead
we mainly concentrate on the trend of the MOC By forcing a proven ocean model
with a quite realistic mean state with anthropogenic uxes from dierent scenarios
we focus on the question whether the deviating overturning response can be traced
back to dierences within the individual ocean components Does an ocean model
with a more realistic mean state provide fundamental diering results in terms of
the THC response
On account of physical problems of forcing a high resolved ocean with uxes diag
nosed from a coarse circulation pattern these anthropogenic experiments are per
formed with a onedegree ocean model Instead of integrating an eddypermitting
model with greenhouse gas forcing a number of artical sensitivity studies with

both resolutions are performed in order to estimate the dependency of the resolu
tion on the response of the THC Furthermore using an uncoupled ocean model
we are able to integrate the model with dierent combinations of anthropogenic
forcing This is an useful approach to investigate the role of individual airsea uxes
and also regional dependencies For instance with dierent water mass contribu
tions to the deep western boundary current we are in the position to investigate
the question if and where there are key regions for the general overturning response
of the ocean model to anthropogenic forcing
Additionally by simplifying the ocean model in terms of parameterization and
topography we concern to the question how realistic an ocean model must be to
provide a comparable response on surface forcing
However the meridional shape of the overturning as well as the thermohaline
circulation is an integral parameter and is ultimately determined by local processes
within the basin But since the THC is associated with net meridional oceanic
heat transport on longer timescales comparing its response in global warming
scenarios is the most obvious approach The decits of representing local features
of the circulation in coupled models with a coarse resolved ocean are well known
Hence the purpose of these models is not the investigation of the local but of the
integral response Therefore nding a fundamentally dierent response in an ocean
model with dierent complexity and the same atmospheric forcing pattern requires
further investigations In that case we must indeed focus on the individual response
of local features of certain parts of the circulation leading to these deviations
The outline of this thesis is as follows Chapter  describes the physics of the
numerical ocean model explains the implementation of the anthropogenic forcing
and shows some aspects of the oceanic state and circulation at the beginning of
the experiments Additionally since we mainly use the MOC as diagnostic tool in
the following chapters we summarize its coherency to the THC and the meridional
heat transport In chapter  two suites of sensitivity studies with idealized forcing
for the coarse as well as for a higher resolution model are presented Chapter 
 and
	 contain the studies with anthropogenic forcing from two diering greenhouse gas
simulations Since we are not able to investigate the response of the ocean model
to a high number of forcing pattern we chose two scenarios which dier as much
as possible in terms of deep water formation regions response of the overturning
circulation and representation of topography Both chapters focus on the question
whether a dierent ocean model can be the reason for the deviating response of
the THC in climate models Relatively separated for each of these climate models
specic questions are illuminated In chapter 
 the stabilizing eect of lateral
signals for the North Atlantic is investigated In chapter 	 we mainly concentrate
on the contributions and the interplay of certain components of atmospheric forcing
for the variability and the trend of the THC Finally in chapter  a summary as
well as a conclusion about the results of dierent combinations of the anthropogenic
forcing pattern is given
Chapter 
The Atlantic Ocean model
 Introduction
The model used in this study is part of FLAME FLAME Group  a
modeling eort focusing on the physical circulation and biogeochemistry of the
Atlantic Ocean
FLAME contains models of resolutions between 


and 

of dierent regions
of the investigation area in order to illuminate dierent aspects of the oceans
circulation in the Atlantic Ocean
This family of models is based on the same physical principles and numerical code
which is a further development of the GFDLMOM  zcoordinate primitive
equation hereafter PE model Pacanowski 	 This code enables integra
tions on vector architectures as well as on massiveparallel computers Recently
developed parameterizations can be included to take the eect of unresolved pro
cesses into account
In order to perform several longterm integrations on timescales of 	 years the
majority of the experiments in this study is performed with the coarse resolution
OGCM hereafter FLAME   as it is used in Eden and Willebrand 
 Model characteristics
 Topography and vertical boundaries
The horizontal resolution is 


in longitude and 


 cos in latitude  pro
viding an isotropic grid This means that independent of latitude the meridional
equals the zonal extent at each grid box This grid style results in a basinmean
resolution of 

 The spatial distance between two grid points is 
 km at the
equator decreasing to 	 km at the poleward boundaries
The vertical dimension is spanned by a vector with 
	 levels the box thickness
varies between  m near the surface and 	 m in the deep ocean near the bottom
The model region extends from 

S to 

N and from 

W to 

E FLAME
 has a realistic topography taken from the Etopo  dataset After in
terpolated to the models grid some modications to the topography have been
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made to assure realistic mass transports in certain regions eg the Florida Strait
or the Denmark Strait In the climatological integration the northern and south
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Figure  Topography of FLAME 	 overlaid are the contour lines of 
	 
and  meters	 the green shaded regions denote restoring areas
ern boundaries are closed with zones of restoring to monthly mean climatological
data for salt and temperature The timescales decrease from  days at the outer
boundary linearly to  days at the inner margin of the restoring region While
the southern sponge area involves the four southernmost grid points the northern
restoring region includes the whole GreenlandIcelandScotlandSea up to 

N
It reaches down to 

N at the east coast of Greenland and to 

N at the west
coast of Norway
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As well the Davis Strait within the Labrador Sea at 

N and the Hudson Strait
as well as the North Sea are closed without a restoring zone
The impact of the Mediterranean is included by a circular restoring zone with
a radius of  km around the Strait of Gibraltar in the Golf of Cadiz with a
constant horizontal relaxation timescale for salinity and temperature This has a
vertical dependence in the shape of a GaussCurve centered at  m with 
days decreasing to 
 days
The Drake Passage and the models zonal boundary at 

E are closed as open
boundaries Stevens  with a prescribed barotropic streamfunction and wa
ter mass characteristics at inow points representing the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current
All data for temperature and salinity relaxation are taken from a combination
of Levitus and Boyer 
 and Boyer and Levitus  climatologies
except the data for the northern boundary condition which is supplied by data
from the DYNAMO project DYNAMO Group  This is necessary since
in the strongly smoothed climatological elds narrow boundary currents like the
East Greenland Current as well as overow water mass properties like the Denmark
Strait Overow are not well represented
 Parameterization
For this coarse resolution model a harmonic horizontal and vertical viscosity op
erator A
h
and A
v
is chosen
From a water mass and tracer transport point of view the most natural coordinate
system is the one aligned with the local instantaneous isopycnal surfaces because
mixing across isopycnal surfaces in the ocean is seven orders of magnitude smaller
than along isopycnal surfaces Therefore tracers are approximately mixed along
neutral surfaces Cox  implemented isopycnal diusion in the small angle
approximation into GFDLMOM  For reasons of numerical stability there is a
need for a small additional horizontal background diusion
The isopycnic diusion coecient is   

fzgs where fz and gs are
numerical exponential functions for the vertical dependency and the dependency
of isopycnic slope s
The vertical function fz has a maximum of  at 	 m decreasing to about 	
at depths greater than 
 m For depths shallower than  m the function is
forced to zero gure  A A similar vertical shape was used by B

oning et al
	 and D

oscher and Redler 
Tapering the coecient to the slope function gs becomes necessary for numer
ical reasons in the case of large isopycnic slopes when the projection on the z
coordinate leads to too high vertical diusive uxes The function gs is a tanh
prole limiting the alongisopycnic diusion coecients for large slopes gure 
B
Instead of a constant diusivity in the vertical the coecient is parameterized pro
portional to the reciprocal of the BruntVaisala frequency N  following Gargett
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A) B)
Figure  Tapering functions for the isopycnal and the thickness diusion co
ecients A The depth dependency fz B The function gs for controlling
isopycnal uxes in case of large slopes

 and Cummins et al 
K
v

K

N
 K
vmin
 K
v
 K
vmax
 N

  
The reason for using a stability depending vertical diusivity is the attempt to
take the eect of turbulent mixing of internal waves into account This is believed
to be more intense in regions of wide spread isopycnals and reduced in regions
of strong stratication K
v
is bounded between K
vmin
and K
vmax
for numerical
reasons and holds for a stable stratication In the case of vertical instabilities
the scheme of Rahmstorf  is used which realizes the vertical exchange
by a complete homogenization of vertically adjoining boxes in case of an unstable
stratication
In the presence of baroclinic mesoscale eddies the conversion of the available po
tential energy to eddy kinetic energy leads to a nearly adiabatic stirring mech
anism that reduces isopycnal slopes Gent and McWilliams  Since in
coarse resolution ocean models these eddies are not resolved their eect on the
tracer transport must be taken into account by a parameterization Therefore a
divergencefree eddyinduced advective velocity hereafter GM is added to the
usual tracer velocity Gent and McWilliams 	 This thickness diusion
is able to reduce the strong upwelling in midlatitudes in coarse resolution models
with the eect of a strengthening of the deep western boundary current B

oning
et al 	 For the thickness diusion coecients the same tapering functions
fz and gs as for the isopycnic coecient were used At the horizontal bound
aries the continuity demands vanishing thickness diusivity here the coecients
are zero
The friction at the bottom of the basin is parameterized as a function of the
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velocity at the deepest grid point
bottomdrag  C
D
u
q
u

tide
 u

 v


Included is the term u

tide
to take tidal friction into account
An important decit of OGCMs with geopotential coordinates is the representa
tion of ows over sills and rough topography In contrast to the situation in the
real ocean where dense water follows the slope of the obstacles strong vertical
diusivities simulate a downow of these waters The loss of water mass properties
on the way down the sill is the consequence Therefore the meridional circulation
has a much shallower structure because dense water owing over the sills of Den
mark Strait and IslandScotland Overow are mixed before they reach a realistic
depth of the North Atlantic Deep Water NADW To overcome this problem the
Bottom Boundary Layer BBL of Beckmann and D

oscher  is included
to represent a more realistic structure of overow situations This parameterization
Viscosity
A
h
horizontal viscosity   

coscm

s
A
v
vertical viscosity cm

s
Diusivity
D
iso
isopycnal diusivity   

fzgscm

s
D
back
horizontal background diusivity   

cm

s
D
thick
thickness diusivity   

fzgscm

s
K
v
 K

N vertical diusivity
K

  

cm

s
K
vmin
minvertical diusivity cm

s
K
vmax
maxvertical diusivity 
cm

s
Bottom drag
C
D
bottom drag coecient 	  

u
tide
tidal friction correction velocity 	cms
KrausTurner mixed layer model
H
s
scale depth of TKE prol 	m
 TKE mixing eectivty 
Bottom boundary layer
D

alongisobaths diusivity   

cm

s
D
min
alongisobaths backgrd diusivity   
	
cm

s
 exchange rate of BBL 
Table  Coecients used in the parameterization of FLAME 
allows alongisobaths advective and diusive uxes along the topographical slope
In cases of a sloping topography and decreasing density with depth the BBL
scheme for diusion and advection becomes important In this situation the along
isobaths diusivity D

has a value of 

cm

s everywhere else it is three orders
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smaller For numerical reasons this unphysical upslope diusion is not zero but
a small diusivity is retained D

oscher and Beckmann 
The advective velocities of upper box are directed into the downslope following
bottom box The parameter  controls the exchange rate of two boxes In the
case of    the exchange is suppressed for    the advective ow is totally
redirected down the slope of the topography In this study we used the same
parameter as Eden and Willebrand  of   
To take the impact of surface uxes for the structure of the mixed layer depth into
account a simple mixed layer parameterization of Kraus and Turner 
is used which calculates the mixed layer depth by using a vertical integral of the
simplied TKE equation It determines the depth of the mixed layer by comparing
the input of turbulent kinetic energy TKE from the surface wind eld to the
potential energy which is necessary to mix layers Other eects with impacts on
the mixed layer depth like buoyancy forcing or the shear of the velocity eld are
neglected To simulate the decay of TKE with depth due to frictional eects an
exponential prole with a scale depth of H
s
 	m is assumed Only a portion
   of the available turbulent energy is used for mixing
All these parameter values used in FLAME are listed in table 
 Surface forcing
The surface forcing in the climatological state of the ocean model contains monthly
mean elds which are linearly interpolated onto the models time
They originate from a hourly analysis at the ECMWF of the years 
Barnier et al 	 For the FLAME models this dataset was averaged to
receive a climatological year of surface forcing It was already used in DYNAMO
Willebrand et al  opening the possibility to compare results from
older studies This advantage was weighted more important than the fact that
the dataset falls in a time period with a high North Atlantic Oscillation NAO
probably having an impact on FLAME s climatological state of the ocean
In the standard conguration the surface boundary condition for heat is provided
by a combination of a heat ux Q

and a ux correction restoring towards clima
tological SSTs Haney 
Q  Q

Q

SST
model
 SST
clim
 
with Q


	Q
	SST




SST
clim
 

Hereby is Q

the temporal and spatial dependent timescale of the relaxation term
which is directly derived from a linearized form of the bulk formula for the surface
heat ux Barnier et al 	
The use of restoring boundary condition alone could lead to the unrealistic situa
tion of suppressed heat exchange if the model has the correct SST in terms of
climatology This combined procedure assures that in this case there is still a heat
ux Q

between atmosphere and ocean
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However equation  can be rewritten as a pure relaxation to the apparent surface
temperature T


Q  Q

SST
model
 T

 	
with T

 SST
clim

Q

Q

 
In this formulation the properties for the surface heat ux can easily derived
An atmosphere with an innite heat capacity is assumed what means that changes
in the heat ux can only be caused by the reaction of changes in the oceans
temperature on a constant atmosphere This atmosphere absorbs any additional
heat coming out of the ocean the term Q

SST
model
in equation 	 In a physical
sense the additional heat is directly spread by divergences of the wind eld without
heating the air somewhere
For small scales this assumption may hold for larger heat anomalies the ability of
the atmosphere to change its heat transport as a consequence of SST changes can
be an important feedback mechanism of the coupled system Marotzke 
However this kind of surface boundary condition for heat is often used in ocean
models Its range of application is mainly to simulate a mean state of the ocean
under climatological boundary conditions in order to examine small disturbances
and internal variability within the ocean The ability to force models for problems
of climate variability and integrating the ocean model in global warming scenarios
on timescales of 	 years is somehow a marginal case To investigate the coupled
system with its variety of oceanatmosphere feedback mechanisms this procedure
cannot be justied For that kind of application a coupled model at least with
a simple but responding atmosphere has to be used Rahmstorf and Wille
brand 	 showed that the role of such an atmosphere could for instance have
a damping and in some sense a stabilizing eect on the oceans circulation
In the standard conguration the freshwater ux into the ocean is realized as a
restoring to climatological surface salinities after Levitus and Boyer 
 and
Boyer and Levitus  at a constant timescale of 	 days in the surface grid
boxes The reason not to use a boundary condition similar to the heat ux formu
lation are large uncertainties in the climatological precipitation and evaporation
datasets Due to the small spatial scales of rain and the absence of elds of reliable
data covering the whole domain the salinity restoring is used to receive a prefer
ably realistic climatological state of the ocean In order to perform integrations
on decadal to interdecadal timescales this boundary condition cannot be justied
since any feedback mechanism concerning the oceans salinity is suppressed So
using this boundary condition a salt anomaly advecting through the ocean would
be damped by the unphysical mechanism of anomalously high precipitation
Therefore in this study we use a freshwater ux diagnosed from the restoring
boundary condition for salt in a quasiequilibrium state Although these uxes
are completely articial they provide an oceanic state excluding the unphysical
mechanism of precipitation depending on surface salinity Thus the model is able
to conserve salinity signals advected at the surface
 IMPLEMENTATION OF ANTHROPOGENIC FORCING 
There is a lot of literature about the use of mixed boundary conditions in models
for the investigation of the response of the THC eg Marotzke and Wille
brand  The existence of dierent stable states of the ocean and the switch
from one state to the other due to relatively small freshwater perturbations is often
described using highly idealized models Nevertheless the use of mixed boundary
conditions for driving ocean models is still a compromise In PE models the fresh
water ux is realized as a equivalent salt ux into an ocean with a rigid lid surface
where the vertical velocity vanishes This procedure can result in somehow dier
ent results concerning the baroclinic gyres Huang  found in a circulation
model driven with real freshwater uxes that relatively small amounts of fresh
water ux can be able to drive very strong meridional and zonal cells which were
 times stronger than the driving freshwater ux Moreover the meridional salt
ux in the model was better represented with realistic freshwater uxes at the
surface Since a sensitivity study concerning technical aspects and sensitivities of
the implementation of surface forcing is beyond this work we nevertheless use the
mixed boundary condition formulation
For this study remains important not to nd dierent climatological stable states
but to give the uncoupled ocean as much ability as possible to respond in a physical
sense on changes in the atmospheric forcing Restoring boundary conditions always
have the characteristic that the forcing towards climatological values increases all
the more the system diverges from it Therefore in this work this unphysical
bounding is as much reduced as possible in order to simulate the behaviour of the
ocean as a preferable free component of the climate system
The spinup and the switch from full surface restoring to freshwater uxes in com
bination with temperature restoring is described in section 

The surface forcing contains also ECMWF data for zonal and meridional wind
stress components as well as deduced wind stress velocities necessary for the mixed
layer model
All data sets except restoring timescales are Killworthltered Killworth 
This prevents a systematic error in the forcing with linear interpolated data of
monthly averaged rawdata
 Implementation of anthropogenic forcing
The issue of this study is to force the FLAME  ocean model with diag
nosed uxes from anthropogenic global warming scenario integrations of ocean
atmosphere coupled models To do this we implemented the uxes of heat and
freshwater as well as wind stress data as forcing anomalies on our models quasi
equilibrium state The reason for this procedure is the fact that the coupled systems
might have a totally dierent mean state of the ocean
Using the full set of forcing would not only force the ocean model in an anthro
pogenic sense but also into the direction of the probably less realistic mean state
of the coupled systems ocean Additionally due to the dierent source of the
uxes implementing the heat and freshwater uxes of anthropogenic scenarios in
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the Atlantic ocean would yield to an enormous drift during the models integration
since the heat and salt budgets are only closed as a global integral Only if the
lateral transport at the vertical boundaries of the regional model would accord
with the transport of the global ocean in that region what cannot be assured due
to the formulation of the vertical boundary conditions in FLAME   this could
be suppressed
Implementing the anomalous greenhouse gas signals index GH  in the ocean
model at the ocean surface the boundary condition for heat Q
GH
 freshwater
F
GH
 and wind 

GH
 become
Q
GH
 QQ

T
skin
GH
Q
GH

F
GH
 F F




GH
 
 

GH
 
Hereby is Q the heat ux forcing equation 	 The index  denotes anthro
pogenic ux anomalies relative to the mean state of the climate model between
 and 	 At that time the anthropogenic forcing is still small gure  so
that the ocean models integrations start with little anthropogenic forcing in the
year 	
In contrast to the usual FLAME forcing with Q

being the temporal and spatial
dependent timescale in the experiments with anthropogenic forcing data we took
a constant value of 
Wm

k The reason for this procedure is that the original
values of Q

are derived from the ECMWF data set Since the heat ux correction
from the climate models need not necessarily t these values we chose a constant
value for Q

 This constant value is a widely proven procedure in ocean models
eg Treguier et al  Using a constant value for Q

does not signicantly
change the quasiequilibrium state of FLAME  relative to the temporal and
spatial dependent Q


This procedure assures that if the climate model maintained its state all terms
Figure  year running mean of global mean heat ux anomalies in coupled
integrations of ECHAMOPYC line and GFDLgps dashed
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on the right side of equation  labeled by GH would be zero and the anthro
pogenic would become the climatological forcing
The quality of the chosen boundary conditions strongly depend on the dierence
between the horizontal circulation in the coupled and in the uncoupled case Be
cause the diagnosed uxes originate from interactions between certain regimes in
the upper ocean of the climate models ocean and the atmosphere above the evolve
ment of the diagnosed uxes onto an ocean with a dierent horizontal circulation
can cause fundamental problems even if only anomalies are applied For instance
if a current has a fundamental dierent position in the coupled integration changes
in the diagnosed uxes may have an impact on a completely wrong regime Only
if the horizontal circulation of the uncoupled model perfectly matches the pattern
of the coupled models ocean the surface forcing can show a physical reaction
on the models SST
Having this constraint in mind the implementation of freshwater ux anomalies
and wind stress anomalies is quite obvious There is simply no feedback mechanism
from the dynamic ocean into the prescribed atmosphere so there remains a one
way atmospheric forcing
The resulting boundary condition for heat is less intuitive Therefore it is worth
to illuminate some of its aspects If we only took the anomalous heat ux Q
GH
as the only modication of the climatological heat ux Q in a global warming
scenario in which we have to expect fundamental changes in the models SST
the anthropogenic signal would be damped by the xed apparent atmospheric
temperature T

 the more the temperature rises To avoid this we also include
an anthropogenic signal on the apparent atmospheric temperature T

as well to
overcome this damping problem This is chosen to be the anomaly of the skin
temperature T
skin
GH
in the coupled integration With or without this modication
the shape of the boundary condition for heat as a combination of restoring and
heat ux correction has another property
In contrast to freshwater forcing and wind the anthropogenic heat ux Q
GH
in
the ocean model can dier from the anthropogenic forcing in the climate model
due to the restoring term in equation 
This deviation must be expected to be strongest in regions of large dierences of
the horizontal circulation of the ocean in both models where wrong positioned
heating and cooling due to this boundary condition are expected To clarify this
point the integration of FLAME  in the GFDL gps global warming scenario
details in chapter 	 gives a suitable example
First of all in an integral point of view this articial mechanism seems small in
the whole domain of the North Atlantic ocean gure 
A Although there is
some discrepancy on annual timescales between the anomalous heat ux in the
coupled model and the resulting ux felt by FLAME the main trend is well
represented
If we look at the meridional distribution of the anthropogenic signal some dier
ences in higher latitudes can be seen which increase in the later part of the 
st
century gure 
B In lower latitudes the two signal match almost perfect
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Figure 

A Changes in surface heat uxes in FLAME  dashed and GFDL gps line
in Wm



N

N

W

E	 averaged
B Zonally averaged surface heat ux in FLAME  dashed and in the climate
model line averaged between 
 top and  bottom
horizontal barotropic streamfunction of FLAME  C and of GFDL gps D
averaged between 
 unit is Sv
The deviation in higher latitudes are the consequence of a dierent shape of the
subpolar gyre in both models This can be studied by looking at the barotropic
streamfunction in gure 
 C and D The devolution is the following During
the global warming scenario the northward heat transport of the climate model
decreases causing a colder Gulf Stream transport As an atmospheric response
the skin temperature becomes colder Moreover the atmospheric heat transport
and the surface heat ux into the ocean increase Since the shape of the subpolar
gyre and also the position of the Gulf Stream are dierent in FLAME the
uncoupled ocean model responds in a dierent way The anomalous high heat ux
into the ocean is felt in a region where the Gulf Stream has already separated from
the coast gure 
 C So an advective signal cannot be found in this region
However the cold restoring signal from the climate model is anyhow included
terms Q
GH
and Q

T
skin
GH
in equation 
This combination yields to a less intense heat ux change during the integra
tion in that region without the ocean models Gulf Stream being involved gure
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
C Nevertheless this reaction is appreciated because the source of this feed
back mechanism is the northward heat transport and not a locally caused eect
of the atmosphere in the region southeast of the Labrador Sea In other regions
eg downstream the North Atlantic Current the devolution is vice versa Here
FLAME s oceanic heat transport weakens the lower SSTs cause the surface
heat ux evolution right side of equation 	
Therefore the heat ux boundary condition can be mainly interpreted to be regime
dependent The atmospheric response is an anthropogenic dominated signal in
domains matching the climate models ocean terms Q
GH
and Q

T
skin
GH
with
the same algebraic sign and a physical articial reaction in deviating regimes
both terms balancing each other in some sense
However choosing this kind of boundary condition is still a compromise This
thermal boundary condition contains two parts of restoring to some temperature
a climatological part Q

T

and an anthropogenic part Q

T
skin
GH
 In a physical
sense they can be distinguished as follows The climatological part is the response
of an even changed oceanic SST to an unchanged atmosphere whereas the anthro
pogenic part is the response of the ocean to an anthropogenic changing atmosphere
The reason why these contribution is carefully distinguished here are some sen
sitivity studies in chapter 	 where the anthropogenic surface forcing is switched
o in some regions So in those experiments there is still GHinduced variability
in local heat uxes due to lateral changes in the SST as a reaction on the xed
atmospheric state Nevertheless this mechanism is still embraced and also reason
able in a physical sense Its eect is illuminated in section 	 where we calculated
heat budgets in order to estimate the relative importance of this restoring feedback
relative to the full anthropogenic forcing
At the vertical boundaries the restoring terms for the closed boundaries respective
the inow conditions at the open boundaries are as well modied by anthropogenic
signals The restoring term in the tracer equation for salt and temperature at the
vertical boundaries is rewritten as
R
S
GH
 R
T
GH
 
  S
model
 T
model
 S
clim
 T
clim
S
GH
 T
GH
!  
where  is the restoring timescale while the index clim denotes climatological
values section  The last term on the right side is the anomalous anthro
pogenic signal in the climate models oceanic tracer distribution For each month
the temperature and salinity anomalies are interpolated on the ocean models grid
in sponge areas Again as for the surface forcing if the climate model remains un
changed the GHlabeled terms would be zero and FLAME was forced by its
quasiequilibrium vertical boundary conditions Having the constraints in mind
applying the anthropogenic forcing into the ocean model in the described way
could help to prove the reliability of results from the coupled models ocean
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 Spinup
Starting from the Levitus and Boyer 
 dataset we integrated the coarse
resolution FLAME model for 	 years to receive a quasiequilibrium climatolog
ical state relative to the applied forcing under pure restoring boundary conditions
In the last  years of this spinup we diagnosed the surface freshwater uxes
resulting from the restoring boundary condition with an interval of two days
After averaging these uxes into one climatological year we ran the model with
these uxes for another 	 years in order to control the salinity drift in the model
After  years of integration with mixed boundary conditions the salinity drift is
less than   
	
psuyear what is much less than the expected changes due to
anthropogenic forcing
The resulting state of the ocean under mixed boundary conditions is validated
and discussed in section  It is the platform to start the idealized experiments
chapter  as well as greenhouse gas forcing experiments chapter 
 and 	 from
 Higher resolution models
In addition to a couple of experiments with FLAME we performed some sensi
tivity studies with a higher resolved version The implementation of anthropogenic
forcing on a coarse grid into a more realistic ocean model has a few limitations
see section  The most important one is the regime dependence of the local
forcing Since the climate models atmospheric uxes are the result of interactions
with an ocean in a dierent state running a model with a dierent ocean state
might result in unrealistic uxes In gure 	 this problem is demonstrated at
the example of the subpolar front Both in the climate models ocean as well as in
FLAME the position of this front is quite similar since in both models the
Gulf Stream is not as concentrated as in FLAME and the separation of the
current is still not correct Therefore the North West Corner is nearly nonexistent
in both coarse resolution models Looking at a section at 	

W lower right panel
the higher resolution model shows a narrow SST front while the two other models
are much more smoothed Expected changes in the airsea interactions within the
Gulf Stream could therefore implemented in the higher resolution model lead to
unrealistic uxes in adjoining regions like the Labrador Sea
Additionally because of computational costs and technical problems for integrat
ing anthropogenic warming scenarios under mixed boundary conditions with eddy
permitting models for several hundreds of years we restricted the adoption of
FLAME to some sensitivity studies with idealized forcing applications relative
to the coarse resolution model in chapter 
 Models style and forcing
The experiments used for the validation of the response of the coarse resolution
model are all performed with the 

version of the FLAME models here
after FLAME  which bases on the same physical code as FLAME The
 HIGHER RESOLUTION MODELS 
FLAME4/3
GFDL
FLAME1/3
GFDL
52W
FLAME4/3
FLAME1/3
Figure 	 Annual mean SST of FLAME	 FLAME and GFDL in the vicin
ity of the subpolar front
model area is slightly dierent While the North Atlantic has a very similar style
the model is closed with an open boundary condition at 

S The prescribed
barotropic streamfunction is taken from a simple Sverdrup relation the tracer val
ues at inow points are again a combination of climatological values taken from
Levitus and Boyer 
 and Boyer and Levitus  As a contrast to
the coarse resolution model the northern restoring zone only reaches from 

N to


N One reason for this dierence is the ability of FLAME to have deep con
vection areas north of Iceland even though the model is closed within the Nordic
Seas
Like in the coarse resolution model the bottom boundary layer is employed the
coecient in these conguration is A

 	  

cm

 Also included is the isopy
cnal diusion with an coecient of D
iso
 
  

cm

s and the same tapering
functions used in FLAME see table  The horizontal background diu
sion is D
back
 
  
	
cm

s As a dierence to FLAME conguration the
GM parameterization Gent and McWilliams  is not used in these
experiments In the case of the higher resolution model the parameterization of
eddyinduced velocity should be unnecessary since the eddies are resolved at least
in lower latitudes The horizontal viscosity is A
h
   

cm

s the vertical
viscosity is A
v
 cm

s like in FLAME Finally the quadratic bottom
friction is   

for the higher resolved version
The surface forcing consists of the same climatological elds already described
in section  In contrast to FLAME the sensitivity studies with the high
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resolution model are integrated under restoring conditions for salt and temperature
instead of mixed boundary conditions The reason to use pure restoring at the
surface is the problem with unphysical drifts in regional models Due to high
computational costs long integrations to suppress this drift are not possible This
must be taken into account comparing the experiments in chapter 
In the following section we validate the climatological state of FLAME and
pass on a description of FLAME since the anthropogenic forcing experiments
are performed with the coarse version However the mean state and variability
of FLAME is widely tested in a number of studies based on FLAME Group

 Validation
In this section the mean general circulation as well as some aspects of the hydrol
ogy of the climatological state of the ocean model are described and validated For
comparison some properties of the ocean component of both climate models are
shown from which the diagnosed uxes in chapter 
 and 	 originate and which
are used to force FLAME These are the ECHAMOPYC climate model as
well as the GFDL climate model At the beginning of chapter 
 and 	 technical
aspects as well as the specic anthropogenic forcing scenario performed with those
models are summarized
FLAME has shown reasonable results concerning the interannual to decadal
variability in experiments with realistic forcing time series Eden and Wille
brand  Because the mean circulation under mixed boundary conditions
and climatological forcing does hardly deviate form the model under restoring
boundary conditions here we conne on some aspects which are important for
the response experiments with anthropogenic forcing in chapters 
 and 	 These
concern mainly the mean state since the variability of the diagnosed airsea uxes
from coupled GCMs is much more idealized than the realistic forcing used in
Eden and Willebrand where the variability on dierent scales is capaciously
described
In this thesis the main question is less the variability of the ocean Instead the topic
is whether a widely proven ocean model shows a fundamental dierent response on
global warming scenarios In other word whether a more realistic mean circulation
of the ocean results in a general dierent behaviour of relevant parameters Hence
the evolution of a model with a quite realistic oceanic state in experiments with
anthropogenic forcing diagnosed from in some sense idealized oceanatmosphere
systems is investigated
In the following the state of the climatological year is discussed which is the last
year of the spinup By forcing with climatological data for another about 	 years
to compare to anthropogenic changes it does not show signicant changes This
must be ascribed to the very low internal variability of the coarse resolution model
unable to resolve eddies and their spreading in the ocean
 VALIDATION 
 The meridional circulation
The meridional overturning cell is a useful parameter in terms of the thermohaline
circulation Since it is the main diagnostic parameter used in this study in section
 we expand on certain aspects of the role of the overturning function relative
to the THC Here we describe the main properties of the meridional overturn
ing circulation in FLAME which is the following integral eg Schmitz and
McCartney 
" z 
Z

max

min
a cos d
Z

z
v  z

 dz

 
In a regional model of the Atlantic Ocean 
min
and 
max
are the limits of the
zonal extent of the basin and v is the meridional velocity
Figure  Overturning circulation in the last year of the spinup in FLAME 	
the upper  m are stretched	 unit is Sv
Figure  shows the annual mean overturning function in the last year of the
spinup The dominant cell is formed by the North Brazil Current the Antilles
Current the Florida Current the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic Current as
the upper branch of the cell The Deep Western Boundary Current with its dierent
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components forms the compensating lower branch The maximum transport of this
cell is about 	 Sv at 


N This value is close to results in other zlevel North
Atlantic Models eg Willebrand et al  Observational values are quite
similar Roemmich and Wunsch 	 estimated the overturning strength to
be  Sv other estimates include  Sv by Macdonald and Wunsch 
and Ganachaud and Wunsch  and an average of  Sv from three sets
of hydrographic data by Lavin et al 
Starting in the north at 

N the strength is at about  Sv Since at this latitude
the main southward ow goes through the Denmark Strait gure  this value
can mainly be associated with the Denmark Strait Overow in dierent density
classes South of the sill the transport increases to about  Sv until it reaches


N This accretion can be ascribed to entrainment as well as to sinking within
the subpolar gyre At Cape Farwell the southward transport has grown to  Sv
The maximum is reached in a depth of  m in 


N
A second local maximum can be found at 	

N  This arises from strong up
welling within the subtropical gyre and is a wellknown problem of coarse res
olution models Although the thickness diusion is able to reduce this problem
B

oning et al 	 it is still present in the model
Below this dominant cell a northward ow of Antarctic Bottom Water AABW
is feeding the lower branch of NADW It has a maximum strength of about  Sv
in the North Atlantic
Above these deep cells three winddriven cells with a maximum depth of a few
hundred meters can be localized By diagnosing the overturning on vertical lev
els by equation  the source of these cells is that winddriven waters follow
isopycnal layers connected with a vertical motion in the case of isopycnal slopes
Showing the overturning function on isopycnal surfaces therefore leads to a higher
overturning cell in the North Atlantic of about  Sv see section  The wind
driven cell vanishes and the transport on isopycnals becomes visible Willebrand
et al 
Although the overturning circulation or at least the overturning index is often
used as an indicator for the oceans role in climate its magnitude and structure
is dicult to compare with observations since these are very rare However the
transport through the Denmark Strait of about  Sv below the models upper
boundary of the Denmark Strait Overow of 


 	 kgm

gure  is
quite close to observations of Dickson et al  who found  Sv below his
upper boundary of 


  kgm


The transport through the IcelandScotland sills is at about 	 Sv below 



	 kgm

in this quasiequilibrium state of the model not shown what within
the error bars of Dicksons 	 to  Sv below 


  kgm

there
Although these values are quite reasonable for the coarse resolution FLAME
they strongly depend on the representation of the topography which is idealized
in some points Using dierent crosssections of the narrow ows the results can
be totally dierent concerning not even the local behaviour but also the whole
overturning function We performed a sensitivity study on this in section 		
 VALIDATION 
Figure  Annual mean cumulative transport through the Denmark Strait at 

N
and 

W on isopycnals left and on the vertical axis right in Sv
Concerning the main overturning cell in the North Atlantic an interesting point is
the zonal contribution to this structure Figure  shows the relative contribution
to the upper and lower branch starting at the eastern boundary In both branches
the western boundarys contribution is mostly important although the southward
ow has a not negligible component in the oceans interior between 

N and 


N
This is also present in higher resolution versions of FLAME and is not confuted
by observations so far In these models although the oceans interior contributes
to the southward ow the variability is primarily given by the boundary current
FLAME Group	 perscom Within the subpolar gyre as well the deep ow shows
some northward components whose source is the very barotropic structure of the
North Atlantic Current in the model
The upper branch reects the gyre circulation with a very concentrated Gulf
Stream at the western boundary
In comparison to the structure of the overturning cell in FLAME the resulting
overturning function in the climate models we investigate in chapter 
 and 	 are
much more idealized Eg in terms of transport between the Nordic Seas basin
and the subpolar basin the diagnosed transports are quite unrealistic relative
to observations Futhermore the depth of the southward branch is shallower as
the consequence of wrong water mass properties Additionally the mean strength
is much higher see the overturning shape of the climate models in gure 	
However whether these are important features of the general response of the over
turning function is not answered at this point
The main role of the ocean in climate is its ability to transport amounts of heat
which are at the same order as the atmospheric transports Trenberth and
Caron 
Figure  shows the annual mean meridional heat transport of FLAME black
curve In comparison to results from Macdonald and Wunsch  the val
ues are systematically lower While their observation was a maximum of 
 PW
at 

N out models maximum is  PW at 

N At the equator the northward
heat transport is  PW while at 


N its still 	 PW Across the sills into
the Nordic Seas there remains 	 PW All these values are slightly higher in
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Figure  Cumulative contribution to the main overturning cell of the upper
branch A and the lower branch B in the North Atlantic ocean	 starting at the
eastern boundary unit is Sv
FLAME with pure restoring boundary conditions what can be ascribed to the
stronger overturning circulation Eden  Trenberth and Caron 
used the NCEPNCAR reanalysis data Kalnay et al  as well as the
ECMWF reanalysis data Gibson et al  to estimate the northward heat
transport in the Atlantic ocean by calculating heat budgets While like the obser
vations of Macdonald and Wunsch the NCEPNCAR data are much higher
within the subtropical gyre up to 


N  in the subpolar gyre the values are very
similar brown curve Much more similar over the domain of the Atlantic Ocean
is the curve derived from ECMWF data magenta curve Their heat transports
peaks at 

N with about  PW and decreases at 


N to  PW and at 

N
to  PW In FLAME there is a slight local maximum within the subpolar
gyre which cannot be found in both reanalysis data sets This can be ascribed to
strong surface warming of the cold southward ows leading to a net gain of heat
within the subpolar gyre
A useful diagnostic is the decomposition of the heat transport into a gyre respective
an overturning component In a mathematical sense the rst one is the integral
of the correlation between the deviations of v and T from the zonal mean while
the second is the integral of the product of the zonal means
These two terms are also shown in gure  While the overturning red curve
component is reactively close to the whole meridional heat transport the gyre
component green curve is much lower and not even northward in the whole
North Atlantic
Comparing the climate models resulting oceanic heat transport gives a slightly
dierent result The two climate models whose diagnosed uxes are used in chapter

 and 	 suer from too low oceanic heat transport The ECHAMOPYC model
has a maximum heat transport of 	 PW the GFDL model is at 
 PW eg
Jia  Although the overturning function in both models is about  Sv to
high unrealistic water mass properties lead to this defect Since the temperature
of the deep southward branch is too warm the heat transport remains too low
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FLAME4/3
MacDonald-Wunsch 1996
Trenberth 2001 - ECMWF
Trenberth 2001 - NCEP
FLAME4/3 - gyre circulation
FLAME4/3 - overturning
Figure  Annual mean meridional heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean as de
noted in the gure
With a more realistic density of the DWBC the heat transport would be even
more unrealistic So comparing the ocean model in terms of overturning and heat
transport to the climate models cannot be done with absolute values We show an
alternate way in section 
 Aspects of hydrography and horizontal circulation
In this section we show some features about the annual mean state of FLAME
at the end of the spinup in order to estimate how realistic the representation in
comparison to climatological data sets in terms of water mass properties is
One aspect of the horizontal circulation is the barotropic streamfunction which
is a measure of the depthintegrated horizontal circulation in the model For the
climatological year this parameter is shown in gure  The values are smoothed
point boxcar window in order to get rid of subscale noise of FLAME which
can be traced back to too low viscosity in the model The streamfunction has its
highest values of about 	 Sv within the Weddel Sea Since for the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current ACC at the open boundaries section  a barotropic
transport of  Sv is prescribed the Weddel Gyre itself has a strength of about
 Sv Further north the subtropical gyre in the South Atlantic has a strength
of  Sv in the core at 
	

W and 

S A second local maximum can be found
south of the Agulhas Current south of Africa with another  Sv of circulation
The Agulhas Current itself contributes with about  Sv to the subtropical gyre
In the northern hemisphere the subtropical gyre has a mean strength of  Sv
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Figure  Annual mean barotropic streamfunction of FLAME in the clima
tological state	 unit is Sv
which is almost completely supplied by the currents between the Antilles and
the continent This value is close to observations of Schott et al  who
reported about  Sv between Florida and the Bahamas Islands
The cyclonic circulation within the subpolar gyre has a strength of about  Sv
with its core in the central Labrador Sea
In section  the barotropic streamfunction of the GFDL model is shown to il
luminate diculties in implementing the diagnosed uxes However that model
shows a subtropical gyre with a somehow idealized shape and a maximum strength
of about 
 Sv Also the subpolar gyre is stronger
To give an overview for the state and the circulation of the upper North Atlantic
gure  shows the temperature of the ocean model in  m depth left as well
as in two widely accepted climatological data sets of Boyer and Levitus 
middle and Reynaud et al  right
While the rst reference data set is given on an horizontal grid of 


resolution
the second is given on a 

grid Therefore we smoothed the contour lines in
order to be able to compare special issues Additionally both datasets dier in the
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Figure  Annual mean ocean temperature in  m depth of FLAME left	
of Boyer and Levitus  middle and Reynaud et al  right
way they are interpolated The rst one is objectively interpolated on geopotential
levels in the second isopycnals were used
In rst order there is a high degree of agreement between the coarse resolution
model and both climatologies All three data sets show a very similar tempera
ture both in the subtropical and the subpolar gyre The temperature within the
subtropics is between 	

C at the east coast of North America and 

C at the
African coast In the subpolar gyre it is between 

C in the west of the Labrador
Sea and 

C at the west coast of Great Britain Also quite similar is the tempera
ture distribution north of Iceland with 

C in the East Greenland Current and
with 

C west of the Norwegian coast
Between the two main winddriven gyres even the position of the subpolar front
seems to be quite realistic in FLAME Following the North Atlantic Current
into the Nordic Seas is also in good agreement with the two reference data sets
Nevertheless a further inspection anyhow reveals relics of the well known problem
of the Gulf Stream separation in ocean models leading to some kind of unrealistic
and simplied circulation along the southernmost part of the Labrador Sea around
the Grand Banks east of Newfoundland This feature is often discussed in models
solutions of the North Atlantic ocean eg Dengg  Instead separating from
the shelf the front of the isotherms is shifted northward Using higher resolved
ocean models do not necessarily improve the situation Due to the coarse resolu
tion and high diusivity the specic pattern of the Gulf Stream with its distinct
eastward jet cannot be represented
Additionally to the problem of the Gulf Stream separation the shape of the
Labrador Sea Current around the North West Corner is not well represented in
FLAME Instead of following the coastline around Newfoundland Han and
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Figure  Annual mean temperature in  m depth of FLAME left	 of
Boyer and Levitus middle and Reynaud et al right
Tang  in the coarse resolution model this pattern cannot be found in the
temperature eld in  m depth In contrast to the Gulf Stream separation this is
a problem of coarse resolution models in which narrow boundary currents are not
well represented In higher resolution models of FLAME especially in the 

version the circulation is much more realistic here
Another decit of the ocean model is the warm water oshore the east coast of
North America at 	

N to 	

N This is connected with the underestimation of
the amount of subtropical mode water in FLAME leading to too warm tem
peratures there FLAME Group	 perscom Additionally the Azores Current as
the northward nearly zonal branch of the subtropical gyre is missing in the models
solution what becomes apparent by looking at the zonal spreading isotherms of
climatological data sets in that region The reason is not really known so far but
there are some indication from Jia  that it might be a consequence of a wrong
representation and spreading of the Mediterranean inow into the North Atlantic
gure  in FLAME Since this Mediterranean outow is prescribed by a
sponge term in the model section  the water mass properties are correct
in the vicinity of the Strait of Gibraltar Nevertheless the spreading of this warm
salty signal into the Atlantic is much more diusive in FLAME Instead of a
concentrated signal along the Portuguese coast northward into the Gulf of Biscaya
Baringer and Price  in the ocean model the path is in nearly zonal
direction High concentrations of Mediterranean water are still found below the
Gulf Stream
Concentrating on the northern region the water mass properties in the dense GIN
Seas are quite realistic in FLAME since they are restored to observations there
section  In contrast to both climatological data sets the dense plumes of
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Figure  Annual mean temperature at a section at 


N of FLAME left	
Boyer and Levitus  middle and Monterey and Levitus 
right
the overows over through the Denmark Strait as well as the IcelandScotland
Overow are much more concentrated in the ocean model By regional smoothing
of observational data signals through narrow passages are often underestimated
in climatological data sets Studying the impact of that point D

oscher et al

 found in a model of the North Atlantic ocean that a vertical boundary con
dition in the north including unsmoothed observational data of the dense overow
signals lead to a strengthening and therefore to a much more realistic representa
tion of the overturning function in ocean models than using Levitus and Boyer
data solely
Within the Labrador Sea the water mass properties at that specic depth are quite
similar in both climatological data sets and in FLAME The annual mean tem
perature is at about 

C Again the lack in the representation of narrow bound
ary currents is apparently The water mass properties of Deep Western Boundary
Current cannot be found between the coastline and the warmer water within the
subpolar gyre
Finally further south the Gulf of Mexico at a depth of  m is much too warm
in FLAME compared to observations This must be ascribed to the low water
mass exchange in that region in the coarse resolution model
On a section at 	

N the annual mean temperature distribution is shown in gure
 for all three data sets It detects some further decits of the coarse resolution
model While the near surface circulation seems to be quite realistic in terms of the
position of the North Atlantic Current the deep Labrador Sea below  m in
the gures west of 


W is too warm Instead of temperatures of 	

C in the
water column between 	 and 	 m the model provides temperatures which
are about 	

C higher
A well known problem of this model already reported in Eden and Willebrand
 is the structure of the isotherms in the deep Labrador Sea basin They have
a very horizontal shape and are the result of a wrong DSOW pathway Instead of
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following the topography as it is found in observations eg Doney and Jenkins

 Strass et al  the densest water of the NADW lls up the abyssal
Labrador Sea leading to small isothermal slopes and too cold temperatures there
Although the temperature structure of the deep Labrador Sea basin shows some
decits at least the density of the Labrador Sea Deep Water LADW above
is quite realistic Figure 
 shows the density structure in dierent seasons of
the climatological year In observations the LADW has an upper boundary of



 
kgm

eg Rhein et al  which is quite close to the values
in the model Also the depth of the LADW core seems to be realistic Since the
evolution of the surface density and subsequently of the LADW is an interplay
of lateral signals and local surface uxes in a couple of ocean models this water
mass is although often restored to climatological values at the surface too salty
Investigating this point it is found be an indication for a wrong supply of water
entering the central Labrador Sea from the East and West Greenland Current
Moreover in higher resolution FLAME models the temperature structure in the
deep basin is more realistic and not as cold as in FLAME Therefore the eect
of too high salinity leads to too dense LADW in these models which in some
integrations reaches an unrealistic convection depth down to the bottom
A B
DC
Figure 
 


at a section across the Labrador Sea at 	

W in March A	 May
B	 August C and October D
 VALIDATION 
Figure 	 Annual mean salinity in  m depth of FLAME left	 of Boyer
and Levitus middle and Reynaud et al right
For the sake of completeness in gure 	 we show the annual mean salinity
of FLAME in comparison to both climatological datasets The ocean model
is quite realistic Some decits concern the western tropical gyre with too high
values
Some sensitivity experiments in higher resolution models showed that if the prop
erties of these currents are changed on their way around Greenland the model
can overcome the density problem within the deep Labrador Sea FLAME Group	
perscom
In the case of the coarse resolution FLAME due to the lack of resolved gyres
in the model the transport of water from the boundary currents into the central
Labrador Sea seems to be underestimated Therefore the properties of the LADW
are not as strongly aected by wrong lateral water property signals This leads to
this quite realistic density structure here FLAME Group	 perscom The core of
cold DSOW at the bottom of the basin restricts the water from too deep sinking
Following the annual cycle of the climatological year the slope of the isopycnals
doming in the Labrador Sea can be found in March leading to the renewal
of this component of deep water Due to strong heat loss in the late winter at
that time the mixed layer depth reaches about  m what is quite close to
observations in the central Labrador Sea Curry et al  respective Lazier
 reported of strong interannual variability of the deep water formation in
that region Years of strong convection show mixed layer depths of about 
m talking of low activity means mixed layer depths of about  m Hence the
situation in the climatological year of FLAME is in fair agreement with these
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A B
Figure  Mixed layer depth in March in FLAME A and from Monterey
and Levitus  B The criterion is 

 kgm

for A and 


	kgm

for B Note that for B no data below  m are available
values and can be called a year with quite strong convection activity Looking at
the horizontal map of the convective regime the solution of the ocean model is
quite realistic as well gure  At rst sight this result is put into perspective
by a dierent denition of the mixed layer depth in model and observations While
the criterion is   kgm

in FLAME models Monterey and Levitus
 used a criterion of   	kgm

 which was found to be more robust
in climatological data sets Using the second criterion in FLAME does not alter
the results signicantly The deep convection activity mainly takes place within
the central Labrador Sea In the observational map right panel the calculations
are only performed into a depth of  m so that no comparison about the depth
of the convection plume can be made In May the seasonal surface warming has
set in so that the communication into the deep basin is suppressed This situation
holds for the rest of the year with slight variations of the seasonal mixed layer
gure 
BC and D
Comparing the maps of the mixed layer in March in other regions of the subpolar
gyre some decits of FLAME are obvious Although the sharp front of values
increasing from  m to  m is present in both solutions they dier in some
aspects The observations show a much large area of a depth of at least  m until
		

N in the western and until 
	

N in the eastern basin In the ocean model these
depths are restricted to a narrow region south of Iceland with a local maximum
within the Irminger Sea In the eastern basin FLAME underestimates the
mixed layer depth
 Hydrography of climate models
In the last section we compared the climatological state of FLAME to obser
vational datasets Here we show some aspects of the ECHAMOPYC as well as
the GFDL hydrography Instead of investigating the climatological state of exper
iments without anthropogenic forcing we show averaged elds of the rst  years
 VALIDATION 

Topography [m] SST & velocity
Salinity 2000 mTemperature 2000 m 
Figure  ECHAMOPYC ocean component
Upper leftTopography 
 m	  m and  m are overlaid in red The
exact topography is not available	 so we show the vertical position of the deepest
available temperature point Since these elds are stored for only  vertical levels	
the shown topography is quite coarse Upper right years averaged elds at the
beginning of the global warming experiments of SST and surface currents Lower
left and right Temperature and salinity in  m depth
in the global warming experiments when the anomalous forcing is still weak Since
the water mass properties are somehow unrealistic in both models no details are
presented here
The upper left panel of gure  and  show the topography of both climate
models ocean components Especially the sills around Iceland are highly idealized
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SST & velocity
Salinity 1800 m
Topography [m]
Temperature 1800 m
Figure  GFDL ocean component
Upper leftTopography 
 m	  m and  m are overlaid in red Upper
right years averaged elds at the beginning of the global warming experiments
of SST and surface currents Lower left and right Temperature and salinity in
 m depth
The ECHAMOPYC model for instance has a Denmark Strait Overow depth
of  m the GFDL model is  m deep at that point Looking at the surface
currents the ECHAMOPYC ocean shows very high values near the equator
which are much stronger than the velocities along the Gulf Stream gure 
upper right A special feature of this model is the high horizontal resolution in
that region of 	

 In comparison the GFDL model shows more realistic velocities
in the vicinity of the equator gure  upper right Both models suer from
the Gulf Stream separation so that especially in the ECHAMOPYC model
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the southeast corner of the Labrador Sea is aected by too warm Gulf Stream
water of about 

C Furthermore in this model the cyclonic circulation in that
region is very weak and constrained to the northern part In the GFDL model the
Gulf Stream velocities are little higher and the circulation within the Labrador
Sea seems to be more realistic although the temperatures remain too high The
Northwest Corner with a cold Labrador Current cannot be found in both models
The temperature and salinity in  m ECHAMOPYC  respective in 
m GFDL are shown in the lower panels of gure  and  Without going
into details the water mass properties in that depth are highly idealized So in
the OPYC ocean temperatures of 

C can be found in the outow region of the
Mediterranean which are about 


C too high relative to observations gure 
Even warmer is the GFDL ocean in that region With temperatures up to 

C
the model is quite unrealistic Furthermore this warm tongue reaches large areas in
the north Atlantic leading to eg high temperatures east of Iceland in that depth
Looking at the salinity of the GFDL model no salt signal from the Mediterranean
can be found Instead the whole North Atlantic has a quite uniform salinity of
about 
 psu However in the OPYC ocean there is indeed a Mediterranean
signal Nevertheless both models suer from too high salinities within the subpolar
gyre So deep water properties are highly idealized in both ocean components
Nevertheless the coarse resolution might be one of the reasons for these unre
alistic water mass properties especially in the deeper North Atlantic However
the purpose of these models is not the representation of local features like the
Labrador Sea properties The use of these models is to estimate the response of
integral parameters like the overturning circulation or the heat transport evolu
tion Therefore although we can summarize that the FLAME ocean is much
more realistic in terms of water mass properties and the resulting circulation the
response of these climate models in terms of greenhouse gas impacts cannot be
estimated at this point
 Diagnostics
The main issue of this thesis is to investigate the general response of the oceans
conveyor in the ocean model to anthropogenic forcing applied at the surface Dif
ferent components of atmospheric forcing are the reason for this circulation Since
for diagnosing the response in FLAME we mainly use the overturning circula
tion equation  it is useful to dierentiate and explain the necessary forcing
components like wind and buoyancy forcing for this feature in the ocean
 Thermohaline circulation and overturning
The oceans conveyor is often associated with the thermohaline circulation Ex
amine changes of this meridional circulation the THC is indeed a useful concept
but not a useful diagnostic parameter since it cannot be measured in the ocean
and in models with realistic forcing However idealized ocean models without sur
face wind forcing can indeed produce a pure THC by surface buoyancy forcing in
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combination with the required turbulent mixing in the interior This mixing is a
necessary part of the circulation since surface buoyancy forcing in other words
cooling and heating at the same pressure cannot provide kinetic energy for the
circulation Sandstr

om  In ocean models the mixing is expressed within
the hydrodynamic equations and can be varied no matter whether the surface
wind stress is switched on In the real ocean the turbulent interior mixing is a
consequence of surface wind respective tidal forcing Munk and Wunsch 
so switching the wind o in models means proscribing the winddriven circulation
near the surface but still including its remote eect of mixing In the rst concep
tual model of the THC HStommel  explictly provided a mixing device for
salinity and temperature
In terms of energy transformation potential energy for diapycnal water mass
transformations is supplied by external forcing Surface buoyancy boundary con
ditions are needed to provide densication and sinking but cannot actually drive
the circulation
Anyhow since the interior mixing is mostly unchanged in one specic model the
variable buoyancy forcing is ultimately responsible for changes in the strength
of the conveyor circulation Because thermohaline forcing is mainly associated
with diapycnal transports investigating the circulation on isopycal surfaces is a
useful approach In this framework the meridional overturning circulation can be
expressed in the following integral
" 
Theta
 
Z

max

min
a cos d
Z

h


v  z

 dz

 
In a regional model of the Atlantic Ocean 
min
and 
max
are the limits of the
zonal extent of the basin and v is the meridional velocity in each isopycnal surface
In gure  this function is shown for the mean state of FLAME Here
vertical transports are indeed associated with diapycnal but not necessarily
thermohaline driven transports
In the case of FLAME this diapycnal mixing can occur due to vertical as well
as horizontal diusion section  and due to vertical adjustment of an instable
stratication mainly in convective regimes For the sake of completeness a diapyn
cal component can also be traced back to truncation in the numerical advection
scheme However this overturning circulation on isopycnal surfaces results in much
higher values in the center of the subpolar gyre between 	

N and 		

N than the
overturning function on a geopotential vertical coordinate gure  which we
already discussed in section  The reason for this dierence of about  Sv is
that ocean currents occur mainly on isopycnal surfaces Within the subpolar gyre
the contribution of the horizontal circulation to the meridional buoyancy trans
port is strong but happens on the same geopotential level and remains therefore
invisible in function  In the isopycnal representation horizontal transports at
dierent densities become visible In the specic region of the subpolar gyre the
transport of warm water into the North Atlantic is both compensated by a deep
southward ow and a near surface ow along the western boundaries of the basin
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Figure Meridional overturning function of FLAME calculated on an isopy
cnal vertical coordinate for the last year of the spinup discussed in section 
The found deviation between these two vertical integrals is quite similar to results
of Willebrand et al  who compared overturning circulation in models
with a dierent vertical coordinate Investigating the overturning circulation in
geopotential and isopycnal coordinates can be a useful tool to detect mechanisms
in the oceans overturning circulation The Deacon Cell in the Antarctic Circum
polar Current is a prominent example where the dierent representation leads to
totally dierent results Studying the circulation in geopotential coordinates shows
an overturning circulation which vanishes in the isopycnal framework since here
vertical is also alongisopycnal motion eg D

o

os and Webb 

Returning to the upper example for a pure THC running the available FLAME
model in the standard conguration without surface wind forcing leads necessarily
to a breakdown of the winddriven gyre circulation Additionally the maximum
overturning on geopotential coordinates gure  is decreased by about  Sv
relative to the mean state within  years which is a reduction of about gure
 left panel The reason for this response is investigated by Biastoch et al
 who found a strong inuence of the gyre circulation around Iceland on
the overturning function When this horizontal circulation is decreasing with a
relatively barotropic structure the transport of dense water within the subpolar
gyre is constrained and has an eect on the overturning function although the
thermohaline forcing remains unchanged Figure  shows the changes in the
barotropic streamfunction after  years of integration without surface wind forcing
left panel Both the subpolar and the subtropical gyre spun down In the right
panel the vertical structure of the overturning function at dierent latitudes is
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Figure  Left Changes in the barotropic streamfunction  years after switch
ing o the wind forcing right vertical structure of the overturning function at
dierent latitudes denoted in the gure	 red lines denote the situation  years
after wind forcing stops	 the black lines are the climatological values	 additionally
the horizontal axis denotes relative transports as well	 units are Sv
shown for the climatological year and for the situation  years after switching
o the wind Apparently the thermohaline cell is aected although the buoyancy
forcing remains unchanged Starting with weaker nearly barotopic transports in
the north at 	

N the whole cell below the gyre circulation is aected Near
the surface the negative values of the experiment without wind forcing show the
decreased gyre contribution
In the isopycnal formulation without forcing the surface gyre circulation the
maximum strength of the MOC also becomes  Sv right panel This is not
selfevident since the zonal isopycnal slopes could still lead to a dierence in both
representations Eg in the subpolar gyre these slopes can still be found due to
buoyancy forcing even if the wind stress is switched o
Figure  Annual mean meridional overturning function of FLAME ten years
after switching o the surface wind stress left panel geopotential vertical coordi
nate	 right panel isopycnal vertical coordinate unit is Sv
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Figure  Meridional overturning function in the last year of the spinup in
FLAME Situation in February left	July center and dierence of both
right
Beyond the nontrivial arguments concerning the energetics of the THC in terms
of investigating the oceans role in climate it is not primarily the isolated eect of
thermohaline forcing but the oceanic heat transport which is worth to measure and
to study in models Although the result of a combination of physical mechanism
like thermohaline forcing as well as wind stress forcing and diusive processes
the meridional overturning circulation on geopotential vertical levels is a widely
accepted approach for a models response since it is indeed well correlated with
the mean oceanic heat transport in most latitudes see section 
In terms of global warming the role of changes in the wind stress relative to changes
in the buoyancy forcing are found to be relatively unimportant for the general trend
see chapter 	 since the gyre circulation is not enduringly disturbed as it is done
in the here presented study without wind forcing
 Overturning circulation and heat transport
Using the MOC as an indicator for oceanic heat transport here we show the
coherency on dierent timescales Additionally we propose a reasonable way to
compare the overturning transport in dierent models with a dierent mean state
of the circulation This approach is later used in chapters 
 and 	 in order to
compare dierences of the ocean models MOC relative to the climate models
response
The MOC has a strong seasonal cycle gure  especially in the subtropics
which is the result of a variable structure and strength of the circulation within
the inclined gyre B

oning et al  Along with this seasonal cycle goes a
nearly barotropic dierence between the wintertime and summertime MOC gure
 right panel
Due to the strong annual cycle the overturning function cannot be used as an
indicator for oceanic heat transport on seasonal timescales eg Jayne and
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Marotzke  Figure  shows the correlation between the meridional heat
transport and the maximum overturning function in the North Atlantic for the
FLAME model in a greenhouse gas simulation experiment FULL see section
	 for details for dierent runningmean intervals Up to 
	

N the correlation
is always larger than 	 no matter what smoothing interval is chosen In the
subpolar gyre the coherency is lower especially on short timescales anyhow on
timescales beyond the seasonal cycle it is still at about 	 North of 

N the
correlation with the overturning maximum is low for all runningmean intervals
This can be traced back to two reasons Due to the segmentation into dierent
basins the impact of overturning variability at the position of the maximum has
little impact on heat transport Furthermore the proximity of restoring boundaries
becomes important However in subpolar gyre the lower correlation can be at
tributed to the heat transport of the winddriven gyre circulation what has a huge
impact on the short averaging interval
Nevertheless at 


N the oceanic heat transport still contributes about 	 to the
earths meridional heat transport Trenberth and Caron  what justies
Correlation of heat transport and maxium overturning
10 days
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  2 years
  5 years
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FULL
Figure  Correlation of meridional heat transport at dierent latitudes and the
maximum overturning function in the North Atlantic for dierent runningmean
intervals in the FULL experiment see section 
 for details
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the choice of the overturning maximum as an indicator for the oceanic heat trans
port in most ocean models Further north the oceans role is of less importance
Moreover it is possible to derive a near linear relationship between oceanic heat
transport and overturning strength This statement holds for several latitudes For
instance B

oning et al  found that for every  Sv gain in overturning rate
the heat transport across 	

N increases by approximately  PW in MOMstyle
OCMs
However in most climate models the meridional overturning cell is stronger than
the observed  Sv while most oceanonly models agree with this value In the
ECHAMOPYC coupled model see chapter 
 the mean transport is 	 Sv
the NCAR model even shows  Sv For comparison Roemmich and Wunsch
	 suggest a strength of  Sv at 	

N Other observations of Macdonald
and Wunsch  and Lavin et al  suggest a strength between 
Sv and  Sv However the resulting northward heat transport is a function of
the temperature dierence between the upper northward and the lower south
ward branch of the overturning circulation Accordingly Jia  found in a
comparison between dierent coupled models a mean deviation of North Atlantic
Deep Water temperature of about 	

C relative to observations eg Hall and
Bryden  So although suering from too high overturning since the lower
branch is often too warm this leads to a smaller heat transport than the over
turning strength would suggest see WOCE Apparently the resulting maximum
meridional heat transport in climate models is often in the vicinity of  PW and
therefore more realistic than the overturning strength
Although often shown eg gure 
 to compare the response of climate models
in greenhouse gas simulations the absolute variability or decrease is not a useful
parameter in terms of changes in the oceanic heat transport To compare the
climate models response to the response of the FLAME ocean model another
approach is chosen We use the response of the climate model relative to the quasi
equilibrium state of the climate model The so weighted response can directly be
compared to changes in the ocean models overturning Mathematically the scaled
overturning index of the climate models is
O
scale
t 
O
climate
t
O
climateequ
O
FLAMEequ
 
Hereby is O
climate
the timedependent overturning strength of the climate model
O
climateequ
is the averaged strength before signicant anthropogenic forcing sets
in and O
FLAMEequ
is the ocean models state at the end of the spinup In the case
of a linear relationship between heat transport and overturning for each model
the resulting scaled overturning time series O
scale
is also scaled with respect to
the heat transport even though the mean states of climate and ocean model are
dierent This approach is chosen for the comparison between FLAME with
the ECHAMOPYC model gure 
 respective the GFDL model gure 	
in chapters 
 and 	
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However using the FLAME model with a constant parameter set we take the
overturning function as an indicator for the meridional heat transport Only in
section 		 we performed a few experiments with modications in the parame
terization as well as the topography so the dependency of overturning and heat
transport is altered what is illuminated there
Chapter 
Idealized forcing experiments
 Motivation
Before running the model with anthropogenic surface forcing in this chapter we
show some sensitivity studies concerning the isolated response of the ocean model
on articial modications to boundary forcing By adding a disturbance with a
singular shape to the climatological forcing its specic impact on the circulation
can be studied without the necessity to distinguish between dierent combined
mechanisms for changes in the ocean
All these experiments were performed both with FLAME and with the higher
resolved FLAME in order to compare a dierent response of changes in the
boundary conditions
Due to high computational costs and problems to implement the climate models
uxes into the high resolution model the anthropogenic forcing experiments with
several sensitivity studies are only performed with the coarse resolution model To
classify those results in comparison to the higher resolved version here we show
the response of a number of highly idealized experiments for both resolutions
Furthermore since we drive the high resolution model with the standard sur
face restoring boundary conditions the impact of mixed boundary conditions in
FLAME for the overturning function can be estimated
This chapter is organized as follows In section  the dierent regions of deep
water formation which are the Labrador Sea and the GreenlandIcelandScotland
Sea are articially suppressed to estimate the dierent impacts on the strength of
the overturning circulation Thereafter in section  the timescales of a density
signal starting in the overow of the Denmark Strait are traced along the Deep
Western Boundary Current hereafter DWBC This timescale becomes important
in the anthropogenic forcing experiments when changes in the dense reservoir due
to greenhouse gas forcing take place
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 Isolation of convection regions
 Introduction
It is often shown in numerical models that on decadal to interdecadal timescales
the strength of the MOC strongly depends on the deep water formation rate in
areas of convection activities eg Eden and Willebrand 
In this section the relative contributions of dierent regions of deep water forma
tion to the strength of the overturning circulation and hence the THC is examined
for FLAME and for the higher resolved FLAME
 Performed experiments
Starting from the climatological state under climatological forcing section 
the coarse resolution model is integrated for  years until the year  and there
after in four dierent combinations of modied boundary conditions for at least 
years For comparison FLAME is integrated under climatological forcing as
it is specied in section 	 Afterwards the same modied boundary conditions
are implemented These experiments integrated for at least 	 years
The sensitivity experiments performed with both resolutions are listed in table
 and shortly described and discussed in terms in the following section
Name AnthropForcing Integr period
Labrador Sea Northern
convection sponge zone
CTRL on on  y 
NOLAB o on  y 
NOREST on o  y 
NOCONVECT o o 
 y 
CTRLH on on  y 

NOLABH o on 	 y 
NORESTH on o 	 y 
Table  Sensitivity studies performed with FLAME 
 and FLAME ap
pendix H under dierent combinations of climatological forcing
Experiment NOLAB
In the rst sensitivity experiment hereafter NOLAB we shut o the formation
of Labrador Sea Deep Water in order to understand its contribution to the MOC
under quasiequilibrium conditions
This artical switch for the Labrador Sea is realized as follows We dened an
empirical function for the lower limit of the apparent atmospheric temperature
T

between 	

C at center of the Labrador Sea at 	

N and 	

W exponentially
 ISOLATION OF CONVECTION REGIONS 	
Figure  Surface heat ux of CTRL left and NOLAB right in March due to
a dierent apparent atmospheric restoring temperature in FLAME in Wm


The cooling of the Labrador Sea is mainly cut o
decreasing to 

C on a spatial scale of  km This function is given by
T
lim
   exp	  r

  
with
r 
h

  lon 

 lat 	

i


 
where lon and lat are the longitude respective the latitude axis of the model The
apparent atmospheric temperature T

in equation  is afterwards modied
T

 maxT

 T
lim
 
The impact of this modication can be studied by comparing the surface heat ux
in March in the CTRL integration with the situation after  years of integrating
experiment NOLAB gure  While the usual situation at this time of the year
is a very cold temperature over the Labrador Sea right panel associated with
strong heat loss of the ocean our constraint leads to a high heat ux anomaly
over this region left panel In March the oceanic heat loss is reduced by about
Wm

 leading instead to a slight warming of the surface waters even at that
time of the year But not only the central Labrador Sea but also the boundary
currents around the core are aected In the CTRL integration the apparent atmo
spheric temperature is quite cold east of Greenland keeping the surface currents
from the Nordic Seas cold The surface heat uxes of CTRL are quite small in
this region and the temperature of the East Greenland Current is mainly given
by lateral transports from the Nordic Seas Therefore although our modication
function for the apparent atmospheric temperature provides an exponential de
crease from the central Labrador Sea here the airsea interaction is compared
to the CTRL situation signicantly enhanced The consequence is a remarkable
warming along the East Greenland Current This is seen in gure  which shows
the temperature evolution after  years of integration relative to CTRL at two
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Figure  A Anomalous annual mean temperature at a vertical section at 

N
A and at 


N B in experiment NOLAB after  years of integration	 exper
iment CTRL is subtracted	 unit is

C The Labrador Sea as well as the boundary
currents are anomalously warmed
vertical section The East and West Greenland Current are warmed by about 	

C
left panel For comparison the central Labrador Sea is warmed by about 


C
right panel Not only the surface waters but also subsurface waters are aected
in regions with a deep mixed layer This eect must be taken into account by
estimating the role of the Labrador Sea for the overturning function Since we also
warm the boundary current system its not only in the central Labrador Sea where
we prohibit deep water formation
This is expected to be more important in FLAME than in the higher resolution
model since the southern boundary of the sponge zone is at 

N In FLAME
the eect is weaker because the East Greenland Current is only prescribed until


N so that the nudging to prescribed values is weaker at the vicinity of the
Denmark Strait sill Instead the exponential of modied heat uxes can be felt
However as a consequence the deep water formation within the Labrador Sea
which takes place every single year in winter in the quasiequilibrium run CTRL
see section  is cut o immediately Due to the shape of the singular signal
the impact of switching o the renewal of Labrador Sea Water on the MOC can
be studied explicitly in this experiment
Experiment NOREST
In the second sensitivity experiment the renewal of dense water masses north
of Iceland more precisely in the GIN Seas gure  is suppressed Since in
FLAME this region is realized as a restoring area towards climatological values
see section  we realized this as follows The sponge term in equation  is set
to zero In the quasiequilibrium integration to simulate the impact of the Arctic
ocean surface waters following the North Atlantic Current lose there characteristics
in this region due to cooling and freshening At the surface the properties of the
East Greenland Current are prescribed Setting the restoring to zero removes the
ability of the model to communicate any water into and out of the Arctic region
 ISOLATION OF CONVECTION REGIONS 		
A B
Figure  Temperature A and salinity B evolution of experiment NOREST
at 

N and 

W The surface becomes warmer and fresher	 the DWBC becomes
mainly warmer
north of 

N In this experiment surface waters entering this region are reected
into the subpolar gyre so that the water mass characteristics are only changed
by the surface forcing up to 

N Figure  shows the evolution of temperature
and salinity in that region At the surface this region becomes colder and fresher
since the balance between lateral transports and surface forcing is disturbed Below
the surface the water mass properties become warmer and more saline which is
indeed the consequence of the missing sponge term Since due to the models style
water masses cannot abandon the models area into the arctic region it is somehow
like a shortcircuit of the response in the northern North Atlantic In a realistic
experiment the timescale of the waters changing their properties are expected to
be longer because of the buering role of the Arctic Ocean
This experiment is highly idealized in the case of FLAME since this model has
no own deep water formation north of Iceland A little more realistic is FLAME
where there is indeed some dense deep water formation in this region due to local
surface forcing Flame Group	 gerscom no matter whether the northern restor
ing is switched on Therefore the water mass properties which are communicated
in the subpolar region are expected to be less aected in the higher resolution
experiment
Experiment NOCONVECT
To complete these sensitivity studies concerning the dierent contributions of deep
water formation to the MOC we combined experiments NOLAB and NOREST
The result is an experiment in which the renewal of deep waters due to convection
mechanisms is totally suppressed
Since the deep water formation within the Labrador Sea essentially depends to
some extent on the properties of lateral transports from the boundary current we
expect a nonlinearity between the upper two experiments NOLAB and NOREST
Experiment NOCONVECT is integrated to answer the question to what extent
the two previous sensitivity studies respond linear on almost linear changes in
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surface forcing Unfortunately an experiment with FLAME under this forcing
conguration is not available
 The overturning response
All these experiments show a high dependency of the deep water formation activity
on the strength of the MOC what is already found in earlier studies concerning the
subpolar gyre eg Eden and Willebrand  and the overow properties
eg D

oscher and Redler  
Shutting down the Labrador Sea convection experiment NOLAB in the coarse
resolution model the overturning weakens at about  Sv at a latitude of 


N com
pared to the climatological run gure 
 red curve This state is approximately
attained 	 years after the temperatures within the Labrador Sea are limited In
tegrating this experiment for another 	 years leads to no further modication of
the strength of the MOC
This result underlines suggestions of D

oscher and Redler  who found
in a CME model that if an adequate dense overow is prescribed variability in
the convective regime within the Labrador Sea can not signicantly weaken the
meridional overturning cell
In experiment NOLAB the overows maintain their density due to the style of
the sponge area Independent of the strength lateral signals entering the region
NOLAB+NOREST-CTRL
CTRL
NOREST
NOLAB
NOCONVECT
Figure 
 Time series of maximum overturning at 

N of the sensitivity stud
ies labeled in the plot in FLAME line and in FLAME dashed	 the
higher resolution curves are scaled see section  for details Additionally
the dashed magenta lines are linear superpositions of the individual response
NOLABNORESTCTRL of both resolutions Both models show a similar re
sponse
 ISOLATION OF CONVECTION REGIONS 	
north of Iceland eg due to variability of the North Atlantic Current the water
mass properties communicated back into the subpolar basin remain constant In
a physical sense this nudging condition to climatological constant salinity and
temperature must be ascribed to variability in surface freshwater and heat uxes
supplied into the ocean in northern latitudes
In comparison to this result the equivalent study NOLABH with the higher res
olution model generates a similar result The overturning strength is reduced at
about 	 Sv decreasing from 	 Sv to 
 Sv after 	 years of integration
Mind that in gure 
 the overturning decrease is weighted with the meridional
heat transport as it is proposed in section  in order to compare the response
of models with a dierent mean circulation Here the impact after 	 years of
switching o the Labrador Sea convecting is about 	 Sv stronger However in
this study we cannot investigate the details of this issue A possible reason could
be the density structure within the Labrador Sea In the higher resolving case
the density within this region is at about kgm

too high compared to obser
vations Dorow  This defect is not found in FLAME gure 
 see
section  for details This dierence might explain a part of the slightly dierent
response The renewal of LADW in FLAME is too dense and might lead to an
overestimation of the impact of convective events
Anyhow the decrease after 	 years of integration remains quite similar Since
the response of the higher resolved version is not available beyond 	 years of
integration it is dicult to estimate its equilibrium state D

oscher et al 

suggest a more rapid response of higher resolution model after changing vertical
boundary conditions in the north Due to the rich spectrum of oscillations possible
in an eddyresolving model it would generally require a multiyear averaging in
connection with a longer integration to dene a new statistical equilibrium state
The response of the overturning function in experiment NOREST diers funda
mentally to NOLAB Within the integration period of  years with the coarse
resolution model no new equilibrium state is reached In year  the overturning
has weakened at about 	 Sv what is about 	 This can directly be attributed
to the loss of density within the northern restoring area gure  However this
is indeed no realistic experiment since the temperature evolution in the Denmark
Strait Overow Water changes by at least 	

C until the year  leading to a
reduction of the outow density of about  kgm

 However the dierent role of
the two convective areas in these experiments can be distinguished While switch
ing o the Labrador Sea convection is responsible for a stable  Sv reduction of
the overturning function a breakdown of the circulation can be traced back to
changes in the density structure north of Iceland Although not realistic due to
fundamental changes of the temperature and salinity proles in the Nordic Seas
the weakening does not stabilize in the coarse resolution experiment
Looking at the results of NORESTH the experiment cannot be compared directly
to the coarse resolution models results The reason is the dierent shape of the
restoring area in both models The southernmost grid point of the sponge in the
higher resolution model is approximately at 

N enabling deep water formation
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due to surface buoyancy loss north of Iceland Therefore the density of the Denmark
Strait Overow is only reduced at about  kgm

not shown Hence after 	
years of integration the overturning is reduced at about 
gure 
 Due
to the limited integration time of experiment NORESTH the further evolution
cannot be estimated But because of the deep water formation north of Iceland
we do not anticipate an advective spindown like in NOREST However in spite of
the dierent sponge conguration the response is very similar in both resolutions
The green curve in gure 
 shows the overturning response of experiment NO
CONVECT As in NOREST the artical forcing leads to a spindown of the cir
culation until the year  This sensitivity study makes it possible to estimate
the interaction between the two upper experiments and hence the linearity of the
response in dierent regions of deep water formation Combining the relative de
crease of NOLAB and NOREST shows an almost identical response magenta
curve This hold until the year  Afterwards the state of the ocean is fun
damentally changed so that an interaction between the polar and the subpolar
region sets in leading to a nonlinear response However in the rst  years of
integrating FLAME the linear contribution of both regional disturbances is
very similar
Since data from a NOCONVECT style experiment with the higher resolution ver
sion are not available no comparison can be made Figure 
 green dashed curve
shows a linear composition of NOLAB and NOREST relative to CTRLH In a
realization of this experiment we would expect a less independent response be
tween Nordic Sea and Labrador Sea The diculties concerning the salinity in the
central Labrador Sea in the higher resolved version are an indication for the lateral
impact even if the oceans state is still close to the situation at the beginning The
interaction in FLAME which becomes important for the overturning function
not before the year  when the disturbing lateral signal is quite large gure
 is expected much earlier due to enhanced eddy transports into the central
Labrador Sea in FLAME
NOLAB
NOLAB
NOREST
NOCONVECT
NOLAB
NOCONVECT
S
NOCONVECT
NOREST
NOREST
ρT
Figure 	 year averaged time series of annual mean salinity left	 unit is psu	
temperature middle	 unit is

C and resulting density right	 unit is kgm

 in the
central Labrador Sea averaged between 


N


N and 

W


W The gaps in
the time series are corrupt values
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Using the Labrador Sea tracer distribution as an indicator for such interactions
even in experiment NOREST the surface salinity and hence the deep water for
mation is reduced due to lateral transports of fresh water gure 	 left panel
Since we use mixed boundary conditions in the coarse resolution case the surface
waters following the horizontal gyre are inuenced by positive surface freshwater
uxes in that region In contrast the surface heat ux remains almost constant
Therefore almost any reduction of surface density in experiment NOREST within
the Labrador Sea can be ascribed to surface freshening In experiment NOCON
VECT the longterm salinity response is quite similar Furthermore in experiment
NOLAB only a slight reduction of salinity is found which can be traced back to
the instantaneously suppressed sinking of water When the transport of LADW
out of this region is constrained the local freshening leads to further reduction of
salinity
However the temperature response is quite dierent Since here we use a restor
ing boundary condition within the central Labrador Sea the temperatures show
almost no trend in experiment NOREST although the state of the ocean changes
fundamentally during the integration Apparently the surface temperatures are
dominated by local heat uxes and to less extent by lateral transport of proper
ties Both in experiment NOLAB and NOCONVECT a quick increase due to the
modication of the surface boundary condition is seen An interesting point after
this instantaneous warming is the deviating response in these two experiments in
the second part of the integration time Here due to fundamental changes of the
boundary current system the Labrador Sea is indeed inuenced in experiment
NOCONVECT
Finally the right panel of gure 	 shows the resulting density evolution for the
three sensitivity studies The longterm response in the Labrador Sea is indeed
given by lateral transports since the density of NOREST and NOCONVECT
evolve similarly At shorter time scales the local impact dominates as it is seen in
comparison to NOLAB at the beginning of the experiment
However the density response within the Labrador Sea and the whole subpolar
gyre highly depends on the surface boundary conditions used in this study Since
the higher resolution model is integrated under restoring conditions either for tem
perature and salinity the remote eect of lateral transports is damped by surface
forcing The rstorder dierence between both resolutions is therefore an under
estimation of the lateral eects of freshwater anomalies in the full restoring case
However this could possibly damp the higher lateral transport of water into the
Labrador Sea in comparison to FLAME
Anyhow the overturning response in both resolutions is similar and somehow
robust no matter what type of surface boundary condition is used However the
articial impacts in this section are much stronger than any variability expected in
experiments with realistic forcing Therefore a comparable response in FLAME
and FLAME is expected even in greenhouse gas forced experiments
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Figure  FLAME temperature response in the signalspreading experiment
with the modied northern boundary condition A Vertical section through the
Irminger Sea at 

N  years after starting the experiment relative to the be
ginning BHovmoeller diagram of the temperature in the central Labrador Sea at



N and 


W between 
 and 
 unit is

C The Labrador Sea is lled with
anomalous cold water from the north
 Signal spreading in the North Atlantic
 Introduction
In the former section we found the changes in the overows from the Nordic Seas
to be the crucial factor for fundamental changes in the overturning circulation
In comparison to changes in the deep water formation within the subpolar gyre
which accounts in that idealized experiment for about  Sv of overturning strength
reducing density in the overow region is a way to slow down and ultimately
interrupt the meridional cell
In this section we concentrate on the timescale of the signals spreading into lower
latitudes following the Deep Western Boundary Current DWBC The question
is how long does it take for a density signal in the specic northern region to have
an impact on the overturning circulation at a latitude where the oceanic heat
transport is an important fraction of the total heat transport
Again we are interested in the point whether there are dierences between higher
and lower resolution models in order to classify the response of FLAME in
comparison to FLAME in the anthropogenic experiments in chapters 
 and 	
Because in a system with variability in the deep water formation north and south
of the sills the deployment of transport anomalies into the subpolar respective
the subtropical gyre is dicult to examine here we only implemented articial
density anomalies in the overow waters Again like in section  the signal has
a a singular structure in order to be able to trace it as far as possible Except this
modication in the Nordic Seas the ocean model is integrated under climatological
forcing for both resolutions
 SIGNAL SPREADING IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC 
 A dense signal from the Nordic Sea
To investigate the spreading of a density signal from the Nordic Seas we per
formed a sensitivity study in which we reduced the restoring temperature in the
northern restoring zone by 

C from one time step to the other Starting from the
reference state of the ocean we integrated this study for 
	 years for the coarse
resolution case and for  years for FLAME By having a singular switch in
the forcing conditions we are able to follow the signal on its way along the DWBC
into the subpolar and subsequently into the subtropical region For simplicity we
implement this modication uniformly in the whole water column Although we
are mainly interested in the outow of NADW this approach might by justiable
since the main southward signal from that region in the overow signal South
ward currents near the surface like the East Greenland Current are also aected
In section  we showed the quite isolated response of convective regions for both
model congurations Hence the expected response of the overturning function is
less due to lateral transports aecting the convective regions within the subpolar
gyre but mainly directly due to changes in the density of the overows Starting in
year  in the higher resolution model and in year 	 in FLAME we inte
grated both experiments for at least 	 years The starting time of these models
becomes important for the interpretation of the agetracer spreading used in the
following section
 The response of the temperature 	eld
Figure  shows the temperature impact due to the modication of the northern
sponge zone in the coarse resolution case In panel A the temperature evolution
after  years in the central Irminger Sea at 

N is seen The temperature of
the core of the NADW signal which is at this latitude in a depth between 
and 
 m decreased by about 


C Some warmer patches are also found in
this gure Since we did not increase any temperature relevant parameter this
is traced back to changes in the overturning circulation By strengthening the
northward transport of warm water enhances In panel B a Hovmoeller diagram
of the temperature evolution in the central Labrador Sea is shown Here changes
in the stratication are only found below 	 m depth Above the convective
regime in the Labrador Sea is still an nearly undisturbed Thus this picture is a
further justication for implementing a depth independent signal in the northern
sponge term
 years after switching on the modied restoring the temperatures in  m
depth are 

cooler Below 	 m the temperatures remain unchanged during
this integration

 The response of the meridional circulation
Concentrating on the overturning response at 


N in FLAME a new equi
librium circulation is reached after  years of integration The overturning is 	
Sv stronger relative to the climatological state gure  right panel This diag
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nostic is much more dicult for the higher resolution case Since in FLAME
the internal variability is much larger due to the eddy activity it must have been
necessary to take the average of an ensemble integration Here we can only esti
mate the response relative to the undisturbed control experiment and nd a new
equilibrium state after  years of integration This is also about 	 Sv stronger
than the reference state left panel but  Sv stronger than at the beginning of
the experiment While up to 


N in FLAME the increase is quite uniformly
Figure  Time series of the vertical maximum overturning response of
FLAME left and of FLAME right relative to the control integration for
dierent latitudes	 the horizontal lines denote the deviation with a contour interval
of  Sv The higher resolved model shows a strong internal variability superposing
the response Anyhow	 the spreading timescale is quite similar
in the higher resolved model the gain in overturning is strongest at that latitude
and smaller further north Although the higher internal variability of the circula
tion in FLAME makes it dicult to follow the anomalous overturning signal
up to this latitude a good agreement between both resolutions can be found It
takes about four years of time to communicate the whole overturning increase to



N This timescale is quite slow and is more an advective than a wave propaga
tion timescale Surprisingly in FLAME and in FLAME this scale is nearly
identical
Within the subtropical gyre the situation is much more dicult In FLAME
the signal seems to accelerate The overturning increase seems to reach 

N re
spective 

N almost at the same time Further south the signal has lost a sig
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nicant strength In FLAME this acceleration can also be found In contrast
at 

N the higher resolved ocean feels the modication of the northern bound
ary condition Anyhow here the communication seems to be much faster Already
after 	 years an increase seems to take place which is however superposed by
high internal variability in the tropical region
Another dierence is the response at 

N Here in the coarse resolution model the
spreading of the anomalous overturning strength can already be seen In contrast
in FLAME a slight decrease of the maximum strength is diagnosed for the rst
 years Afterwards it reaches its initial state but shows no further strengthening
Not only the strength but also the vertical structure of the overturning cell in
the North Atlantic changes in these experiments Due to changes in the density
distribution the core of the circulation reaches a higher depth Figure  shows a
vertical view of the spreading of the anomalous overturning strength into the sub
polar and subtropical basin For a better visualization we calculated the annual
mean increase of the experiments relative to the maximum increase for each lati
tude during the integration period relative to the control integration For instance
the value  in these diagrams is an indicator that the maximum increase at that
latitude is reached at that time
Both models show the relatively slow deepening of the MOC In the coarse resolu
tion case right panel the spreading seems to be blocked at that latitude somehow
the spreading into the subtropical basin is less intense what we already found in
the vertical maximum In the higher resolution case left panel the deepening of
the overturning cell reaches further south This happens apparently at a somehow
advective timescale
Another interesting point is the overturning response across the sills of the Nordic
Seas basin Although at that latitude the zonal integral of the meridional velocity
is separated into dierent basins since the strongest contribution is indeed given
by the overow waters gure  it seems to be justied In FLAME a strong
signal at the beginning is followed by a situation in which the circulation is almost
identical to the initial situation Instead of a higher transport the increase of density
is responsible for changes further south In FLAME the situation is again quite
similar for the longterm response As a consequence of the modied boundary
condition not the circulation but only the density is modied However an initial
response like in FLAME cannot be found in the coarse resolution model
Anyhow much investigation is addicted to the mechanisms of signal spreading in
the ocean Johnson and Marshall  integrated a reduced gravity ocean
model to determine the timescale of the oceans response to a change in the ther
mohaline forcing Starting with an ocean at rest they switched on a thermohaline
overturning of  Sv Like Kawase  they found a fast coastal Kelvin wave
response which reaches the equator on a monthly timescale Upon reaching 

N
the signal crosses the equator as an equatorial Kelvin wave The coastal Kelvin
wave at the eastern coast of the basin travels both northward and southward
The interior adjustment is provided the radiation of the westward propagation of
Rossby wave After this quick response the longterm adjustment in Johnsons
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Figure  FLAME left and FLAME rightThe evolution of the over
turning function relative to the maximum annual mean value during the integration
period The years denoted in the gure give the elapsed time since the implemen
tation of the minusonedegree northern restoring condition
model takes about  years However in their model is highly idealized since no
complex stratication and basin geometry as well as realistic forcing structure is
used Anyhow results from D

oscher et al 
 with a OGCM in two dierent
resolutions showed a similar result The adjustment to a new quasi equilibrium is
attained in less than two decades The mechanism leading to this adjustment was
 SIGNAL SPREADING IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC 	
Figure  Age tracer

distribution in the NADW signal after four years of integra
tion for FLAME right and FLAME left Note	 that the individual time
labels denoted in the gure depend on the starting time of the tracer experiments
found to be wave dynamics
However the timescale we found in the two experiments above goes with the advec
tive timescale of a tracer spreading in the Deep Western Boundary Current north
of 


N Figure  shows the spreading of an age tracer 	 years after starting the
integration Surprisingly the southward spreading is very similar in FLAME
and in FLAME Although in the higher resolution case the deep current veloc
ities are much higher recirculation pattern seem to prohibit a quicker dispersion
To detect the responsible mechanism Eden and Greatbatch  used a semi
prognostic approach By integrating an OGCM with a modied density equation
they are able to control wave speed This modication is a linear combination of
the free model density and certain specied density In their integration control
ling the wave speed leads to no dierent timescale of a signal evolution in the
North Atlantic north of 


N Their argumentation is that therefore the spreading
can be traced back to advective processes
However further south the mechanism seems to be much more dicult
As a short summary of this section we nd three dierent timescales in the avail
able experiments The rst one is the wave signal reaching the equator in several
months in a 

model and in two years in a 

conguration as it is already
found in D

oscher et al 
 This one is not discussed here The slowest
is the advective timescale of the Deep Western Boundary Current A tracer in
duced in the Denmark Strait Overow needs about 	 years to reach the equator
in our coarse resolution model gure  Somewhere in between these two is
the spreading timescale of a density signal of about  years This can be called
dynamical since this is the timescale for a density signal to be communicated

The source region of the age tracer is between 

N  

N and 

W  

N below 
m in water colder than 

C in boxes with southward velocity It is restored to a value of zero
with a timescale of  time step in this source region
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from the Nordic Seas into tropical regions as it is seen in the adjustment process
of the overturning cell in gure 
The important result of this section is indeed the similar response scale of both
resolutions on fundamental changes in the Nordic Seas water mass properties Up
to 


N it takes four years for an overturning anomaly both in FLAME and
FLAME Further south the response of the coarse resolution model is much
weaker but a similar timescale can still be found
 Consequences
These idealized hierarchy of experiments with both the coarse and the higher
resolution version of FLAME models show the important point that the over
turning circulation in both resolutions responds quite similar to fundamental and
articial changes in the boundary forcing Although the integration period with
FLAME was limited changes in the overturning function in terms of strength
and timescale at least within 	 years of integration are comparable
Therefore forcing the coarse resolution model instead of FLAME with anthro
pogenic uxes in chapter 
 and 	 seems to be justied The sensitivity studies of
this chapter are expected to have much greater impact on the meridional circula
tion than any of the more realistic global warming simulations eg a warming
of the DSOW by about 


C in  years Therefore the general response of the
THC in FLAME under greenhouse gas forcing is expected to be similar to the
behaviour of the higher resolved version since the models remain closer to the
climatological state
 CONSEQUENCES 
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Figure  FLAME The Denmark Strait Overow tracer spreading in the
North Atlantic Ocean shown is the horizontal position of the youngest water in
the water column at the time denoted in the gure
Chapter 
Experiments with
ECHAMOPYC uxes
 Introduction
Instead of artical modications to the forcing in this chapter the ocean
model is forced with anthropogenic uxes diagnosed in a coupled global warm
ing simulation The rst scenario which is investigated is integrated with the
GFDL gps_03
ECHAM4/OPYC3
Figure 
 Time series of the maximum overturning function in the North At
lantic ocean in several GCMs	 unit is Sv source IPCC 	 the index of
ECHAMOPYC is brown	 the index of the GFDL model in the gps experi
ment we investigate in chapter 
 is overlaid in red The prognoses of the dierent
climate simulations are quite dierent
 THE ECHAM	OPYC CLIMATE MODEL 
ECHAMOPYC climate model hereafter MPI model In contrast to most
climate models this coupled model shows no signicant weakening of the merid
ional overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean in a global warming simulation
as it is seen in gure 
 brown curve
In contrast in most climate models the reason for slowing down of the overturning
circulation is the anomalous warming and freshening in high latitudes leading to
a reduction of open ocean convection and hence of the thermohaline circulation
eg Broecker  In the MPI model large scale atmospheric interactions
between the Atlantic and the Pacic Ocean lead to great pattern of enhanced
evaporation in the tropical and subtropical Atlantic Therefore the surface salinity
is fundamentally enhanced This anomalous signal is spread in the North Atlantic
basin leading to strongly enhanced salinities as well in regions of deep water
formation Latif et al  This eect compensates the local warming and
freshening from the atmosphere serving for a nearly undisturbed rate of renewal
of dense water
The objectives of this chapter are to focus on the diering response of the THC
by forcing FLAME with diagnosed uxes of the MPI simulation Integrating
a higher resolution model we are able to detect whether the deviating response
of the OPYC ocean component still holds for a more realistic ocean model In
this connection we concentrate on the detection of the crucial mechanism for this
diering response by switching o certain components of atmospheric forcing in
the uncoupled ocean model Moreover since the Labrador Sea is known as a region
of strong convective variability and is therefore possibly an important region for
variability in the overturning circulation we attend to the specic response of
this area within the subpolar gyre This is possible because in contrast to the
OPYC ocean the more realistic representation of the mean circulation and the
distinction between dierent regions of deep water formation allow an estimation
of the regional impact for the Labrador Sea
In section 
 a brief description of the ECHAMOPYC coupled model and of
the anthropogenic uxes diagnosed in this specic greenhouse integration are given
The experiments we performed with certain combinations of anthropogenic forcing
are described in section 
 section 

 contains some aspects of the anthropogenic
surface forcing The response of FLAME in terms of tracer distribution and
overturning impact of the dierent components of surface forcing for the THC
is shown in sections 
	 and 
 Furthermore section 
 includes the specic
response in the Labrador Sea Section 
 summarizes the results Finally in section

 the results and some caveats of our method are discussed
 The ECHAM	OPYC climate model

 Technical aspects
The ocean component OPYC is an updated version of the isopycnal model de
veloped by Oberhuber  The horizontal resolution is 

 

 A special
feature compared to other CGCMs is the high meridional resolution of 	

used
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in the tropical oceans which permits a rather realistic simulation of the ENSO
phenomenon in seasonal forecasts
In order to simulate the ocean interior as nearly conservative uid with water
mass propagation nearly along isopycnals the concept of an isopycnal vertical
coordinate is chosen Additionally a surface mixedlayer model is coupled to the
ocean to overcome the problem that this concept of conservative uids fails in
near surface regions of signicant turbulence activity This assures a more realistic
response of the mixed layer depth to atmospheric forcing
To represent the feedback mechanisms in high latitudes as realistic as possible a
sea ice model with rheology is included This assures the wintertime decoupling of
the ocean from the atmosphere in high latitudes and treats the salinity forcing due
to melting and freshening of sea ice which can have an enormous impact on the
mechanism of deep water formation quite realistic The conguration of the MPI
model in its greenhouse warming scenario is capaciously described in ABacher
et al 
The atmospheric component ECHAM has been developed based on the ECMWF
atmospheric model It has  vertical atmospheric layers and uses the T
 hor
izontal resolution which approximates to about 

 

 It is part of the
ECHAM model line Roeckner et al  the development regarding the
model physics and a description of the simulated climate of the obtained with the
uncoupled ECHAM model is given in Roeckner et al  The initial con
ditions at the ocean surface originate from the COLACAC AMIP SST and the
sea ice data set The topography is supplied by the US Navy high resolution data
set

 Anthropogenic forcing
The forcing elds used in the chapter originate from a global warming integration
of the MPI model integrated between  and  This coupled experiment
uses historical greenhouse gas forcing from  to  Roeckner et al
 followed by a  annual increase in radiative forcing after the IPCC ISa
scenario IPCC  from  to  This scenario is slower than our current
  increase of greenhouse gas forcing reecting a slowing of economic growth
and incorporation of some conservation measures In this integration the direct as
well as the indirect eect of anthropogenic sulfate emissions are not included
 Experiments with MPI output
We performed several experiments with an integration period of 	 years Starting
in years 	 we used dierent combinations of anthropogenic forcing diagnosed
in the MPI model global warming integration which are listed in table 
 and
shortly described in the following To have a control run we performed an inte
gration without any anthropogenic forcing in order to have a reference run for all
sensitivity experiments Some of the features derived in this experiment we used
 EXPERIMENTS WITH MPI OUTPUT 
in section  Since the FLAME is not eddy resolving this integration shows
very low internal variability on interannual to interdecadal timescales which is in
contrast to the higher resolution models
CO
In this experiment the complete set of anthropogenic forcing diagnosed from the
global warming experiment with ECHAMOPYC is used This experiment is
the direct approach to estimate the anomalous response of an ocean with a much
more realistic state when it is forced by the same atmospheric uxes
NOFRESH
The remarkable point of this specic greenhouse integration is the persistence of
the overturning strength in spite of local warming and freshening The reason for
this behaviour in the climate model are strong evaporation rates in tropical and
subtropical regions The anomalous high salinity signals follow the mean circula
tion Entering regions of deep water formation they density budget is balanced
in some sense in order to allow further deep water formation and consecutively
maintaining overturning strength Latif et al 
To prove this specic role of the ocean for a more realistic basin we calculated
experiment NOFRESH in which we switched o all anomalous forcing concerning
the salinity in the model This is the surface freshwater ux where we used the
climatological elds as well as the salinity anomalies within the vertical boundaries
A deviating result of this integration relative to experiment CO can answer the
question whether the salinity being the crucial factor is robust as well in ocean
models of a more realistic style
NOFRESHSURF
The second sensitivity experiment is performed in order to study the role of dif
ferent regions of deep water formation Hence we used the climatological surface
freshwater uxes but used the anomalous salinity time series in the northern verti
cal boundary zone Doing this the transmitted signal is a slight decrease of salinity
Name Surface Vert BC
Heat Freshw Wind Tmp Salt
CTRL o o o o o
CO on on on on on
NOFRESH on o on on o
NOFRESHSURF on o on on on
Table 
 Experiments performed with FLAME  and MPI model forcing
anomalies between 	 and 
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due to local forcing followed by a strong salinity increase due to the anomalous
advective signal Since we use a restoring boundary condition this salt anomaly
in the sponge region is as strong as in experiment CO were the salt time series
is the result of both advective and local eects
 MPI 
uxes in FLAME
B
C
A
D
Figure 
 Warming scenario data in the MPI model between  and  A
Zonally averaged heat ux trend inWm

y B Temperature at 

N

W in
m depth in

C C Zonally averaged freshwater ux trend in cmmony C
Salinity at 

N

W in m depth in psu Large interhemispheric interactions
lead to strong evaporation rates in the lower latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean
The main dierence between the MPI model and other CGCMs in global warming
circulations is the strongly enhanced hydrological cycle in the tropical and sub
tropical regions leading to a reduced freshwater ux into ocean by about Sv
whereas in middle and high latitudes the freshwater ux is similar to other global
warming integrations and enhances at about Sv during 	 and  Latif
et al  Figure 
 shows the anthropogenic forcing felt by FLAME The
 SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE RESPONSE 
increase in heat ux over the North Atlantic ocean A is strongest between 
	

N
and 	

N Both in lower and higher latitudes the heat ux gain is less While
in regions north of 	

N the missing of additional heating can be attributed to
a reduced sea ice extent in the tropics respective subtropics this can be traced
back to the strongly enhanced evaporation in this areas C counteracting the
anthropogenic heating
Looking at the response of the hydrological cycle during the global warming sce
nario C in the domain of the North Atlantic the area can be split into a region
north of 	

N with increased freshwater uxes and a region in the tropics and
subtropics with strongly enhanced evaporation and reduced uxes into the ocean
Latif ascribes this special feature to large airsea interactions in the tropics of the
Atlantic and Pacic Ocean
Concerning the vertical boundary conditions since we use the salt and temperature
elds of the MPI model for the restoring in those regions of FLAME  the
evolution of salinity and temperature of the coupled integration at the boundaries
of the regional model acts as a forcing term see section  for details At the
northern boundary of the ocean model at 

N

W in m the temperature of
the OPYC ocean is raising from 


C to almost 

C between  and  Figure

B In comparison to insitu proles the temperature is about 

C too warm
before the anthropogenic forcing sets in eg Dickson and Brown 
 The
time series of the salinity at that point shows a similar shape D After a slight
decrease until year  a strong increase of about  psu until the year 
starts to evolve The origin can be traced back to a signal in the lower latitudes
advecting into regions of deep water formation because in the northern North
Atlantic there is no additional decrease of surface freshwater at the ocean surface
C which could lead to increasing salinities Latif et al 
 Salinity and temperature response
Forced by these anomalous uxes the response of the FLAME  ocean in terms
of the salinity evolution is very comparable to the coupled integration A strong salt
anomaly develops within the subtropical gyre after the year  and accumulates
at about 

N gure 
 Already at that stage the salinity in the subpolar gyre
of the MPI model is at about  higher than in FLAME This feature is not
the result of any response during the global warming integration but can also be
found in the ECHAMOPYC control integration not shown here as a problem
of the mean state
The anthropogenic salt signal follows the mean circulation into the north and
reaches the GIN Seas at about  gure 
	 upper panel at a somehow dif
fusive mean velocity scale of about cms It results in a salinity increase in the
whole North Atlantic gure 

 Since due to the enormous extent of this gain in
ocean salinity it cannot be characterized as an anomalous signal spreading on an
advective timescale At that point the slight local freshening due to anthropogenic
surface forcing turns into an increase in salinity which can also be found in the
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core of the Denmark Strait Overow a few years later Figure 
	 A Comparing
the salinity gain at dierent latitudes of the North Atlantic ocean it is strongest
along the Gulf Stream between 	

N and 	

N has a local minimum along the
North Atlantic drift and nally is again strong in the region around Iceland B
where the salinity is enhanced at some points at about 
 psu at the end of the
integration period
The communication of water from the Nordic Seas into the subpolar gyre is mainly
achieved through the narrow passages of the Denmark Strait and the Iceland
Scotland Overow Therefore the core of the Denmark Strait Overow is chosen as
an indicator for changes in the tracer contribution in the northern basin Looking at
the compensating eect of increasing temperature and salinity the huge salt signal
counteracts the density loss due to the locally increasing temperature Figure

	 B so that the Denmark Strait Overows maintains its density during the
integration time C
Beside the stabilizing signal from the south even on timescales of a few years a
compensating eect of salinity and temperature can be found leading to a quite
smooth time series of the overow density without much variability compared to
the individual curves This can be attributed to the local temperature evaporation
feedback in high latitudes Higher surface temperatures lead to enhanced evapo
ration and higher surface salinity This response is often found in climate models
eg GFDL section 		

As a consequence of the increased salinity transported into the region north of
Iceland not even the overows but also the East Greenland Current of FLAME
 becomes saltier following the boundary currents into the Labrador Sea gure


 Nevertheless the central Labrador Sea is mainly unaected before 
 gure

	 A and the formation of Labrador Sea Deep Water LADW is cut o after
	 with mixed layer depths of less then  m in March Figure 
 line due
to local heating and freshening Figure 
	 B We will focus on the particular
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Figure 
 Temporal evolution of salinity between  and  at 


W in 

m depth of experiment CO left and the MPI model right psu The labeling
of the color bars is dierent Unit is psu The evolution in the climate model and
FLAME is quite similar
 THE OVERTURNING RESPONSE 	
2030 - 2000 2090 - 2000
Figure 

 Salinity dierence between year  and  left panel respective
 right panel in experiment CO of FLAME  in  m depth The whole
North Atlantic is aected by the anomalous salt signal
response within the Labrador Sea in the dierent sensitivity studies in the section


 The overturning response

 The stabile behaviour
To compare the response of the thermohaline circulation in the ocean model when
forced with anthropogenic uxes in gure 
 the anomalies of the Atlantic over
turning at 


N in  m depth as an indicator for changes within the ocean is
shown
Like in the MPI model using the full set of anomalous forcing in FLAME
experiment CO  also shows no signicant trend of the thermohaline index gure

 A In comparison to the CTRL experiment there is indeed a slight reduction
of about 	 Sv between the years 	 and  what can be attributed to the
shut down of the deep water formation in the region of the central Labrador Sea
This response is very similar to the changes in the HadCM coupled model in
which the Labrador Sea convection is shut o during the integration period going
along with a slight reduction of the index Wood et al 
In the second half of the 
st
century experiment CO falls into a new quasi
equilibrium state of 
	 Sv Although the anthropogenic forcing is still increasing
this situation remains stable until the end of the century In contrast to the MPI
model the strong variability on timescales of about 
 years with an amplitude
of  Sv gure 
 B cannot be reproduced in FLAME The reason for this
cannot be extracted comparing these two integrations
In former studies Eden and Willebrand  D

oscher and Redler 
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B
C
A
Figure 
	 year averaged anomalous time series of experiment CO Salinity
A	 Temperature B	 


C	 in the Labrador Sea at 


N


W at the surface
thin line and in the core of the Denmark Strait Overow at 

N

W in 
 m
depth thick line In the Denmark Strait	 salinity changes compensate temperature
changes	 whereas in the Labrador Sea	 the temperature eect dominates
as well as in the idealized experiments in chapter  we found the strong dependency
of the overturning strength from the density provided within the Labrador Sea
respective the overows
Looking again at gure 
	 C shows the relative constant density of the Denmark
Strait Overow due to the compensating eect of salinity and temperature in the
outow region In contrast the surface density in the Labrador Sea is reduced at
about 
 kgm

mainly due to local warming leading to a shut down of deep water
formation The density signal of the overow does not show this strong variability
on a 
years timescale we would expect looking at the overturning index of the
MPI model Therefore we can only speculate about this feature Since none of the
anomalous boundary conditions forcing experiment CO shows this variability we
ascribe it to an internal mode of the coupled model
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CO2 CO2
CTRL
NOFRESH
CO2CO2
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NOFRESHSURF
Figure 
 Time series of the anomalous overturning at 

N in  m in in
tegrations performed with diagnosed uxes from the MPI model global warming
simulations The experiments are denoted in the gure	 unit in Sv The general
response of FLAME is similar to the climate model	 salinity changes indeed
stabilize the circulation

 Saline stabilization
In NOFRESH all anomalies concerning changes in oceans salinity where switched
o Here Latifs result of the stabilizing eect of the salt signal in experiment CO
is tested for the higher resolution FLAME model This sensitivity study allows
to analyze the role of the changes in the hydrological cycle in CO during the
global warming experiment
The total heat budget of the models ocean is raising like in CO whereas the total
salt budget stays conserved Any response of the salinity in the northern sponge
zone of FLAME on local forcing cannot be included in this model Because
the wind driven circulation is mainly unchanged not shown here the horizontal
distribution of heat is very similar to the upper experiment
Any change in the meridional overturning circulation in this experiment can be
attributed to a modication of sea surface density as a consequence of increased
atmospheric heat uxes
Contrary to experiment CO the THC slows down after the year 	 quasi
linearly Figure 
 C  Due to the temperature eect only after the year  the
overturning is reduced at  Sv what is about  of its strength at the beginning
However a separation of both the lateral and the local eects on the salinity cannot
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be done exactly Due to the style of experiment NOFRESH a slight reduction of
salinity in the Nordic Seas as the result of local freshening which can be seen
before the year  is not included Therefore an experiment in which this local
eect can be separated could result in a reduction of the overturning index which
might even be stronger than it is in experiment NOFRESH To approximated
this possible response we performed a sensitivity study in which we reduced the
sponge salinity until the year  with the trend extracted between  and
 not shown here The result is reduction at about  Sv until the end of the
integration period Eliminating the stabilization due to the enormous salt signal
this dominating temperature impact in the MPI model on the strength of the
overturning circulation is quite similar to results of Mikolajewicz and Voss
 see section 		
We can also extract the wellknown temperaturedriven response within the
Labrador Sea Switching o the anomalous freshwater uxes into this region of
deep water formation does not prevent the Labrador See deep water formation to
maintain during the 
st
century

 Dierent regions of Deep Water formation
In experiment NOFRESHSURF the anomalous surface freshwater forcing term
was switched o while the lateral boundary in the north still include the changes in
salt of theMPI model Figure 
	 C as an impact on the hydrological cycle After
a slight reduction of salinity until about year  this boundary condition takes
eect as an internal salt source for the models domain at the northern boundary
matching the density loss due to increasing temperatures in the northern restoring
area Following NOFRESH the salt anomaly moving northward into the regions
of deep water formation was detected to be the crucial mechanism to stabilize the
THC Moreover NOFRESHSURF might answer the question at which state of
the northward spreading this eect starts to become eective
Looking at the thermohaline index of this experiment the response is an almost
complete conservation of the strength of the THC Figure 
 D Just including
the density signal in the northern sponge area gives the FLAME model the
ability to stabilize the circulation
Again like in the two previous experiments the Labrador Sea cannot be stabi
lized the local warming signal dominates the response This experiment shows the
dominate role of the density ux of the overow waters for the strength of the
meridional overturning cell and puts the role of entrainment south of the sills for
the thickness of the NADW tongue for our model into perspective
 The Labrador Sea under MPI forcing
Within the subpolar gyre the Labrador Sea is a region with strong variability in
deep convection events eg Rhein et al  Lilly et al 
Its impact on the strength of the overturning circulation is investigated in many
OGCMs Forcing FLAME with NCEP data between 	 and  Eden
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and Willebrand  found a maximum amplitude of about 	 Sv between
periods of strong deep water formation and years when the deep convection is
suppressed Furthermore we showed in section  a maximum reduction of 
Sv in an experiment in which the convection is suppressed articially over the
extended Labrador Sea
Investigating the response of the Labrador Sea in global warming scenarios is a
dicult point to study in most coupled models Due to their coarse horizontal
ocean resolution often at about 	

 there are only a few models in which the
regions of deep water formation match the observations In most climate models
there is a region somewhere in the north where deep convection takes place So
in ECHAMOPYC the deep water formation is localized mainly in the Nordic
Seas the subpolar region is mainly unaected
However in recent coupled models integrations more realistic regions of deep
water formation can be found With this improvement questions concerning the
impact of anthropogenic forcing in dierent regions of NADW formation can be
investigated
Wood et al  found in the HadCM model a reduction of the overturning
function at about  gure 
 dark blue curve The reason is a collapse of the
deep water formation within the Labrador Sea between  and  together
with slightly decreasing density of water communicated into the subpolar during
the 
st
century As a consequence of the changes in the Labrador Sea here the
cyclonic circulation around the stops So Rahmstorf  mentioned that not
only the strength of the overturning circulation but also the contribution to the
deep branch of the NADW might change
In the climatological integration the FLAME model shows deep water forma
tion in the subpolar gyre both in the Irminger Sea and the Labrador Sea In this
section we examine the response of the Labrador Sea as the region of the deepest
convection activity on the greenhouse warming scenario Because the wind stress
shows no signicant change in the 
st
century of the ECHAM atmosphere in
the coupled integration over the North Atlantic even in this regional study we
concentrate on the changes of sea surface density due to local uxes and lateral
signals for the subpolar region of the Labrador Sea
The ocean of the MPI model has no explicit formation of LADW during the whole
integration period Moreover the deep water formation can be mainly be localized
in the region north of Iceland Looking at the structure of overturning function of
the MPI model gure 	 we nd the underestimated relevance of the subpolar
gyre Instead the GIN Seas are the crucial region where deep water formation
takes place going along a unrealistic high southward transport into the subpolar
region The reason for the absence of deep convection in the central Labrador Sea
can be attributed to the horizontal circulation near the surface vectors of gure

 left panel which is more like a branch of the Gulf Stream than a cyclonic gyre
formed by the Greenland and Labrador Current transporting too warm water in
this area to permit convection Looking at the development of the near surface
density the MPI model shows the impact of an unrealistic pattern on the system
even if there are no convection processes to be stabilized in the climate models
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Figure 
 Dierence in sea surface density between  and  within the
Labrador Sea of MPI left panel and CO right panel in kgm

 Overlaid are
the current velocities between  m	 demonstrating the much higher resolution
and consequently more detailed ow eld in FLAME
Labrador Sea
A spreading salt anomaly from lower latitudes into the subpolar region reaches the
Labrador Sea on its direct path northward and counteracts local decreased surface
density uxes The result is an only moderate loss of surface density Figure 

left panel and hence to an only moderate stabilization of the water column
In contrast CO exposes the dierent response of surface density Figure 
	 C
due to a more realistic horizontal circulation at the surface vectors of gure 

right panel Apparently in our model there is no direct connection between the
lower latitudes and the Labrador Sea because any signal spreading from the south
follows the subpolar gyre along the North Atlantic Current before entering this
area For that reason the upper stratication and consecutively the formation of
LADW is determined by changes in local uxes of mainly heat and freshwater
To a certain degree the preconditioning mechanism by signals only from the north
is an eect as well although in FLAME it seems to be underestimated see
section 
The enhanced surface uxes together with the warmer and before  slightly
fresher East Greenland Current lead to a reduction of surface density gure 
	
C and therefore to a complete shut down of convection within  years between
	 and 	 when the mixed layer depth allows no more deep water formation
gure 
 line Figure 
 shows the evolution of the density structure through
the central Labrador Sea at certain time steps of the integration period in March
While during the second half of the 
th
century the isopycnal limiting the LADW
after the year 	 the increasing temperatures lead to stabilization of the water
column so that the renewal is shut o In the same time the deep basin is lled
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with dense NADW coming from the north
Wood et al  found in an integration of the HadCM model something
interesting in a comparable global warming simulation When the Labrador convec
tion stops and the overow density decreases the circulation around the Labrador
Sea also is breaks down The reason for this response is that the overow waters
become lighter than the interior deep basin unable to reach this region so that
the cyclonic circulation collapses However we cannot nd this behaviour in any of
the experiments with MPI forcing not even in experiment NOFRESH where the
overows indeed become lighter Also in the greenhouse gas forcing experiments
with GFDL uxes in chapter 	 where in most of the integrations the density of the
overows become lighter a collapse of the horizontal circulation in the Labrador
Sea cannot be found when the winddriven gyre is still existant
The salt anomaly induced in the tropics and subtropics reaches the Labrador Sea
not before year 
 Figure 
	 A At this stage its impact on the near surface
density is consecutively reduced on its way around the subpolar gyre with an
excess of surface freshwater uxes during the whole integration period even in the
quasiequilibrium state
Furthermore as a positive feedback mechanism on the shut down of convection
the surface density in the Labrador Sea is further reduced due to the lack of a
vertical transport out of this region The consequence is that the stabilization due
to the advective signal is too weak for the stratication to recover and to allow
additional deep water formation Accordingly at the end of the integration period
the surface density is much more reduced in CO than in the MPI model Figure

 right panel Our uncoupled model allows a deposition of the role of the locally
increased freshwater uxes within the subpolar gyre on the density budget of the
Labrador Sea In NOFRESH all anomalous freshwater uxes were switched o
Anyhow the pattern of the formation of LADW is very similar to experiment CO
Figure 
 line where the deep ocean convection breaks down
This vanishing dierence of the mixed layer depth in March between CO and
NOFRESH Figure 
 dashed with identical changes in the heat cycle underlines
the dominant role of the temperature eect for the surface waters density in the
region of the Labrador Sea and consecutively for the formation of LADW
The stabilizing changes in the freshwater cycle cannot become eective for the
Labrador Seas mixed layer neither from the surface nor the boundaries This
still holds after 
 when the strong salt signal has entered the region along the
boundary currents Figure 
	 A The reason for this can be studied in comparing
NOFRESHSURF in which the anomalous freshwater forcing is in the main reduced
to the advective signal coming from the north and in which the mixed layer depth
also allows no deep water formation Figure 
 dotted This weak impact on
the deep water formation within the Labrador Sea after year 
 becomes clear
when we look at the role of lateral signals for the deep water formation After
convection has broken down in our study the system is not able to recover due to
an advection of denser water along the boundary currents from the north if local
loss of buoyancy is still reduced
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on a section through the central Labrador Sea in March during the
integration period Years are denoted in the gure During the rst half of the 
st
century	 the deep basin is decoupled from surface forcing
 Summary of MPI forced experiments
We have investigated the response of dierent combinations of airsea uxes diag
nosed from the MPI models greenhouse warming scenario in our regional model
of the Atlantic Ocean The obvious question whether a more realistic ocean model
provides a fundamentally dierent response of the overturning circulation can be
answered with no
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
Figure 
 Depth of the mixed layer in the central Labrador Sea at 	

N and 	

W
of in CO line	 in NOFRESH dashed and in NOFRESHSURF dotted in
March year averaged  The impact of local heat uxes dominates the response
As in the coupled integration of the MPI model the meridional overturning does
not weaken signicantly The reason for this behaviour is found to be the enormous
gain in ocean salinity during the integration period In this context several studies
with controversial results about the crucial mechanism for the behaviour of the
strength of the THC in global warming scenarios have been published While
Mikolajewicz and Voss  reported about the dominating role of changes
in the heat cycle results from Dixon et al  unmasked the enhanced
freshwater forcing to be the crucial reason for the weakening of the overturning
Our oceans response is somehow in the middle of their positions Warming of the
North Atlantic alone could be strong enough to cause the slowing down of the
THC if the freshwater cycle did not change at all The impact of locally increased
surface freshwater uxes into higher latitudes solely was found to be relatively
unimportant but the crucial mechanism for the maintenance of the surface density
and consecutively the strength of the overturning is the reduced freshwater forcing
in lower latitudes Latifs result that a strong salt anomaly advecting form the
tropics is able to stabilize the thermohaline circulation by matching the relatively
moderate warming in regions of deep water formation still holds for our ocean
model with a higher resolution and a more realistic representation of the mean
state
Although the THC remains almost constant the deep water formation within the
Labrador Sea completely breaks down after year 	 The deciding mechanism
for this is the locally reduced cooling leading to an increase of SST as well as a
decrease of surface density Figure 
	 B and C
The relative small impact on the meridional overturning cell underlines results
form D

oscher and Redler  who pointed out that if an adequate dense
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overow across the sills can be held up like in CO Figure 
	 C and NOFRESH
SURF variability in the convective regime within the Labrador Sea can not signif
icantly weaken the meridional overturning cell Focusing on the mechanism for the
shutdown in our model the locally increased heat uxes into this region during
the warming scenario were found to be the crucial factor Neither local changes
in freshwater uxes nor the inow of salty water after year 
 into the region
permit a fundamentally diering reaction
 Discussion and limitation
In our integrations we unmasked the density of the overow waters to be the
crucial reason for signicant changes in the strength of the THC Consequently the
focus has been on a highly realistic representation of the overow itself but also on
the magnitude of entrainment after the dense plume crosses the sills A realistic
role of entrainment is very dicult to quantify Hallberg  reported of a too
low entrainment rate in models with isopycnic vertical coordinates like the MPI
model the DYNAMO Group  found something similar in zcoordinate
models with an isopycnic diusion operator like FLAME  In both cases this
could put the upper result into perspective For example if our model had a too
low entrainment rate the role of the overows density ux for the overturning
might be overestimated We focus on the role of entrainment processes in section
		 There we use dierent combinations of horizontal diusion to estimate the
role of entrainment Hence the result is that for the response of the overturning
circulation itself the entrainment rate is relatively unimportant An experiment
with horizontal diusion and no BBL parameterization is very close to the results
provided by the standard FLAME conguration
Normally the role of a lateral salt feedback is to destabilize the overturning system
In this situation the role is vice versa Due to a suitable timing of the signal the
surface waters of the GIN Seas maintain their density and allow further deep
water formation The crucial point in this scenario is indeed the chronological
devolution of this scenario Because there is no direct temporal connection between
the strength of the THC and the enhanced evaporation in the tropical Atlantic the
lateral signal has to enter the regions of deep water formation before the winterly
convection has broken down In our study the GIN Seas are a positive example
whereas the response within the Labrador Sea shows the problem The salt signal
follows the East Greenland Current and enters in the region of LADW formation
to late for the stabilizing eect to occur
Similar to the MPI experiment in a global warming integration of the HadCM
model an increase in the surface evaporation rate in lower latitudes was found
Thorpe et al  Like in the OPYC ocean the spreading leads to enhanced
salinities in regions of deep water formation Qualitatively this response of the
HadCM model is similar though much weaker Therefore the signal does not
balance the local reduction of surface density and the thermohaline index is reduced
at about 	 Sv In their model the strength of the overturning circulation is closely
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connected to the steric height gradient between higher and lower latitudes By
calculating changes in the density contribution they were able to nd the impact
of certain mechanisms on this response They reach a new equilibrium of the THC
at a 	 weaker level due to a balance of local heating and the lateral salinity
eect
To conclude this chapter determining the response of the THC in global warming
scenarios might not be answered solely by studying the local eects of changes
in freshwater and heat uxes in regions of deep water formation Another mech
anism namely the lateral transport of signals into these crucial regions must be
represented properly since the convection process itself highly depends on the
preconditioning within the water column Together with buoyancy loss at the sur
face deep water formation can take place Marshall and Schott  In
the available study the salt signal is very huge locally up to  psu and relieve
an enormous salinity gain in high latitudes locally up to 
 psu Imagining such
large signals from lower latitudes if they entered the comparatively small regions
of deep water formation in the northern North Atlantic they apparently have an
impact on the strength of the thermohaline forcing in the northern North Atlantic
In this chapter the main issue was to prove the deviating response of the
ECHAMOPYC model relative to the majority of global warming simulations
However huge salinity signals of 
 psu in higher latitudes are quite strong So in
the next chapter we investigate the ocean models response for a usual scenario
with a declining overturning index Beyond examine the general response we focus
on the individual role of dierent forcing components for the temporal evolution
of the overturning function
Chapter 
Experiments with GFDL uxes
 Introduction
In contrast to the experiments performed with diagnosed uxes from the
ECHAMOPYC climate model here we present studies of the response of
FLAME forced by uxes from a coupled integration in which the meridional
overturning cell shows a signicant weakening during the global warming scenario
In addition to the general response of the ocean model by integrating several
sensitivity studies we illuminate the specic role of certain components of anthro
pogenic forcing for the variability and the trend of the overturning circulation To
continue the examination of the ocean components of coupled oceans of dierent
style as a contrast to the isopycnal vertical coordinate of the ocean in OPYC
here we use diagnosed uxes from a coupled model with a zcoordinate vertical
axis coming along with a more realistic bottom topography The uxes origi
nate from a ISalike forcing scenario namely gps  of the GFDL R coupled
oceanatmosphereseaice model
 The GFDL R climate model
 Technical aspects
The coupled model technics and climate variability are capaciously described in
Delworth et al  therefore here we limit to a few catchwords To give
an idea of the greenhouse scenario gps some technical aspects of the coupled
integration are presented there
The ocean component of the coupled model is the GFDLMOM  zcoordinate
primitive equations model Pacanowski et al  The horizontal resolu
tion is 	

longitude by 	

latitude with  unevenly spaced vertical levels
The vertical thickness of the grid boxes varies between 
m at the surface and
m near the bottom For the parameterization of sub grid processes methods
of Bryan	 K and L J Lewis  Redi  and Cox  are used
The horizontal resolution of the R atmosphere is approximately 	

in longi
tude by 	

in latitude In the vertical a sigma coordinate system on 
 unevenly
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spaced pressure levels is used A relative humidity based cloud prediction scheme
and a moist convective adjustment Manabe et al 	 are used in the at
mospheric model Clouds are predicted whenever the relative humidity exceeds a
critical threshold which varies with height from  near the surface to 
in the upper atmosphere Where predicted clouds are assumed to ll the grid
box Precipitation occurs when water vapor supersaturation is simulated falling
as snow when the temperature of the lower atmosphere is below freezing In this
model a seasonal cycle of insolation is prescribed at the top of the atmosphere
with a solar constant of 	 Wm

 The solar constant does not vary during these
model integrations The eects of clouds water vapor carbon dioxide and ozone
are included in the calculation of solar and terrestrial radiation
Beside oceanic and atmospheric components relatively simple formulations of river
runo and land surface are included
The GFDL R coupled model uses a relatively simple sea ice model that neglects
the internal pressure of the sea ice The sea ice models lineage can be traced back
to the model developed by Bryan  although modications have been made
over time several of which are noted in Manabe et al  The horizontal
grid spacing of the sea ice model matches that of the underlying ocean model At
each grid point average sea ice thickness is predicted but not fractional coverage
ie the grid cell is either considered completely ice free or entirely covered by ice
of some modelpredicted thickness Thus the model considers a single ice layer
and leads are not included in the sea ice model
A wellknown problem of coupled climate models is the imbalance between the
oceanic and atmospheric component leading to a climate drift during the integra
tion In order to reduce the likelihood of such drifts ux adjustment terms are
used These are timemean elds of restoring and are derived from the last few
hundred years of the spinup Manabe et al 
From a physical point of view ux adjustments are the attempt to compensate
the mismatch between what the ocean receives from the atmosphere and the ux
the ocean needs to t to observations
The model is run for a number of aspects at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Labratory GFDL
 Dierences between GFDL and MPI overturning
Since we are not able to investigate a high number of climate models in global
warming simulations we chose the GFDL model to prove two fundamentally dif
ferent types of models While the MPI model has due to the isopycnal vertical
coordinate a somehow idealized topography with eg wide passages between Green
land Iceland and Scotland and consequently unrealistic high transports over the
sills the zlevel GFDL ocean is quite dierent While in theMPI model deep water
formation mainly takes place within the Nordic Seas the results concerning the
importance of the density signal at the northern boundary of FLAME was to
some extent expected In the GFDL model the main region of deep convection is
the subpolar gyre the transport rates over the sills are weaker and more realistic
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Figure 	 Overturning circulation in ECHAMOPYC upper panel and in
GFDL R lower panel	 averaged between 
 unit is Sv
 Anthropogenic forcing in gps
As a contrast to the experiments performed with diagnosed uxes from the
ECHAMOPYC climate model here we forced FLAME with diagnosed
uxes from the GFDL R coupled model The applied integration is an experi
ment called gps where gps stands for greenhouse gases plus sulfates
Hence as the name suggests the direct eect of tropospheric sulfate aerosols was
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included in the model as a modication to the surface albedo varying in time and
space Haywood et al 
A suite of gps integrations were primarily performed to study the role of initial
conditions for the development of the coupled model in global warming scenarios
Dixon and Lanzante  Starting in dierent years of the spinup the model
was forced with anthropogenic increase of CO

and sulfates
The used uxes start in year  of the undisturbed control integration Projecting
these on the year  with a preindustrial CO

level the level rises at rates
following the ISa scenario until year  and at a rate of  thereafter until

 Experiments with gps output
In this section we shortly describe the dierent experiments performed with
FLAME forced by the GFDL gps surface uxes Beside the FULL inte
gration in which we implemented the whole set of anomalies to the forcing we
performed a couple of sensitivity studies to illuminate dierent aspects of the on
going mechanisms All experiments are listed in table 	 In terms of forcing on
denotes that the anomalous anthropogenic forcing is enabled while o denotes
that it is disabled see section 
The CTRL experiment is the one already described in section  and is used as a
reference experiment in chapter 

Experiment FULL
The experiment FULL is integrated with the full set of anomalous anthro
pogenic forcing in order to study dierences of the coupled ocean model and
FLAME This is the analog to experiment CO in the suite of experiments
with ECHAMOPYC uxes Additionally it serves as a reference experiment
for the sensitivity studies with dierent combinations of anthropogenic forcing
Experiments NONORTH and NOSURF
In experiment NONORTH the northern restoring areas are xed to the quasi
equilibrium climatology while the salinity and temperature of the other vertical
boundaries eg Mediterranean and southern boundary are changing as they do
in the coupled ocean model
The surface boundary conditions for heat freshwater and wind are still anthro
pogenic Because of the shape of these terms for freshwater and wind the forcing
is exactly the same as in FULL while the feedback mechanism for the heat ux de
pends on the oceans state Therefore an unrealistic high heating over the northern
sponge area takes place gure 	 which can be traced back to the reaction of a
nearly unchanged nudged ocean due to restoring on an anthropogenic changing
atmosphere Because this region acts as an integral response of the northern ocean
these local high values must be understood as the response of the whole Arctic
Ocean in terms of the heat and salt budget
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As a contrast to the former experiment in experiment NOSURF the water mass
properties in the northern sponge area are restored to anthropogenic ally changed
values Moreover for the surface uxes we kept climatological records
Again a constraint must be mentioned concerning these uxes While for freshwa
ter and wind stress it is strait forward the surface heat uxes are modied in that
way that there is some response of a changed ocean on an unchanged atmosphere
Somehow one can argue that the surface heat uxes are modied by a natural re
action of the system Anthropogenic signals from the northern boundary interact
with an unchanged atmosphere above leading to changes in the airsea uxes
Experiments NOBBL and EASY
In contrast to the experiments and to specify some results of the other sensitivity
studies we performed two experiments with NOSURF forcing conguration but
some modications to the ocean interior parameterizations The rst one is experi
ment NOBBL in which the bottom boundary formulation BBL section  is
switched of Since the major role of this parameterization is a more realistic repre
sentation of overows over sills like the Denmark Strait or the IcelandScotlandSill
we chose the experiment NOSURF for this parameter study Because in this ex
periment the only interannual variability comes from the forcing at the northern
boundary deviations concerning the BBL are expected to be strongest
To go a little further we integrated experiment EASY in which not even the BBL
but also isopycnal mixing as well as thickness diusion were switched o Instead
we used horizontal mixing at   

cm

s Additionally we dredged the Denmark
Strait at points between  and  m depth to a uniform depth of  m
Again the model was just integrated with the NOSURF forcing conguration in
order to feel a maximum impact of the changes at the sill For both experiments
a new spinup of 	 years was performed since the climatological state of the
overturning function shows a fundamental dierence The overturning cell is much
shallower in the experiments without BBL A lot of dierent features concerning
dierences between horizontal and isopycnal mixing in ocean models can be found
in literature eg Gough and Lin 	 Marsh et al 
This highly idealized experiment was performed in order to study the role of the
overows for the overturning circulation by switching o all parameterizations
necessary for a relatively realistic representation
Experiment NOWIND
This experiment is identical to FULL except that the anthropogenic changes in
wind stress forcing are switched o
Because of the coupled physics of wind and heat forcing the impact is that the Ek
man and Sverdrup part of the anomalous wind stress is disabled while changes in
the heat ux due to eg enhanced evaporation are still present in this experiment
because the boundary condition for heat is anthropogenic
Since the heat uxes cannot be separated into a windcaused part and a radiation
part ohand we limit this experiment to the pure Ekman part One possible way
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Name anSurface Forcing anVert BCs Misc
Heat Flux Freshw Wind Temp Salt
CTRL o o o o o
FULL on on on on on rel CO
NONORTH on on on o o
NOSURF o o o on on
NOBBL o o o on on o BBL
EASY o o o on on EASY

NOWIND on on o on on
NOHEAT o on on o on
NOSALT on o on on o relNOFRESH
Table 	 Sensitivity studies performed with FLAME  under anthropogenic
forcing with GFDL gps uxes all experiments are integrated for 
 years be
tween 	 and 
to handle this problem is to do a regression analysis of wind stress and heat ux
in order to extract the windcaused contribution of the ux Using this method
Eden and Jung  performed some experiments using a regression analysis
of the heat ux time series on the North Atlantic Oscillation NAO in order to
get a long time series of surface forcing depending on the NAO pattern
This experiment gives indications for a subdivision of the thermohaline and the
dynamical part of anthropogenic surface forcing
Experiments NOHEAT and NOSALT
Experiment NOHEAT and NOSALT denote studies with anomalous heat ux
respective freshwater forcing switched o This aects surface forcing as well as
sponge forcing at the vertical boundaries For the former case the restoring term
is limited to changes in salt while temperature forcing is climatological and for the
latter case the situation is vice versa Again for the salinity case the surface forcing
is straight forward while NOHEAT still can have changes in surface heat uxes
due to the response of a changed ocean state on a xed climatological atmosphere
Since we use an uncoupled ocean model we have the ability to distinguish between
temperature and freshwater forcing what cannot be done directly in a coupled
mode
Concerning the northern boundary a caveat has to be mentioned
Since in the climate model the water mass properties supplied to the subpolar gyre
are a product of formation of deep water masses the subdivision into temperature

EASY  no BBL horizontal mixing   

cm

s Denmark Strait dredged to  m depth
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and salinity forcing at the boundary is somehow idealized The process of convec
tion depends to some extent on the density of sinking water Limiting changes in
the deep water reservoir to eg temperature alone presupposes that the same water
is the product of convection This cannot be assured when the salt signal misses
since the density changes Nevertheless if one might argue that the whole water
column is aected by anthropogenic changes in the restoring area both regimes
the surface waters as well as the deep water are involved Therefore even in the
region until 

N the subdivision might be excepted In section 		 we argue that
the dierence between disturbing the surface is quite similar to disturbing the deep
reservoir
 GFDL forcing in FLAME
In this section we show some features of the anomalous anthropogenic forcing felt
by FLAME Figure 	 shows Hovmoeller diagrams of the surface heat A and
freshwater ux B during the integration period At the beginning of the exper
iments the oceanic heat loss is strongest within the subpolar gyre between 	

N
and 	

N and at some latitude along the Gulf Stream between 	

N and 
	

N
In higher latitudes there is net atmospheric heat provided to the Nordic Sea All
these features show a nearly linear evolution during the anthropogenic simulation
leading to a warming of the North Atlantic South of 

N the atmospheric heat
uxes are only slightly modied during the integration and no trend can be diag
nosed The warming is strongest between 

N and 

N a region in which the
deep water formation in this coupled experiment is quite small In contrast at
the beginning until the year  instead of an increase in surface heat ux as
expected the subpolar gyre is cooled The anthropogenic warming starts with the
new century However in comparison to the heat ux evolution in the MPI model
the warming within this region is weaker Just concentrating on the trend while
the changes felt by the OPYC ocean are larger about Wm

y gure 

the GFDL uxes change by only 	Wm

y between 	 and 
Looking at changes of the surface freshwater ux a separation between the subpo
lar and subtropical region can be made The freshwater uxes within the subpolar
gyre and in the GIN Seas are increasing which is quite similar to the evolu
tion of the local uxes in the MPI model In both integrations the gain is about
cmmony Relative to the MPI model there are only little higher evapo
ration rates aecting the subtropical region
The changes in surface wind stress during the integration period are only marginal
there is no signicant trend found in the gps atmospheric winds This is also
quite similar to the MPI model This is in contrast to other simulations with the
GFDL climate model Eg Delworth and Dixon  found an increase of
the North Atlantic Oscillation NAO in the model
The evolution of the North Atlantic Oscillation NAO index seems to be of great
importance for the future of the North Atlantic ocean Based on  years of data
from 	 to 	 Hurrell 	 estimated that the NAO accounts for  of
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Figure 	 Zonally averaged anomalous heat A and freshwater ux B in the
North Atlantic in FULL the year 
 is removed unit is Wm

for A and
mmmon for B
the variance in hemispheric winter surface air temperatures north of 

N Hence
anthropogenic changes in the atmosphere might change the future response of the
NAO and hence the eect on the THC In most coupled models a strong increase
of the NAO as observed during the late 
th
century cannot be reproduced During
the 
st
century most climate models when forced in greenhouse gas scenarios in
deed show an increase of the NAO but the shape of the internal variability as well
as the amplitudes diers fundamentally eg Osborn et al  Perlwitz
and Graf 	 suggest that this decient simulation of NAO evolution in cou
pled models could be caused by an insucient representation of the stratospheric
ozone concentration
Delworth suggested that if there is an increase of the NAO in climate models
the associated modied surface forcing could at least for some decades have a
stabilizing eect on the thermohaline circulation due to enhanced mixing
However both the MPI and the GFDL gps global warming scenarios do not
show the eect of an increasing NAO realistically not shown here The role of
changes in the anthropogenic wind stress is explained in section 		 There the
role of wind stress variability mainly aects the interannual overturning variability
For the main trend changes in buoyancy forcing which could also be related to
NAO variability are the crucial factor
 The meridional overturning circulation
The response of the overturning function as an indicator for the THC is the central
issue of this thesis Therefore in this chapter we show and discuss its response in
the performed sensitivity studies with GFDL forcing By subdividing the dierent
timescales the role of certain components of anthropogenic forcing are separated
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 Changes and variability
First we concentrate on the longterm variability as well as on the trend of the
overturning circulation of FLAME within the integration period since one of
the frequently asked questions addressed to greenhouse gas forced experiments
is the general behaviour of the MOC Additionally using results of sensitivity
studies we illuminate the crucial factors for the observed response Figure 	
shows the annual averaged time series of all experiments with GFDL forcing One
point concerning the available results of these experiments is the initial response
of the model Since we implemented forcing anomalies not starting at zero there is
indeed an initial response to the singular forcing modication As a consequence
the annual mean overturning function at the beginning of the experiments does
not necessarily start with the quasiequilibrium state at the end of the spinup
NOHEAT
NOWIND
NOSALT
NOSURF
GFDL gps_03 (dotted)
NONORTH
FULL
Figure 	 Annual mean maximum meridional overturning function in the North
Atlantic in experiments with gps forcing as denoted in the gure	 the scaled time
series of the coupled GFDL experiment is overlaid in the dotted line unit is Sv
As already shown in gure 
 the coupled gps experiment shows a signicant
weakening of the overturning index between the year  and  the MOC
slows down at about  Sv what is a reduction of about  from  Sv in the
middle of the 
th
century In the comparable experiment FULL a very similar
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result can be found The maximum strength of the MOC is reduced from  Sv at
the beginning of the integration period to  Sv in year  what is a slowing
down of  gure 	
 So the percentage decrease what is quite close to the
evolution of the heat transport in the case of linearity section  in the coupled
and the uncoupled integration is very similar
Figure 	
 year running mean overturning at 

N and m in experiment
FULL black line and the coupled GFDL gps experiment scaled	 equation 
The comparable surface forcing leads to a similar overturning response
But not only the general trend is comparable The variability on multidecadal
timescales is also quite similar Eg the two conspicuous maxima of the MOC
strength around the years  and  are also evident in both models
These two periods of high overturning transport can be related to strong atmo
spheric forcing In this years the surface forcing within the subpolar gyre as well
as the provided water mass properties are responsible for the behaviour see sec
tion 		 This response is the consequence of almost all forcing pattern Only in
experiment NONORTH these two maxima cannot be found
The role of wind stress variability can be seen comparing experiment NOWIND
and NOSURF gure 	 blue and cyan curve relative to the rest of the experi
ments The shape of the index time series is much smoother relative to the others
especially on interannual to decadal timescales This can be directly attributed
to the missing of anthropogenic wind stress forcing since these two are the only
integrations forced with climatological winds Anyhow these two experiments dif
fer in the overturning strength due to dierent surface heat and freshwater uxes
within the subpolar gyre At the beginning there is an oset of about 	 Sv due
to surface forcing Later in the second half of the 
st
century the dierence is
reduced This feature can be traced back to the decreasing subpolar surface forcing
in experiment NOWIND aecting the overturning at that time
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FULL
FULL
FULL
FULL
NONORTH
NOSALT
NOWIND
NOSURF
Figure 		 Estimated power spectra of the overturning index of the experiments
denoted in the gure The vertical lines denote standard error estimates
The relative inuence of the surface heat and freshwater uxes can be studied by
comparing NOSURF to NOHEAT green curve The strength of the overturning
index in the second half of the 
th
century is very similar in both experiments
The reason is the dominant role of the strong freshwater forcing variability in
the Nordic Seas on longer timescales at that time Since the contribution to the
overturning strength in the subpolar gyre is mainly given by changes in the surface
heat ux switching o this part of the forcing has a similar eect as switching of
the whole surface forcing at least on multidecadal timescales
Anyhow the impact of freshwater anomalies is more important in the Nordic Seas
as it can be seen by comparing experiment NOHEAT in the later part of the 
st
century Here interdecadal variability sets in which is stronger than diagnosed in
all the other experiments
Another approach is to look at the frequency distribution of few of the experiments
gure 		 By calculating power spectra of the diagnosed overturning index the
impact of dierent components of atmospheric forcing becomes visible Here three
dierent timescales can be separated The winddriven variability on annual scales
up to a few years the subpolar tracer ux variability on decadal timescales and the
variability on interdecadal to multidecadal timescales Very similar on interannual
timescales are experiment NONORTH and NOSALT upper and lower left panel
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underlining the role of wind stress forcing in the subpolar gyre on these scales On
timescales beyond  years the freshwater variability in the Nordic Seas becomes
important The impact of heat ux forcing is extracted by comparing NOWIND
to NOSURF on interdecadal to multidecadal timescales On these scale there is
much energy in the former experiment relative to the latter
To summarize the variability on dierent timescales the interannual variability of
the overturning index is mainly driven by the wind stress anomalies On timescales
of a few years the wind induced variability is strongest but the heat ux variability
comes into play Decadal variability is determined by surface heat ux anomalies
within the subpolar gyre whereas the longterm behaviour is given by changes in
the density eld north of Iceland
 The individual role of heat and freshwater uxes
The role of dierent parts of surface forcing namely heat freshwater and mo
mentum uxes for the general trend of the overturning circulation is still unclear
Especially in climate models due to the coupled style the individual role of these
uxes is dicult to answer A couple of studies concerning this point show de
viating results While Wiebe and Weaver  found that the atmospheric
poleward water transport is chiey responsible for the weakening of the NADW
formation Rahmstorf and Ganopolski  found heat uxes to be the
dominant factor during the 
st
century while later changes in the hydrological
cycle become important
To perform studies for a methodical investigation of this question in coupled
models the individual impacts were examined byMikolajewicz and Voss 
and by Dixon and Lanzante 
By performing two baseline integrations under xed CO

respective an prescribed
CO

increase the freshwater and momentum uxes in climate models were diag
nosed Afterwards the models were run with dierent combinations of airsea uxes
using the diagnosed time series of one of the baseline integrations to extract the
specic impact of heat freshwater or momentum For instance to estimate the
role of freshwater forcing within the global warming scenario the models were
run with a xed CO

concentration but with the diagnosed freshwater uxes from
the anthropogenic experiment Moreover for detecting the temperature eect the
models were integrated under increasing CO

and freshwater uxes from the ex
periment under xed CO

 Thus the dierent impact of airsea uxes for the trend
of the MOC in greenhouse gas scenarios could be extracted
However the results are very dierent and allow no clear answer to this point
WhileMikolajewicz and Voss  found in ECHAMLSG that  of the
weakening of the overturning index could be ascribed to the temperature eect
Dixon et al  reported that in the GFDL R
 b model the upper procedure
adds up to a 	 contribution of freshwater forcing gure 	
Due to the uncoupled mode of our ocean model these studies are much easier to
perform in spite of the caveats concerning the northern boundary condition see
section 	
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The impact of CO

forcing with xed freshwater uxes is done in experiment
NOSALT Compared to FULL the state in year  reaches at least 	 of the
weakening of the overturning cell gure 	 red curve what is close to the results
in ECHAM
LSG gure 	 a thin dashed line Moreover the structure of the
response is quite similar Both integrations show a quasi linear decrease of the
overturning function starting around the year  without much interdecadal
variability
In contrast areDixon
s results With temperature forcing only he found some vari
ability on a timescale of about  years gure 	 b dashed line The results con
cerning the impact of freshwater uxes are correspondingly vice versa While the
experiment with anthropogenic freshwater forcing only NOHEAT  shows much
variability on timescales of  years gure 	 green curve and only a de
crease of  during the integration period the results of the GFDL R
 b model
indicate a contribution of about  for the freshwater forcing gure 	 dashed
curve Apparently there is much dierence in the results concerning the individual
impact of surface uxes
By investigating the response of dierent combinations of anthropogenic surface
uxes an interesting question is the linearity of the experiments More exact does
an experiment with heat as well as freshwater forcing show a response akin to the
sum of the experiments forced by anthropogenic heat respective freshwater uxes
solely
The left panel of gure 	 shows the anomalous overturning function at 


N
in  m depth of FULL and a linear superposition of NOSALT and NOHEAT
relative to the rst  years of integration Since both sensitivity studies contain
anthropogenic wind stress forcing the impact is somehow taken into account twice
NOHEAT+NOSALT
(NOHEAT)
(FULL)
(NOSALT)
NOHEAT+NOSALT
(NOHEAT)
(FULL)
(NOSALT)
Figure 	 Overturning function at 

N and 
 m sensitivity experiments
concerning the impact of dierent surface uxes in a ECHAMLSG and b
GFDL R
 b the experiments ISF	 FIS and IFF correspond to NOSALT 	 NO
HEAT	 and NOWIND source IPCC  Overlaid is the superposed response of
experiment NOHEAT and NOSALT	 showing a quite linear contribution of the
dierent forcing components
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Figure 	 Overturning function anomalies at 

N in  m depth	 experiments
denoted in the gure Superposing experiments with dierent combinations of forc
ing show a quite linear response on the individual forcing components
what can explain the higher variability on annual timescales of the superposed
curve Nevertheless the impact of heat and freshwater forcing shows a very linear
relationship It is almost perfect until the second half of the 
st
century when
the oceanic state is changed so much that the deep water formation stronger
depends on lateral transports relative to the surface uxes However the correlation
on annual mean timescales is still quite high corr   showing this linear
overturning response on heat and freshwater forcing
Results which FLAME nd the heat ux to be the crucial factor for changes
in deep water formation in the subpolar gyre mainly in the Labrador Sea Eden
and Willebrand  Following their result it is not a surprise that in this
region the response seems to be quite linear If the heat ux variability accounts
for at least 	  of changes in the deep water formation rate on longer timescales
nonlinear eects can be aspected to be small
The Nordic Seas as the other region of deep water formation seems to show a
similar response as well which can be denoted to the style of the anthropogenic
impact there Since our model shows no own deep water formation along with an
expected nonlinear behaviour in that region the system is somehow simplied
Instead we prescribe anthropogenic changes in the water mass properties so that
the linear behaviour of FLAME is indeed not a surprise see section 		
 for
details
However this linear response of heat and freshwater forcing can also be found in
both climate model studies gure 	 green curve a result that underlines the
response found in the ocean model
In a physical sense this result can be interpreted in the way that the deep water
formation rate into the crucial depth is nearly constant during the whole green
house warming scenario no matter about the properties of the sinking waters
Therefore anthropogenic changes in salt and temperature in the deep water reser
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voir are to some extent a good approach for changes in the surface uxes
Following this idea we support the argument for the additive response of salt
and temperature forcing by tracing the surface variability communicated into the
deep basin of the Nordic Seas gure 	 Looking at the anomalous time series of
temperature and salinity in this region in dierent depths one can trace the sinking
waters These waters reach a depth of at least  m which is approximately the
overow depth This holds in fact during the whole period of anthropogenic forcing
Here the signals coming from the surface reach the outow depth even during the
whole 
st
century While at the beginning water of the anomalous temperature
and salinity reach a depth of 	 m later on the variability signal cannot be found
at that depth However until the end of the experiment the signal is transmitted
into the outow depth at about  m
Changes in the deep basin mainly warmer and fresher are evolving much slower
at that time and can be ascribed to diusive processes more than to winterly deep
convection activities So the deep Nordic Seas basin below the sills is somehow
decoupled from the surface forcing and hence the overturning variability
Although the temperature and salinity time series providing the FLAME forc
ing originate from a dierent scenario and not from the two described above the
sinking reaching at least the depth of the sill can be a reasonable argument for
the additive behaviour of the climate models response of anthropogenic heat and
freshwater forcing
Another interesting feature in gure 	 is the behaviour of the climate models at
the beginning of the integrations While forced in a dierent manner the curves
show the same response in the rst couple of years due to the dependency on the
initial state This is also found in recent studies with climate models Latif pers
com and is the result of internal variability in the coupled system
The individual role of heat and freshwater ux forcing is still not clear Since in the
subpolar region heat ux variability dominates the response in higher latitudes
100 m
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Figure 	 Time series of the salinity left and temperature right at 

N and



W in the GFDL climate model the average between  is removed	 units
are psu and

C
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both components are important for the variability on longer timescales
 Contribution of dierent regions
In section 		 we discussed the response of the overturning function in the ex
periments in the perspective of dierent timescales In former model studies it is
shown that even on timescales up to a few hundred years the strength of the MOC
in OGCMs strongly depends on the rate of deep water formation in the northern
hemisphere of the Atlantic Ocean eg Hay  Lenderink and Haarsma

 Here we illuminate the impact of anthropogenic forcing in the crucial re
gions of deep water formation which are the subpolar gyre and in the Nordic Seas
In this context Rahmstorf  mentioned some indications that not only the
strength but also the contribution to the DWBC what is mainly the lower branch
of the MOC might change
As we can distinguish between dierent sources of North Atlantic Deep Water
NADW in FLAME we are able to investigate individual changes to the
meridional circulation with their source in the Nordic Sea or in the subpolar gyre
Although our ocean model has no own region of deep water formation north of Ice
land section  by supplying dense water in that region and hence the overow
waters we can simulate the impact of changes in convection activity Nevertheless
being able to control the water mass properties of this region a caveat is the point
that we have to rely on changes in the deep water formation of the coarse climate
models ocean
FULL FULL
NONORTHNOSURF
Figure 	 year smoothed time series of overturning function at 

N in 
m depth experiments are denoted in the gure
The two experiments we performed with FLAME in this context give an indi
cation for the relative role of these two regions Experiment NONORTH contains
anthropogenic forcing in the subpolar gyre more exact at the whole surface of the
model while the water mass properties in the northern sponge are kept climato
logically Since in section  we showed that in the quasiequilibrium state there
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is no explicit deep water formation north of Iceland in FLAME this switch as
sures that only the subpolar convection activity can be aected by anthropogenic
uxes Vice versa in experiment NOSURF the surface forcing is except for some
heat ux modication unchanged while the deep water reservoir of the GIN Seas
is changed following the specications of the climate model In section 		 we
showed the frequency distribution of the overturning index of these two experi
ments The important result was a signicant reduction of variability on decadal
timescales in NOSURF
Concerning not only this variability but also the trend of the overturning function
we see a remarkable dierence in these two experiments NOSURF shows a signif
icant reduction in overturning strength on anthropogenic forcing in the northern
boundary the longterm variability as well as the trend are a good reconstruc
tion of the FULL experiment gure 	left panel In contrast in experiment
NONORTH the trend vanishes right panel Instead anthropogenic changes in
the airsea uxes within the subpolar gyre become very important on timescales
up to a few years This variability of the surfaceforced experiment is very similar
to experiment FULL which is forced with the same set of anthropogenic surface
forcing in that region
Again the question about the linear response of NONORTH and NOSURF arises
As it can be seen in gure 	 right superposing the overturning variability of
both experiments gives an almost perfect reconstruction for the FULL experi
ment The results give indications that there is almost no teleconnection between
the subpolar and the Nordic Seas region in terms of deep water formation in
FLAME
Here a clear distinction between subpolar induced variability and variability in
the GIN Seas can be made This subdivision is already shown in former model
studies although in a dierent context Wood et al  showed results from
the HadCM climate model in which deep water formation takes place either in
north and south of Iceland in the climatological state When in their model the
Labrador Sea convection breaks down the variability on interannual to decadal
scales is signicantly reduced their gure a Although the deep water formation
in their experiment is shut o only in the Labrador Sea and some deep water
formation in the Irminger Sea is still present this eect can be found in their
study
In contrast to these results we can put the response found in the MPI forced
experiments chapter 
 into perspective The overturning in the central Labrador
Sea broke down due to a reduction in surface heat uxes Nevertheless in that
experiment there was still interannual variability of the surface heat uxes in the
subpolar gyre leading to some shortterm variability in the overturning function
in all three experiments gure 

Looking at the dierence between the two curves in the left panel of 	 as a mea
sure for the contribution of the subpolar region to the strength of the overturning
circulation one can see that the impact is decreasing with integration time While
in the second half of the 
th
century the anomalous surface forcing in FULL is
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responsible for a maximum deviation of 	 Sv in the late 
st
century it is much
less Moreover at that time the variability on interannual timescales is reduced
Merging these results together the variability on timescales of a couple of years
and a maximum amplitude of about 	 Sv seems to be steered in the region of the
subpolar gyre In section 	 we show the specic response within the Labrador
Sea There the convection breaks down in the surface forced experiments between
year 	 and  This incident can also be seen in the overturning strength
which is reduced in that period
At this point we can resume that changes in deep water formation north of
Iceland seems to be responsible for longterm changes and trends with a much
smoother shape The reason for this longterm variability coming from the north
can be ascribed to the reservoir conditions there While changes in the deep water
formation rate eg in the Labrador Sea have a quick impact on the overturning
strength in the Nordic Sea changes in the deep water formation rate is in some way
decoupled from the Atlantic basin leading to a much lower frequency contribution
Experiment NOSURF gives an indication that the gradient of the potential en
ergy provided by the water columns in the north and somewhere in the south
is on decadal timescales mainly dominated by changes in the north FLAME
does not need an anthropogenic signal somewhere else but in the Nordic Seas
to reproduce the overturning weakening of the climate model in the fully forced
experiment

 The density structure in the Nordic Seas
By calculating the depthintegrated density anomaly respective the steric height
in a lower and a higher latitude Thorpe et al  found a good measure for
the overturning in the North Atlantic in the HadCM coupled model He found the
best relation to the MOC index by calculating the steric height gradient between


S and 

N Concerning the longterm response respective the trend of the
overturning strength results of experiment NOSURF provide an indication for the
coherency to changes in the water mass properties in the GIN Seas Implementing
only that part of anthropogenic change into FLAME gives aside from some
variability on interannual to decadal timescales a very good reconstruction of the
general response of FULL see section 		 In terms of steric height gradient this
indicates that the southern latitude remains mainly unchanged while the slope of
the gradient is determined by changes in the north So here we compare changes in
the water mass properties in the north and their eect on the overturning function
in the dierent experiments
If we look at the density structure of the waters which are communicated into
the subpolar gyre the Denmark Strait Overow as the densest water mass of the
NADW should give a reasonable value for changes in the reservoir in the north
Following this approach D

oscher and Redler  found a high correla
tion between the density of the Denmark Strait Overow and the overturning
strength Although their model did not include the overow region taking the
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water mass properties of the DSOW into account their overturning function was
clearly strengthened
NOHEAT
NOSALT
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Figure 	 Four years running mean time series of 


at the core of the Denmark
Strait Overow at 

N and 

W in 

 m depth	 experiments denoted in the
gure
In gure 	 we show time series of the density at the core of the DSOW of the
dierent scenarios gure 	 Concerning the general response these curves are
quite similar to the structure of the maximum overturning gure 	 Looking
at the trend of both the overturning index and the density at that point gure
	 shows a quasi linear relationship at the end of the integration period for
all experiments This holds even though in none of the available experiments an
equilibrium state could be attained
So these two gures indicate that fundamental changes of the overturning function
seem to go along with density changes at the sill of the Denmark Strait what
is already mentioned in former studies eg D

oscher et al 
 Whether
these changes are the reason for changes in the overturning function or just a
response is further illuminated in section 			 Here we concentrate on the trend
and the decadal variability of the density due to forcing dierences in the individual
experiments
All experiments except NONORTH which includes climatological deep water prop
erties in the reservoir north of Iceland show strong variability on decadal to mul
tidecadal timescales in the water mass properties at that point
The strongest variability is given in NOHEAT as the consequence of salinity
changes Due to a strong variability in the freshwater release in the arctic region
this curve shows only little net decrease but jumps up to kgm

in  years
gure 	 green curve Relative to experiment FULL this gives an indication
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Figure 	 Trends of Denmark Strait Overow density against overturning
strength at 

N in  m of dierent experiments with GFDL gps forcing
for the dominant role of salinity changes black curve for the variability on these
timescales So until the year  both time series show an almost identical re
sponse This can be ascribed to almost constant temperatures of the DSOW until
that time Afterwards the curves begin to deviate due to slowly raising tempera
tures
Therefore the role of temperature changes in the DSOW is somehow dierent
The amplitude of the temperature induced density variability is less than half
as large experiment NOSALT red curve Moreover looking at timescales of a
few years in terms of density the temperature time series is to some extent re
ciprocal to the salinity variability gure 	 right panel Positive negative
temperature anomalies go along with positive negative salt anomalies To some
extent both compensate in the density equation This feature can be ascribed to
the precipitation feedback of the coupled climate model Higher SSTs strengthen
the hydrological cycle leading to an increase of evaporation and consecutively to
higher salinities Therefore in many anthropogenic scenarios on decadal timescales
changes in SST and surface freshwater ux have an opposite sign gure 	 left
panel However concerning the longterm variability and the trend the heating
and freshening dominate the density structure in most climate models
In contrast to the freshwater experiment NOHEAT there is a signicant trend
in the overturning temperature of about  K between year 	 and  in ex
periment NOSALT due to heat ux changes The density variability on longer
timescales in the deep Denmark Strait is about half as large in this experiment
To some extent density compensated is experiment FULL gure 	 black
curve at least in the 
st
century Then the variability is much lower than both in
the salinity and the temperature experiment However the trend is about 
kgm

in 
 years of integration which is indeed given by the raising temperatures Ad
ditionally some kind of linear interaction of temperature and salinity induced
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variability with a smaller amplitude as well as the trend can be seen in this exper
iment
If we indeed nd the density structure of the water column in the north to
be the relevant factor for fundamental changes in the overturning circulation in
FLAME it becomes clear why the eect of temperature and salinity shows such
a linear response on the overturning function as it is found in section 		 With
out explicit convection in this region see section  which could add nonlinear
dependencies of deep water formation into the system the water mass properties
at the reservoir depth are almost purely given by the sponge term Nevertheless
the impact in the climate model forced with an individual set of airsea uxes as
described in section 		 could provide a dierent result Due to the nonlinear
mechanism of deep water formation a similar behaviour is not necessarily given
Hence instead of a true assertion about the contribution of heat or freshwater
forcing to changes in the overturning function the use of a restoring zone in the
north leads to some limitation Anyhow in section 		 we showed that a linear
combination of the heat respective freshwater induced variability in gure 	 is
able to give a good approximation for the combined eect of surface ux forcing
even in coupled models without idealized vertical boundaries
Controlling the reservoirs density by an articial nudging to prescribed and sepa
rated values for salinity and temperature seem to some extent be a good approach
for physically realistic forcing of surface heat and freshwater uxes In FLAME
this restoring is an important factor for the relative realistic water mass properties
of the DWBC in the subpolar gyre relative to climate models In chapter  we
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Figure 	 Surface freshwater ux and SST between averaged between 


N and



N and 

W and 

E left and temperature and salinity of the Denmark
Strait Overow at 

N and 

W in  m depth right of the coupled integration
GFDL gps
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performed sensitivity studies which show how much the oceanic state depends on
the water mass properties provided by this area
Another aspect is the impact of changes in the gyre circulation for the density of the
Denmark Strait Overow The time series of experiments NOWIND and NOSURF
at that point are very similar during the whole integration period So although in
the former the anthropogenic surface uxes are implemented the devolution of the
dense overow is almost identical to the experiment with no greenhouse gas forcing
through the surface Following these results the density structure communicated
into the subpolar region is indeed mainly determined by anomalous salinity and
temperature time series provided in the north Switching on the wind of the global
warming scenario gives some modication to the density at the sill FULL es
pecially in the middle of the 
st
century This response is in line with the role
of the wind stress in terms of the density transport round Iceland section 
Due to modications to the wind eld the density transport is modied leading
to changes in the later period of this experiment Additionally this role of the
wind for the water mass properties at the sill can also be found in the strength of
the MOC The curves of experiment NOSURF and NOWIND show a very similar
shape because of the identical density series between Greenland and Iceland Some
kind of oset on the annual mean can be ascribed to surface tracer forcing within
the subpolar gyre The response of FULL includes moreover some variability in
the deep water formation rate in the subpolar gyre see section 	
In contrast to all the other experiments NONORTH has no signicant trend
in the density of the DSOW gure 	 magenta curve There is only little
increase during the integration period which can be traced back to an proceeding
uncoupling of the dense reservoir from the surface layers see section 	 due
to surface warming and freshening Apparently there is almost no impact of the
fresher or warmer anthropogenic signal found in the density of the Denmark
Strait Overow in this experiment This result underlines the dominant role of the
sponge area for the water mass properties in this region and must be attributed
to the missing of own deep water formation in FLAME north of Iceland This
could alter the water mass properties due to the role of variability in the rate of
deep water formation
However the implemented changes in the oceans density proles cannot be found
in observations Dickson et al  reported of a rapid freshening of the
Denmark Strait Overow between 	 until  of  psu For comparison the
changes prescribed by the GFDL model show a strong variability of 
 psu during
that period with no signicant trend So nding the density in this region to be
the dominating factor is important but simulating correct density time series at
that point seems indispensable for predicting overturning changes
 Timescale of the overturning response
In the idealized sensitivity studies concerning the spreading of density signals from
the Denmark Strait sill into the North Atlantic ocean section  we found a
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timescale of about four years for a density signal from the Denmark Strait to
eect the overturning at 


N
Investigating the response of the model forced with climate models uxes we
would expect something similar for the experiment forced with anthropogenic sig
nals in the sponge area eg experiment NOSURF  However for the experiments
forced with time series of combinations of anomalous forcing in the subpolar re
gion as well as in the GIN Seas experiment FULL the response is expected to
be much more dicult to distinguish Concerning interdecadal timescales before
analyzing the time series we smoothed the data by a 	yearsrunning mean lter
in oder to concentrate on the longterm variability
Figure 	 A shows the lag correlation between the maximum overturning func
tion at several latitudes relative to 


N for experiment FULL As expected the
lag is nearly four years for a signal from 

N to 


N The spreading timescale is
about 
cm
s
and is quite uniformly in the subpolar gyre
Depending on the combination of forcing the lag correlation between the density
signal at the Denmark Strait and the overturning at 


N is between two and four
years gure 	 B The experiment with forcing anomalies only in the northern
sponge NOSURF  shows the highest correlation the experiments with mainly
strong variability in the GIN Seas water properties show something similar Since
the underlined timescale is give by the salinity signal NOHEAT also has a very
high correlation For the fully forced experiment FULL the correlation is somehow
lower However this can be traced back to forcing variability within the subpolar
NOHEAT
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NONORTH
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Figure 	 A Lag correlation of overturning maximum at dierent latitudes rel
ative to 

N in experiment FULL B Lag Correlation of DSOW density and
overturning maximum at 

N for dierent experiments each is smoothed by a

year running mean lter
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gyre
As expected the correlation between DSOW density and overturning in
NONORTH is quite low gure 	B green curve An interesting point is the
shorter lag in the experiment NOSALT between two and three years which is
almost as large as in experiment FULL blue curve In this study the variability
of the overturning index on the considered scales is both forced due to heat ux
variability in the subpolar gyre and temperature changes in the north However
the temperature variability in the Nordic Seas is quite low so that the impact in
the subpolar region is seen This heat ux variability within the subpolar region to
some extent seems to accelerate the response of the overturning index on changes
in the overow water mass properties in comparison to experiment FULL
σ=27.88 z=700m
z=1500mz=1000m
Figure 	
 Map of correlation of the overturning function at 

N in  m
and the density in the basin at a lag of  years between year 
 and 
 in
experiment FULL the vertical position is denoted in the gures	 the overturning
time series is smoothed with a years boxcar lter in order to eectively eliminate
the variability below  years
Using experiment FULL we are able to calculate a map of this correlation between
the overturning at 


N in  m and the density evolution at all grid points in
the North Atlantic for dierent vertical levels Since we are interested in variability
on at least decadal scales we smoothed the overturning time series by a  years
running mean lter in order to eectively eliminate all higher frequencies In
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gure 	
 the correlation is shown in four dierent vertical views Apparently
the correlation is strongest in the downstream vicinity of the Denmark Strait sill
Following the correlation map on isopycnals 


 kgm

is chosen as a
layer covering the whole domain from the sills downstream and being the upper
boundary of the Denmark Strait Overow nowhere else such a high value can be
found Looking into greater depth the overow signal following the depth contours
remains the crucial factor for variability in the overturning function Remarkable
is the decoupling of the deeper GIN Seas Already at a depth of  m which is
only about 	 m deeper than the Denmark Strait sill the density signal shows
no signicant coherency to the overturning strength Below at a depth of  m
respective 	 m this still holds Downstream in the depth of  m the signal
following the East Greenland Current can be found within the Irminger Sea This
feature must be attributed to the variability of the boundary current which is
also aected by anthropogenic changes of the northern sponge area Indeed this
signal spreads faster than the abyssal signal However it has less impact on the
overturning strength
The strong minimum in the central North Atlantic is the result of the geostrophic
adjustment of the ocean model When the meridional overturning function
strengthens the core is shifted downward with the consequence that the warmer
and lighter branch of the circulation is found in this depth Therefore the over
turning maximum is negative correlated with the density at that depth
The correlation between the overturning and the density in the vicinity of the
sills again underlines and explains the additive behaviour of the individual airsea
uxes we found in section 		 Since the crucial factor seems to be the density
at a relatively shallow depth in this region convective adjustment is able to mix
the surface waters into a depth of about  m no matter how strong the anthro
pogenic signal is
These lag correlations give a robust answer to the question if the Denmark Strait
Overow densities steer the system or if they are a response to changes in the
circulation Since the overturning response follows the density signal with a lag of
about four years it is found to be more the reason for changes in the MOC than
a response
 The recoverage of the overturning circulation
Studies about the stability of the thermohaline circulation during global warming
experiments often go into the matter whether the system is in the vicinity of
a point of no return In other words the question arises if greenhouse warming
might cause the overturning to weaken signicantly or even collapse without a
quick recoverage to todays state on centennial timescales
Answering this question in simplied models the possibility for fundamentally dif
ferent equilibria was examined egMarotzke and Willebrand  leading
to the result that beyond our present circulation there are several states possible
The shift from one circulation into another could be caused by relatively small
surface forcing perturbations
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Using threedimensional ocean models with an idealized geometry the existence of
a deep decoupling oscillator was found by Sarachik et al  Accordingly
to that theory forced by a constant atmosphere the ocean oscillates between two
quasiequilibrium states The strong one is gradually reduced due to increasing
freshwater ux into the northern ocean As a consequence the overturning circu
lation declines and falls into the second weak state The recoverage of this weak
MOC takes place on diusive timescales of the order of  years During that
time the uncoupled deep ocean is diusively lled with warm water leading to
strong hydrostatic instability and subsequently to a ush of the order of  Sv
of overturning This impact shifts the ocean into the strong MOC situation again
The existence of such an oscillation depends on the rate of freshwater disturbance
For a too strong ux the meridional circulation is suppressed for a too weak ux
the strong state reaches a heat ux forced equilibrium
Due to the anthropogenic forcing time series we integrated dierent scenarios
for about 	 years only Therefore in terms of the MOC recoverage we can only
investigate the oceanic state at the end of the integration period Looking at gure
	 the maximum trend of the overturning index between year 	 and  is
about  Sv in 
 years experiment FULL The strongest oscillations are given
in experiment NOHEAT with an amplitude of 
 Sv during year  and 
This strong variability is traced back to changes in the freshwater budget north of
Iceland This result gives an idea about the systems ability to recover Following
the results concerning the reason for longterm trends section 		
 the main
structure is indeed given by the reservoir density at in the Nordic Sea Therefore
having the question about the recoverage of a weakened system in mind for our
experiments with a weakening of about  it can be answered easily As long as
deep water formation sets in or is strengthened again the overturning system is
able to recover in dependence of the reservoirs density In todays oceanic state
as it is simulated in FLAME a temporal weakening seems to have no long
term impact on the ability of the system to recover To underline this statement
we integrated FLAME in a recovery experiment Because of the absence of
forcing data beyond the 
st
century we performed an experiment in which we
reversed the forcing time series in the the density structure in the Nordic Sea
Starting in year  with the situation of experiment NONORTH we drove the
deep water forcing back to the values given in the year 	 In doing so in the
year  we reach the density values of the starting situation Looking at the
time series of the maximum overturning function it is no surprise that it totally
recovers gure 		 Again like the caveats concerning the individual airsea
uxes section 		 this procedure ignores the important question of the ability
of the system for deep water formation in the GIN Seas Instead of being the result
of complex airseaice feedbacks we assumed that somehow the reservoir of deep
water is relled This could for example be the consequence of drastic reduction
of anthropogenic forcing
Although again an argument for the uncoupled ocean this response is close to
results from Latif perscom in the coupled MPI model They found a relative
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(inverted sponge)
NONORTH 
NONORTH
Figure 		 Time series of overturning strength at 

N in  m depth of ex
periment NOSURF year 
 and of NOSURF with the reversed northern
sponge time series year 
linear recoverage of the overturning function after CO

disturbances are driven
back to the presentdays state Looking at most climate models and their response
in greenhouse forcing scenarios using the overturning index as a measure for the
changes gure 
 all models show a more or less linear response to anthropogenic
forcing None of them is close to a bifurcation point when it is initialized with a
presentdays state
 The role of the wind stress
In section  by showing a power spectrum of the overturning index gure
		 the role of the wind stress on the overturning function was investigated In
terms of interannual variability the winddriven spinup of the subpolar gyre is the
crucial factor of variability Figure 	 shows the dierences between the annual
mean overturning function of the years  and  of the NOWIND and FULL
experiment Here comparing the buoyancy to the wind forcing impact there is
almost no variability ascribed to the formerThe windinduced variability is much
stronger When the zonal wind stress increases decreases related to higher or
lower NAO the southward Ekman transport is strengthened weakened This
aects the upper branch of the overturning cell which is reduced enhanced as
it is found in FLAME models by Beismann et al  This leads to the
higher variability found in the right picture In a study with artical increased
wind stress over the subpolar gyre Biastoch et al  showed that the
mean strength of the gyre circulation is an important factor for the strength of
the overturning function By attaining a new equilibrium state they found a quite
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barotropic winddriven response of the circulation around Iceland which nally
aects the overturning function In section  we showed a similar response
in a FLAME sensitivity study without any wind stress forcing However the
implemented wind stress anomalies from the global warming scenarios are not as
enduring and have only an impact on shorter scales
Comparing the dierences on longer time scales 
 lower panel in the
subpolar gyre the decrease due to buoyancy forcing in experiment FULL and
NOWIND is quite similar It is mainly given by the surface heat ux trend in the
North Atlantic In lower latitudes there are some dierences due to the variable
gyre circulation in experiment FULL
However we cannot contribute to the point whether a higher NAO can stabilize
the THC as it is suggested by Delworth and Dixon  Since the imple
mented anthropogenic surface uxes are part of changes in the NAO pattern no
separation can be made here By calculating NAO regression pattern of the surface
heat uxes Eden and Jung  found that most of the oceanic variability
can indeed be ascribed to NAO forcing Anyhow in terms of global warming the
role of the pure wind stress seems to be of minor importance for the trend of the
overturning circulation A limitating point in this context is surely the simulation
of deep water formation The physical processes leading to the renewal of deep
water in terms of the gyre circulation eg the doming of the water column or the
deep convection on relatively small scales eg Marshall and Schott 
NOWIND
2060-20612060-2061
FULL
NOWIND
2040-2060 2040-2060
FULL
Figure 	 Dierences between annual mean overturning cell of the years 
 upper panel and  lower panel of experiments NOWIND left
and FULL right The wind stress variability dominates the shortterm response	
the longterm response is provided by buoyancy forcing
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cannot be resolved in ocean models properly so the specic impact of the wind
stress might not be realistic
 The overow representation
In section 		 and 		 the sensitivity studies underlined the importance of the
water mass properties north of Iceland for the strength of the overturning circula
tion These waters are namely the Denmark Strait Overow Water DSOW and
the IcelandScotland Overow Water ISOW In section 			 we found a high
correlation between the Denmark Strait Overow and the overturning strength at



N Therefore here we concentrate on the Denmark Strait Overow its repre
sentation and its impact on the overturning circulation
NOSURF
NOBBL
NOSURF
NOBBL
year 2089
EASY EASY
year 1950
Figure 	 Annual mean overturning function in year 
 left and year 
right of experiments denoted in the gure	 unit is Sv
D

oscher and Redler  found in MOMstyle ocean models that the rep
resentation of ows through narrow passages play a substantial role for the THC
Their sensitivity experiments suggest that the presence of a deep and concen
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trated Denmark Strait Overow makes the overturning circulation less sensitive
to changes in the subpolar nearsurface buoyancy eld Since most climate mod
els oceans are clearly unable to represent such narrow passages they could be
too sensitive on longterm variability or even on the impact of global warming In
this study we already showed that the overturning response of these models does
not change fundamentally even if narrow passages are present like in FLAME
In order to prove this result we performed two more experiments with an even
more unrealistic representation of the Denmark Strait Overow see section 	 for
details
Since the mean state of the meridional circulation is very dierent in experiments
with a dierent set of parameterizations we had to perform new spinups for the
two sensitivity studies
In the case without BBL experiment NOBBL the overturning cell in the North
Atlantic is much shallower the cell of the Antarctic Bottom Water AABW
reaches from  m depth down to the bottom In spite of the dierent shape of
the cell the maximum overturning is very similar to the case in which the BBL
is switched on
So although the overow plume representation is much more realistic at the be
ginning of NOSURF the strength of the overturning which is strongly connected
to the meridional heat transport does not signicantly depend on this parameteri
zation As in the BBL case the overturning weakens with a very similar shape So
just looking at the MOC as a measure for the oceanic heat transport in the North
Atlantic the ocean model does not depend signicantly on a realistic overow pa
rameterization This result is already known in former studies with FLAME ocean
models Eden  Although the eect is a much more concentrated plume
and reduced entrainment in the subpolar gyre the maximum overturning strength
remains almost unaected
Combining NOBBL with horizontal diusion as well as a Denmark Strait of 
m depth experiments EASY  leads to an overturning cell which is about 	 Sv
stronger but still as shallow as in experiment NOBBL gure 	 left upper
panel By dredging the Denmark Strait the cross section is widened and the street
is no more as narrow as before so that no more realistic overow is simulated As
a consequence the core of the overturning cell is shifted to the north and is now
localized at about 	

N
While the BBL parameterization already aects the communication of the plume
into the subpolar basin here even the transport of dense water still supplied from
the Nordic Seas is worse compared to observations eg Girton et al 
With  instead of  Sv the transport is more in the vicinity of the isopycnic
OPYC model gure 	 upper panel in which in fact the topography of the
passages was as well idealized to receive a reasonable overturning strength The
modications in experiment EASY lead to quasiequilibrium state with a maxi
mum overturning of  Sv in the North Atlantic which is localized further in the
north at about 	

N gure 	 This result shows the limitation of the narrow
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streets for the supply of the overturning circulation An ocean model forced with
identical boundary conditions and also identical rates of deep water formation in
the GIN Seas increases its overturning when the passages are opened in order to
get a greater transport
However although with a stronger overturning function this experiment has a
quite reasonable meridional heat transport maximum of about  PW So the
EASY conguration is somehow tuned in order to permit realistic heat transports
although the overturning function is too strong Jia  compared a number of
coupled models and found that the overestimation of the overturning strength in
most climate models is compensated by a too warm deep branch of the circulation
She found a mean deviation of North Atlantic Deep Water temperature of about
	

C This leads to a lower slope of the temperatureoverturning dependency Here
we have something similar By enhancing the overturning and the diusion both
eects are somehow compensated and lead to an oceanic heat transport which is
as high as in the FLAME version with isopycnal diusion and GM
In the greenhouse simulation relative to experiment NOSURF experiment NOBBL
and EASY show concentrating on the maximum strength of the overturning a
nearly identical relative decrease While the decrease of NOSURF from 	 Sv to
	 Sv is about  in experiment EASY the overturning slows down from 
Sv to  Sv what is a very similar percentage decrease gure 	A
Although the surface boundary conditions for heat in both integrations are iden
tical due to the formulation of the surface heat ux the heat budget need not
necessarily be identical in the North Atlantic of FLAME Since surface heat
uxes respond on changes in the properties of the northward branch a situation
in which advective changes at the surface lead to changes in the deep water for
mation rate is possible However this eect seems to be small The heat budget
is dominated by the local surface heat uxes Nevertheless the time series of the
maximum meridional heat transport is identical in the NOSURF and EASY sim
ulation Starting with  PW in the 
th
century it is reduced to  PW in year
 Following these results the shape of the lower branch of the circulation seems
A B
Figure 	 A Time series of maximum overturning in the North Atlantic B time
series of maximum heat transport experiments NOSURFblack and EASYred
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to be relatively unimportant for the heat transport
In summary even in these in a physical sense reduced experiments the general
response of the overturning function and hence the meridional heat transport re
mains very similar to the behaviour in the greenhouse warming integration of
coupled models
The role of the GM parameterization as well as the isopycnal diusion seems to
be quite small in the ocean interior Results from Wiebe and Weaver 
and McDougall et al  indicate that due to the GM parameterization
the eciency of oceanic heat uptake during the transient phase of CO

increase is
reduced Since in our model the changes in the heat uptake in the crucial region
north of Iceland do not primarily depend on the heat uptake but on the restoring
towards prescribed values here no conclusion can be made Whether this holds
for the subpolar gyre is beyond this study But it seems to be unimportant in
FLAME in global warming simulations of this style for an integration period
of 	 years AdditionallyWiebe and Weaver  found a strong dependency
of dierent subgrid parameterizations in high latitudes while in an integral sense
the ocean has only a weak feedback on global mean surface air temperatures Again
this statement cannot be proved here since the impact of deep water formation in
the subpolar gyre is relatively unimportant compared to the physical interplay of
surface uxes together with parameterizations in the Nordic Seas
To get back to the role of the narrow passages following our results the crucial
point seems not to be the narrow passages leading to a concentrated signal but
the density signal provided by the northern region This is forced with the same
time series in these experiments leading to a very similar response
 The Labrador Sea under GFDL forcing
In comparison to the results with MPI forcing within the Labrador Sea in sec
tion 
 there the response of the GFDL forced FLAME model in dierent
sensitivity studies in that region is shown
In the quasiequilibrium case of FLAME deep water formation within the
Labrador Sea takes place every single year Moreover there is some deep water
formation in the Irminger Sea as well contributing to the overturning strength see
section  for details
In former studies the heat ux variability in ocean models was found to be the
crucial factor for changes in the deep water formation rate in this region Especially
the annual cycle of heat uxes leads to a uniform renewal of Labrador Sea Deep
Water LADW The decision whether deep water formation can take place or not
is mostly given by the intensity of winterly cooling
Looking at the dierences of the heat ux time series of the the sensitivity exper
iments gure 	i upper panel the dominant role of the local uxes becomes
clear While in experiment NOSURF although the overturning strength is re
duced at about  the surface ux remains almost constant NONORTH and
FULL show an nearly identical series Therefore the impact of changes in lateral
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Figure 	 Timeseries of parameters denoted in the gures in the Labrador Sea
at 



N and 


W	 black FULL	 green NOSURF	 red NONORTH
transports into the crucial region can be neglected in these experiments Features
where eg warmer water is transported into the Labrador Sea by the East and West
Greenland Current to be additionally cooled seem to be relatively unimportant
This was already found in section 		 where there was almost no interaction
found between the two regions of deep water formation
Nevertheless this result cannot be found in experiments with higher resolution
FLAME congurations The gyre transport of water from the boundary currents
was found to be much more important for the properties of the Labrador Sea sur
face waters In FLAME errors in the gyre transport into the central Labrador
Sea cause the LADW to become too dense in spite of surface restoring to real
istic values Accordingly the convection regime reaches an unrealistic depth To
overcome this problem some experiments with increased thickness diusion coef
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cients have been performed In these experiments a strong dependency between
the Labrador Sea density and the boundary current properties and transports were
found Flame Group	 perscom
Looking at the mixed layer depth in the three experiments a good agreement
between NONORTH and FULL can be seen gure 	 middle panel As a
consequence of local changes in the surface uxes their response is almost identical
The reduced cooling during the warming scenario impede the deep water formation
after the year  The vertical mixing is reduced to less than  m even in
wintertime gure 	 center In contrast to experiments performed with MPI
uxes the deep convection does not stop abruptly but loses depth between the
year  and 
 This must be attributed to the higher temperatures in the
MPI model in that region
The response in experiment NOSURF is quite dierent The mixed layer depth
remains almost constant in the second half of the 
st
century it is slightly reduced
due to lateral transports
A part of these dierences in the Labrador Sea can be found in the variability of the
overturning function as well Looking at timescales up to a few years the variability
is very similar in experiment FULL and NONORTH gure 	 lower panel Al
though the convection in the central Labrador Sea breaks down the overturning is
only slightly reduced in the experiment with unchanged overow properties More
over although there is still some deep water formation in experiment NOSURF in
the 
st
century this cannot prevent the trend of the overturning strength
At the beginning of the global warming experiments there seems to be much
contribution due to variability coming from the subpolar gyre In the experiments
with anthropogenic surface forcing the overturning strength is at about 	 Sv
higher than in NOSURF This can directly traced back to high rates of deep water
formation between the years  and 
These results underline again results from D

oscher and Redler  that
if a suciently dense overow can be maintained the importance of deep water
formation within the Labrador Sea is not so important if we are just interested in
the general behaviour of the overturning function
To put the results from the integrations of FLAME with MPI uxes into per
spective we found a much more abrupt breakdown of the deep water formation
in that region To compare these results the horizontal circulation of the climate
models give a hint about the reason for dierences Since our anthropogenic sur
face heat ux is a combination of heat ux anomalies and restoring to SSTs see
equation  both have an impact on the heat ux felt by FLAME Both
climate models suer from a realistic Gulf Stream separation so the evolution of
the Gulf Stream temperatures aect the heat ux over the Labrador Sea in the
ocean model Since in theMPI model the Gulf Stream maintains its strength with
increasing temperatures the anthropogenic heat uxes are stronger in that model
However this result is somehow a consequence of the implementation method we
used for this study So the heat uxes need not necessarily be a result of local
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heat ux variability given by the feedback mechanisms within the coupled model
Nevertheless as in the results found by Wood et al the Labrador Sea seems to
be the region in which deep water formation is strongly aected by anthropogenic
changes in airsea uxes
 The heat budget of the North Atlantic
In the previous sections we showed that for fundamental changes in the overturn
ing circulation in FLAME the crucial factor is the evolution of the density
structure north of Iceland in the Nordic Seas The caveats concerning the imple
mentation of anthropogenic forcing data and problems about their interpretation
are already mentioned in section  In this context there are two important points
worth to investigate since they constrain the results of the previous sections in
some sense
The rst one is the northern sponge area In our model the water mass proper
ties in the vertical restoring zone are given by a combination of lateral signals
restoring salinity and temperature to xed values as well as surface forcing Be
cause the restoring becomes stronger the more the lateral signals diverge from the
prescribed water mass properties the contribution of the dierent parts cannot
be examined this way However instead of understanding the sponge region as a
modeled part of the ocean the representation of the Nordic Seas in FLAME
must be understood as an integral eect of the northern domain Therefore all
signals from the surface and from the boundary in fact the restoring terms must
be handled as the response of the polar ocean in order to supply water to the
southern basin Therefore changes in tracer transports into and out of the restor
ing area of the uncoupled ocean model should in some way be comparable to the
transport changes in the climate model
The second point is the surface heat ux of the model which is not totally switched
o when anthropogenic surface forcing is switched o There remains a residual
term which originates from the change of heat uxes due to the response of a xed
atmosphere to changes in the oceanic state So the experiments still have a degree
of freedom concerning the heat ux into the ocean Therefore the experiment
NOSURF for example also implies some changes in the surface heat ux due
to interactions of a changed ocean to an unchanged atmospheric state Since in
our regional model these two points might have some articial impact on the
overturning circulation response in this section we calculate SST changes heat
ux changes as well as a total heat budget of subpolar North Atlantic as well as
of the area north of 

N for FLAME when it is forced with GFDL uxes
Looking at the heat ux during the integration period the lateral eect on it at the
oceans surface seems to be small Figure 	 shows the dierences in surface heat
uxes between the averaged periods of 	# and # Very similar is
the surface heat ux in experiment FULL and NONORTH upper left and lower
left panel Both show the strongest heating in the central Labrador Sea This
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FULL NOSURF
CTRLNONORTH
Figure 	 Dierence between the heat ux at the beginning of the anthropogenic
forced experiments  averaged and the end 
 averaged in the
experiments denoted in the gure The local uxes are mainly determined by local
processes
conrms results concerning the deep water formation in this area section 	 In
FLAME it mainly depends on local oceanatmosphere interactions so that the
lateral impact of water from the Nordic Seas is of minor importance in this case
In the region of the restoring area the increase in surface heat ux is much higher
in the NONORTH sensitivity experiment Here the ocean temperatures are xed
due to climatological restoring Therefore the surface boundary condition works
against this constraint with enhanced uxes In the Gulf Stream experiment FULL
shows an increase in surface heat ux compared to NONORTH The reason is that
in the FULL experiment the overturning strength and with it the transport of
warm Gulf Stream water is reduced As a consequence the strong heat ux into
the atmosphere due to evaporation is also reduced leading to a positive heat ux
anomaly into the ocean
Comparing experiment NOSURF the surface cooling is also to some degree re
duced due to the remote eect of the implementation of anthropogenic forcing in
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the northern boundary condition However it is much less than in the experiments
with anthropogenic surface forcing gure 	 right upper panel Only along the
East and West Greenland Current changes in the water mass properties lead to
some modications of the heat ux Here the cold water from the north becomes
warmer due to the anthropogenic signal in the northern sponge In the climatologi
cal integration surface warming sets in when the surface waters travel southward
This is now reduced since the surface waters are already warmer there Above
the northern restoring area this experiment responds with some increased cool
ing since the water is warmed due to the sponge heating This is in some sense
an uncontrolled part of the surface heat ux Although the surface boundary
condition is not changing in this case the ux shows a warming This is strongest
in regions of high velocity in connection with strong temperature gradients such
as the East Greenland Current at the southern boundary of the northern sponge
zone In the case of NOSURF the southward transport of cold water is reduced
As a consequence the upper water masses become colder leading to a reduced net
ocean heat loss within the subpolar gyre This is a destabilizing positive temper
ature feedback of the ocean model which is traced back to the surface boundary
condition for heat In a coupled system this feedback is also possible A weaker
overturning signal leads to a larger meridional temperature contrast and therefore
to an increased atmospheric heat transport leading to less cooling of water in the
subpolar gyre Marotzke  However this reduced cooling is concentrated
in the East and West Greenland Currents where the strongest cooling within the
subpolar gyre in the climatological integration takes place It has therefore only
little eect on the heat budget of the subpolar gyre The atmosphere is unchanged
in an anthropogenic point of view but there are still changes in the surface heat
ux due to oceanatmosphere feedback mechanisms
The comparison of these three pattern shows the importance of the atmospheric
component for the local uxes Dierences due to lateral transports of water of
changed properties are less important
Comparing the temperature eld in  m depth for the dierent experiments
with anthropogenic forcing gure 	 the pattern is quite similar to the heat
uxes described above also underlining the important role of local ux changes
relative to lateral transports As well experiment FULL as NONORTH show a
temperature increase between  and 


C which is very similar upper left and
lower left panel Although the overturning circulation is reduced at about 
in experiment FULL the temperature is relative similar in both experiments at
that depth The strongest increase is given at the subpolar front This must be
attributed to the shift of the subpolar front into the north Anyhow the heat ux
pattern shows no signicant increase in that region Here due to the rearrangement
of the horizontal circulation this temperature increase is given Comparing the
impact of the reduction of the meridional overturning circulation there are only
small dierences between these experiments The heating is a little stronger in the
NONORTH experiment since additional to the surface forcing the oceanic heat
transport is mainly unchanged This dierence is strongest in the region where
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the Gulf Stream separates from the coast and transports its properties
Moreover in the northern sponge area the situation is of course much more dier
ent Here experiment NONORTH shows no signicant changes in temperature
since the water mass properties are xed In contrast FULL shows a similar re
sponse as in the region south of the sills
Vice versa is the response in experiment NOSURF Although the overturning cir
culation is reduced at about  the temperatures in  m depth are only slightly
reduced in some regions of the subpolar gyre lower left However in the northern
restoring area the temperature is increasing due to sponge forcing Dierences to
FULL due to lateral signals can only be found in the southern end of the restoring
zone Anyhow at the subpolar front some additional warming can be found This
can be attributed to the shift of the subpolar gyre in FULL and NOSURF Moving
northward the Gulf Stream spreads its water properties further into that region
NONORTH CTRL
FULL NOSURF
Figure 	 Temperature increase in  m depth in year  relative to year

 upper left FULL	 upper right NONORTH	 lower left NOSURF	 lower right
CTRL overlaid is the barotropic stream function at that time The temperature
evolution in the subpolar gyre does hardly depend on lateral signals from the Nordic
Seas
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For comparison the lower right panel shows the response in the CTRL experiment
with no signicant change in the temperature of  m
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Figure 	 Heat budget of the coupled GFDL model shown is the average between

 upper panel and the situation in year  lower panel changes in
the oceanic heat transport are balanced within the subpolar region
To give an overview over the changes of heat budget for some of the experiments
with anthropogenic forcing we calculated the integrated oceanic heat balance for
the subpolar gyre Following eg TDelworth et al  the heat budget for
a specic volume with closed zonal boundaries in Cartesian coordinates is given
by the equation
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Hereby the change of the heat storage is given by the dierence of the transport at
the southern and northern boundary of the area as well as by the surface uxes
Calculating these terms for some of the performed experiments we show the results
as annual mean values at the end of each integration Figure 	 shows in the upper
panel the equilibrium state of FLAME with 	 PW heat transport across



N Across 

N there remains  PW Without any signicant additional
storage in this integration the residual of 
 PW is released to the atmosphere
in the subpolar gyre between these two latitudes
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Figure 	 Heat budget at the end of the integration period of GFDL forced ex
periments within the subpolar gyre The response is quite similar to the climate
models evolution
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At the end of experiment FULL the situation is dierent By reducing the over
turning strength the northward heat transport declines to  PW The budget
is balanced by a reduction of surface cooling due to anthropogenic forcing as well
as a changed storage within the ocean Surprisingly the northward heat transport
over 

N is almost unaected Only a slight increase to  PW is diagnosed
So the heat balance is almost totally closed within the subpolar gyre This is an
important result since the transport of relatively warm water into the Nordic Seas
is of fundamental importance for the ability of the ocean to renew deep water
Comparing the evolution within the climate model gure 	 shows the situation
at the beginning and at the end of the coupled greenhouse scenario with the GFDL
model Also is that experiment the transport across 

N is not reduced while the
overturning decreases under global warming conditions but remains at  PW
This point is quite encouraging for our method since the transport across this sill
is given by a combination of sponge and surface forcing in the basin The result
that its evolution is so similar to the coupled integration justies the implementa
tion technic Nevertheless the communication into the Nordic Seas in this specic
climate model is underestimated relative to observations eg Trenberth and
Caron  who found at least  PW Therefore possible impacts of lateral
transports might also be underestimated
In terms of transport into the polar region the two sensitivity experiments NO
SURF and NONORTH show a dierent result Due to the characteristics of the
northern restoring area the response is to some extent opposed and articial In
experiment NOSURF the overturning circulation is reduced due to changes in the
dense water budget in the north Therefore the northward heat transport found in
the CTRL experiment is strongly reduced due to local heating in the north of the
basin At the end of the integration period there remains  PW of northward
heat transport at 

N since the warming sets in from the north The transport
at 


N is reduced similar to experiment FULL and is 
 PW at the end of the
integration As we already found in the heat ux pattern over the Atlantic Ocean
gure 	 as well as in the temperature distribution gure 	 the NOSURF
experiment is indeed only slightly disturbed at the surface within the subpolar gyre
The surface heat loss remains  PW what is close to the situation in CTRL So
although the atmospheric forcing over the subpolar gyre remains nearly constant
the overturning response can be reduced due to changes the water mass properties
in the north Nevertheless although the heat transport across 

N is so dierent
at the end of experiment FULL and NOSURF the overturning remains so similar
The heat budget of the reciprocal experiment NONORTH illuminates the role of
the GIN Seas relative to the subpolar gyre from another perspective The anthro
pogenic surface warming is quite similar to experiment FULL so that the surface
heat loss within the subpolar region is  PW at the end of the integration Since
we restore to climatological salinities and temperatures at the northern boundary
the additional heat gain of the ocean is transported into the sponge This leads
to an increased heat transport of  PW at 

N at the end of experiment
NONORTH Furthermore the transport at 


N is not aected although the an
thropogenic surface signal aects as well the subtropical and the tropical region
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However due to the characteristics of the northern boundary condition the evo
lution of the heat transport in these two experiments is somehow prescribed The
crucial point concerning experiment NONORTH is the fact that although the av
eraged temperatures within the subpolar region are rising at 

C by atmospheric
forcing the overturning responsible for most of the oceanic heat transport is only
slightly changed
These two sensitivity studies are indeed idealized but illuminate the characteris
tics of dierent regions for driving the overturning circulation In some sense the
results can be related to Ganopolski and Rahmstorf  who simulated
THC variability in the last glacial maximum LGM of three dierent modes of
the thermohaline system Beneath the stable cold climate state during most of
the last ice age there are two dierent states known The rst one is a warm
DansgaardOeschger event DO event in which the Atlantic conveyor belt tem
porarily advanced into the Nordic Seas and a strong warm anomaly develops over
todays subpolar region During a Heinrich event the conveyor belt circulation
collapsed a cold anomaly evolved over the midlatitude Atlantic They assumed
that before a Heinrich event took place a DO event shifted the crucial region of
deep water formation into the Nordic Seas So the overturning pulls back into the
Nordic Seas before it signicantly slows down
Although somehow in another context our result that the northward heat trans
port over 

N is not reduced but slightly strengthened even though the over
turning weakens underlines the dominant role of the Nordic Seas region for the
overturning circulation even though the subpolar region is already aected by
anthropogenic uxes Therefore the system is altered due to changes in local fresh
water and heat uxes from the atmosphere in the region north of 

N Lateral
transports are of minor importance for changes in the rate of deep water formation
within this region in the northern North Atlantic in the GFDL climate model and
also in FLAME This important point conrms the quite linear response of
salinity and temperature forcing in section 		
In summary the heat budget of the North Atlantic justies the studies FULL
NONORTH and NOSURF The restoring area in the north supplies heat trans
ports very similar to the climate model Furthermore the dierent versions of
surface boundary condition for heat supply uxes into the ocean as they are ex
pected so that the results of the former sections are proven
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Summary and conclusion
 The anthropogenic response
By forcing a noneddyresolving model of the Atlantic Ocean with dierent com
binations of diagnosed surface uxes from greenhouse gas simulations we inves
tigated the role of a more realistic ocean representation for the overturning and
hence the response of the thermohaline circulation Hereby we implemented airsea
uxes from two greenhouse scenarios which dier fundamentally
 Overturning response
In the MPI coupled model the overturning circulation maintains its strength un
der anthropogenic forcing while in the GFDL gps integration the overturning
is signicantly declining However both coupled models show decits concerning
circulation and water mass properties Due to the idealized representation of the
Denmark Strait and the IcelandScotland Overow in the MPI model the trans
port from the GIN Seas communicated into the subpolar basin is at  Sv In
contrast the better representation of the topography in the GFDL model leads
to a more realistic but little too weak transport of 
	 Sv over the sills In this
context while in the MPI model the deep water formation is principally localized
within the Nordic Seas the GFDL model shows deep convection mainly south of
Iceland Other decits concern the Gulf Stream separation and the simulation of
the cyclonic circulation within the Labrador Sea
However the impact of these wellknown problems in representing the mean state
in terms of predicting the THC strength for the 
st
century is found to be rel
atively unimportant Implementing oceanatmosphere uxes from these scenarios
in the more realistic ocean model does not change the individual response signif
icantly The MPI forced integration leads to an almost complete maintenance of
the conveyor circulation as it is suggested by the coupled model Forced by anthro
pogenic uxes the intensication of the hydrological cycle balances changes in the
local heat budget in terms of surface density In contrast due to anthropogenic
GFDL uxes an advective spindown of the thermohaline cell in the North Atlantic
sets in which is also quite similar to the result of the climate model in terms of
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trend and longterm variability Following these results the overturning evolution
of the uncoupled model is found to be mainly independent of the deviating repre
sentation of the ocean component in the individual scenario Instead changes in
the atmospheric forcing ultimately determine the ocean models response
The Labrador Sea
By integrating sensitivity studies concerning the relative role of dierent areas of
deep water formation the region of the subpolar gyre was found to contribute to
the overturning strength by a maximum of  Sv This value is found in an ide
alized experiment after  years of integration in which the temperatures were
artically limited from one time step to another Even though the breakdown of
the Labrador Sea convection is responsible for most of this decrease changes in
the surface density within the Irminger Sea also contribute However this result
seems to be robust even for the higher resolution FLAME model In the an
thropogenic forcing scenarios the maximum impact of the subpolar gyre is smaller
since in these experiments anthropogenic atmospheric uxes provide modication
of convective regions which are not as areawide as in the articial study In both
integrations the deep water formation in the central Labrador Sea breaks down
principally due to local heating within the 
st
century with a maximum impact of
	 Sv on the overturning circulation In the experiments forced with MPI uxes
the strong increase of surface temperatures of nearly 

C in the central Labrador
Sea leads to a complete shutdown of the convection For comparison in the ex
periment forced with GFDL uxes the warming is less intense about 

C This
constrains the deep water formation as well but due to variability in surface uxes
the mixed layer casually deepens until about  m even at the end of the integra
tion period The reason for this diering response in FLAME are stronger local
heat uxes felt by the ocean under MPI forcing However this surface heat ux
variability mainly controls the mixed layer depth and hence the convective events
within the Labrador Sea in all anthropogenic experiments During the integrations
with anthropogenic uxes lateral transports of water with changed properties re
main relatively unimportant
The Nordic Seas
Concerning the eect of the subpolar gyre fundamental changes of the overturning
circulation as they are proposed in a number of greenhouse gas simulations are
in FLAME generated by changes in the density structure in the Nordic Seas
basin This result remains robust independent of the main location of deep water
formation in the individual coupled scenario In the experiments with MPI uxes
the density structure of the northern basin is nearly constant The local warming
and freshening in the crucial region is compensated by a strong lateral salt signal
with its source in the tropics and subtropics Switching o this remote eect from
lower latitudes leads to a temperaturedriven overturning decrease similar to most
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climate models Latifs argument that lateral transport of salty water is indeed
the crucial factor for the stabilization of the THC is armed by the more realistic
ocean model Moreover the results demonstrate that for the stabilizing eect to
become eective the salt signal indeed has to enter the GIN Seas and subsequently
the overow waters underlining the importance of the northern basin for the THC
Furthermore by just disturbing the ocean model with the time series of salinity
and temperature changes from the GFDL climate model in the northern boundary
condition the longterm overturning response of the experiment with all anthro
pogenic components is almost perfectly reconstructed This is remarkable since in
contrast to the MPI model in the GFDL coupled model the main region of deep
water formation is the subpolar gyre and are not the Nordic Seas
Vice versa implementing anthropogenic forcing only at the surface of the model
leads to an averaged increase in surface temperature of about 

C in the whole
subpolar gyre As a consequence the deep convection in this region ultimately
breaks down Anyway no trend of the overturning strength can be diagnosed if
the overows maintain their climatological dense transport
Linear response
The contribution of dierent regions for the overturning variability can be carried
a little further Superposing the overturning response of the experiments forced ei
ther in the Nordic Seas or at the surface of the model almost perfectly reconstructs
the combined experiment independent of the timescale we concentrate on Here
we found a nearly linear relationship without substantial interactions between the
domains
By switching o the individual components of anthropogenic uxes in the GFDL
forced experiments the main trend of the overturning function is induced due to
temperature changes On the other hand strong release of freshwater is responsible
for a high thermohaline variability which however has only little eect on the trend
To some extent the variability of temperature and salinity on decadal timescales
compensate in the density relation due to local feedback processes leading to less
variability in the experiment with the full anthropogenic forcing Furthermore su
perposing the individual eect of heat and freshwater forcing is quite similar to the
combined eect on the overturning circulation Due to the chosen boundary condi
tion and the dominant impact of heat uxes in the subpolar gyre this response is
not surprising in the ocean models case However investigations in coupled models
show a similar behaviour This is indeed surprising since deep water formation is
a nonlinear eect strongly depending on the surface buoyancy forcing Finding a
linear response could therefore ultimately be the consequence of a constant rate of
deep water formation into the crucial depth of the Nordic Seas which is relatively
independent of surface density
Realistic overows
Since we found that the general trend of the thermohaline circulation is mainly
determined by changes in the waters north of Iceland in our conguration of the
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ocean model we investigated the role of a realistic representation of the physical
mechanisms like entrainment and diusivities controlling the communication be
tween the Nordic Seas and the subpolar gyre In an easy conguration in terms of
parameterizations we investigated the anthropogenic response Choosing horizon
tal diusion and no bottom boundary parameterization high diusivities lead to
a too weak meridional heat transport To compensate this eect we idealized the
topography in the Denmark Strait in order to adjust the overturning heat trans
port Forced with anthropogenic uxes from GFDL the relative response of the
thermohaline circulation was found to be nearly identical Following these results
a realistic communication of dense signals through narrow passages is not even
necessary for a similar response in the ocean model with greenhouse gas forcing
Primarily the evolution of water mass properties in the northern basin explains
dierences on greenhouse forcing If the models physics are tuned in terms of
meridional heat transport this is found to be the only relevant mechanism for the
thermohaline response on global warming in the ocean model at least for the next
century
Timescales
If there is variability in the overow signals it takes about 
 years to aect the
overturning cell at 


N and hence the oceanic heat transport This result is found
in idealized experiments with ocean models in both resolution as well as in the
global warming scenario with GFDL uxes in FLAME
The individual components of atmospheric forcing can easily be found in the time
series of the overturning index On seasonal to interannual timescales the role of
wind stress variability is the crucial factor for the variability of the circulation
However the winddriven gyre circulation is an essential part of the MOC in the
model Integrating the ocean model in a sensitivity study in which the wind stress
was completely switched o leads to a reduced overturning function of about 
This can be attributed to the role of the gyre circulation around Iceland for the
density transport into the subpolar region However the wind stress uctuations
in the anthropogenic studies are in the order of the mean but are not as enduring
and do not lead to a dierent shape of the subpolar gyre Therefore their impact
on the longterm variability is small in comparison to the anthropogenic freshwater
and heat ux forcing
On decadal timescales the momentum forcing has indeed almost no eect on the
variability and the trend of the THC Instead surface heat ux forcing in the
subpolar gyre becomes important Multidecadal timescales as well as trends depend
on the density signals from the Nordic Seas As a matter of fact these anomalies
have a much longer timescale since they are somehow an integral response of the
highfrequency surface forcing in the northern ocean
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 Methodical Limitations
The most important defect in our model is the absence of a truly physical represen
tation of processes in the Nordic Seas basin As a matter of the vertical boundary
condition the eect of lateral signals for the water mass properties in this region is
to some extent determined by the prescribed sponge values Therefore by integrat
ing greenhouse gas simulations with the regional ocean model we have to rely on
density changes of the climate models northern North Atlantic being the result of
local and lateral impacts there These are somehow quite unrealistic relative to ob
servations A number of reasons for this mismatch are apparent The low horizontal
and vertical resolution makes it impossible to resolve the relatively small scales of
deep water formation Parameterizations work to some extent properly but seem
to underestimate lateral eect on the water column Moreover calculating realistic
buoyancy uxes at the surface is quite dicult since interactions between ocean
atmosphere and sea ice include a number of feedback mechanisms on small scales
which are not capaciously understood A dierent approach to close boundaries in
regional ocean models is the use of open boundaries conditions However in these
studies working with an open boundary condition in the north of the model is
not expected to modify the results signicantly Since the water mass properties
at inow points are also prescribed in that case the response would probably be
similar
The second problem is the implementation of airsea uxes in the ocean model
Since these are the result of interactions between the atmosphere and an apparently
idealized oceanic state forcing a more realistic ocean model causes problems Eg
typical airsea interactions along the Gulf Stream might take place in regions were
no Gulf Stream is found in the ocean model However implementing the diagnosed
uxes into the coarse resolution ocean model this eect is in an integral sense of
minor importance for the overturning response Nevertheless the Labrador Sea
response is to some extent aected by these regime dependent uxes
By integrating sensitivity studies with certain components of anthropogenic forc
ing local impacts are studied Here again due to the implementation of forcing
pattern artical changes concerning the surface heat ux arise These are the con
sequence of interactions between an unchanged atmosphere and lateral transports
of SST anomalies Fortunately calculating heat budgets their eect is found to be
relatively small
 Conclusion
The variability of the thermohaline circulation on multidecadal timescales has a
number of possible sources which can be subdivided into three major classes The
rst one is oneway forcing from the atmosphere which can be traced back to
stochastic pattern due to shortterm weather variability or external forcing eg
due to the radiation budget in the atmosphere The second and the third are the
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internal variability in the ocean interior respective coupled interactions between
atmosphere and ocean eg Sarachik et al 
In this study the response of the THC on anthropogenic variability and trends
in the atmospheric forcing are examined in a noneddyresolving ocean model
neglecting the two latter mechanisms Since we prescribe the atmospheric pat
tern independently of the oceanic state realistic oceanatmosphere interactions
cannot be taken into account Instead diagnosed uxes from the climate models
which could indeed be the consequence of coupled interactions are forcing the
higher resolved ocean model A subdivision in forcing and interacting parts can
not be made here even though the atmospheric response to changes within the
ocean is still unclear Kushnir and Held  found only little impact on SST
anomalies in midlatitudes in the atmospheric component of the GFDL model In
contrast Timmermann et al  reported that in the MPI model the THC
variability is indeed related to a coupled airsea mode By integrating an ocean
component in a coupled and an uncoupled version Delworth and Greatbatch
 diagnosed only little interactions responsible for oceanatmosphere uxes
In their model no coupled oceanatmosphere mode could be extracted Further
more comparing the atmospheric pattern in an uncoupled atmospheric model with
the obtained state when it is coupled to a simple mixedlayer ocean Griffies and
Tziperman 	 found a very weak oceanic inuence on the atmosphere
However with an uncoupled ocean model we cannot contribute to this issue We
found a general THC response on oneway atmospheric forcing which is quite in
dependent of the ocean models conguration and simulation of the mean state In
the absence of own airsea interactions the overturning circulation in the uncou
pled ocean with a much more realistic SST pattern behaves similar to the coupled
ocean on anthropogenic changes in the atmosphere what is more in line with
arguments for a passive role of the ocean
The dierent THC response in climate models
The main scope of this thesis was to constrain the number of possible reasons
for the fundamentally dierent response of the THC in coupled oceanatmosphere
models when they are forced by similar greenhouse gas warming scenario uxes
The available results with the uncoupled ocean model indicate that a more real
istic representation of currents and water mass properties within the tropics the
subtropics and the midlatitudes cannot explain the discrepancies So coupling an
identical atmosphere to a more realistic ocean component in these latitudes is not
expected to converge the predictions of climate models This holds even for scenar
ios with a more active role of the ocean The saline stabilization found by Latif
et al  in the MPI model is not a deviating feature of their ocean com
ponent Inducing high salinities in lower latitudes a more realistic ocean model
provides a primarily similar spreading of the signal A comparable lateral signal
from tropical latitudes was diagnosed by Thorpe et al  in the HadCM
ocean component which is not able to suppress but to weaken the anthropogenic
declining of the THC In both climate models due to large scale atmospheric
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interactions the evaporation and hence the salinity in lower latitude rises
Anyhow improving circulation water mass properties and topography is a reason
able approach A further step must be the integration of global warming scenarios
in true eddyresolving models in order to manifest the role of geostrophic eddies
for the response of the THC However parameterizations attending the role of
eddies in an integral point of view eg Gent and McWilliams  seem
to work properly if we compare results of dierent resolution ocean models It
remains questionable and is not yet shown that fundamental changes in the atmo
spheric forcing which we concern in terms of global warming might indeed lead
to a fundamentally dierent THC response even in models resolving the radius of
deformation
However diagnosing the response of the THC it remains an integral parameter of
oceanic changes which is determined by local processes of deep water formation
on small spatial scales eg Marshall and Schott  Improving models
in representing the variety of interactions between ocean atmosphere and sea ice
in terms of providing the renewal of deep dense water at least in crucial regions
seems to be an ambitious but promising approach
For the majority of climate models local airsea uxes seem to determine the THC
response An indicator is their quite linear response on dierent forcing compo
nents which suggests a minor importance of lateral oceanic transports This eg
holds for the GFDL model even if the lateral transport into the Nordic Seas is
underestimated relative to observations In the MPI model lateral salinity trans
port stabilizes the system but since the response is no direct feedback mechanism
of the circulation the timing of the signal is the crucial factor A natural neg
ative feedback mechanism within the overturning circulation is the oceanic heat
transport which can also limit the weakening of the THC and whose timing is
selfsustaining Both lateral mechanisms are found by Thorpe et al  and
explain the only moderate response in the HadCM model
Individual components of THC forcing
Rahmstorf  suggests that not only the strength but also the water mass
contribution might alter in global warming simulations since crucial regions might
have dierent sensitivities concerning changes in anthropogenic forcing So in the
FLAME model the Labrador Deep Water formation breaks down with an
only moderate eect on the overturning circulation The ocean models result that
fundamental changes of the THC are determined by changes in the density trans
port from the Nordic Seas is in line with model studies which indeed can distin
guish dierent regions of deep water formation Wood et al  found in
the HadCM model a moderate weakening of the circulation which was traced
back to a shutdown of the Labrador Sea convection together with relatively stable
response in the north But also models which show the main convection events
within the subpolar gyre seem to depend on a dense outow from polar regions
to maintain the overturning circulation as it is demonstrated in our experiments
with anthropogenic GFDL forcing In all these experiments although most of the
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heat transport in the ocean is supplied to the atmosphere until 

N about 
PW eectively drives the conveyor circulation in the Atlantic Ocean
Experiments concerning the last glacial maximum by Ganopolski and Rahm
storf  act on the assumption that three dierent states of the THC were
possible The rst one is the stable cold climate state prevailing during most of
the ice age with a weak conveyor This is quite dierent from todays state since
latitudes north of Iceland are isolated from atmospheric forcing due to an area
wide ice coverage Below it is the situation during a warm DansgaardOeschger
DO event in which the Atlantic deep water formation temporarily advances
into the Nordic Seas In this situation a warm anomaly develops in the North
Atlantic region The third climate state is a Heinrich event with a collapsed THC
and therefore a cold anomaly over the midlatitude Atlantic Their arguments is
that the necessary condition for a Heinrich event to occur is indeed a DO event
In other words for a breakdown of the meridional circulation the sinking regions
advance into higher latitudes where the further evolution is determined
However these climatic states are dicult to compare to todays climate in terms
of water mass properties and circulation but also in terms of stability Anyhow
since we observe deep water formation in the course of global warming scenario
integrations mainly in polar regions with moderate temperatures over the North
Atlantic the present climate is in some aspects similar to the DO situation in
which the strength of the THC is predened in the Nordic Seas
So the relative contribution of the subpolar gyre respective the Labrador Sea to
the overturning circulation seems to be more an eect of a warmer world than
the cause for a signicant weakening of the THC In this context observational
studies indicate strong deep water formation within the in the early s eg Lilly
et al  Rhein et al  while in the years  to  no signicant
renewal of Labrador Sea Water could be diagnosed SFB 	 perscom In the
ocean model we found a maximum contribution of  Sv to the strength of the
overturning function with permanent deep water formation in each single year
apparently overestimating the observations
Another crucial point concerns the eective convection depth While Labrador Sea
Water has to attain a depth of at least  m to contribute to the deep branch of
the Deep Western Boundary Current in the ocean model the necessary convection
depth in the GIN Seas is much shallower Here a depth of  m is deep enough
to aect the overow waters and ultimately the overturning circulation This issue
might be important in terms of surface buoyancy loss Investigating the relative
contribution of freshwater and heat ux forcing climate models indicate dierent
results While Mikolajewicz and Voss  found a mostly temperature
driven decrease in a global warming scenario which is similar to our results Dixon
et al  ascribed the declining response primarily to freshwater forcing
However all these simulations show a quite linear response of the thermohaline
forcing The combination of temperature and freshwater induced weakening is a
very good reconstruction of the combined eect Although deep water formation
is a nonlinear eect a relatively constant rate of deep water seems to attain
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the crucial depth in the Nordic Seas during the anthropogenic forcing scenarios
In these experiments the basically nonlinear eect of lateral transports for the
density budget seems to be small In contrast Thorpe et al  found a
more complex picture in a coupled integration with an ocean component with a
comparable high resolution similar to FLAME Here both heat and freshwater
ux are important but become responsible for the THC evolution on dierent
timescales The initial weakening is driven by the temperature eect on longer
timescales at a lower level a balance between temperature and salinity eects
occurs
In the perspective of the role of dierent regions of deep water formation if indeed
the impact of changing surface uxes diers regionally an integral point of view
concerning surface forcing might cause wrong results Peterson et al 
reported about an increase in river discharge from the largest Eurasian rivers
into the Artic Ocean in the 
th
century Anyhow in an integral point of view
the additional water is picked up by the atmosphere mainly over the Atlantic
Ocean potentially leading to higher salinities there However the eect on the
thermohaline driven circulation might although not be compensated since the
higher salinities and eventually larger rate of deep water formation in the subpolar
gyre might not balance the greater eect in the Nordic Seas Including all these
direct and remote eects even if the strength of the THC is determined in a
relative apparent region a realistic representation of processes responsible for the
density structure there is essential to forecast the THC response
Necessary model components
Experiments with high resolution ocean models found that if dense signals through
narrow passages as they are provided by the Denmark Strait or the Iceland
Scotland Overow make the Atlantic Ocean less sensitive to surface buoyancy
forcing within the subpolar gyre D

oscher and Redler  They deduced
that climate models with wide passages and unrealistic density signals in this case
might overestimate the impact of anthropogenic surface uxes By integrating an
idealized version of the ocean model in terms of subscale parameterizations and to
pography we found that the model is relatively insensitive to entrainment rates
overestimated diusivities and overow representation The general response of
the overturning circulation is determined by the northern boundary condition If
the model is adjusted in terms of realistic heat transport changes in the water
mass properties have a comparable eect on the THC Thorpe et al 
suggested the meridional gradient in steric height as a good indicator for changes
in the overturning circulation In our case this deep gradient is basically deter
mined by changes in the north Beyond shallow warming in lower latitudes the
deep ocean in the tropics and subtropics remains mainly unaected although the
model is expected to be too diusive Therefore provided by changes at the north
ern boundary the THC in these models principally responds as in simple box
models
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Detection of climate changes
We might expect the ocean to be less noisy than other parts of the climate sys
tem Therefore changes in surface uxes as well dynamic as thermodynamic to
changes in the ocean properties might produce a high signaltonoise ratio For that
reason detecting climate changes in the ocean is a useful tool The detection of
anthropogenic climate changes has for long time only been focused on surface tem
peratures eg Barnett et al  Following our results a very reasonable
detection parameter could be the density at the sill of the Denmark Strait Over
ow or the temporal evolution of proles within the Nordic Seas Dickson et al
 reported indeed of a rapid freshening of these waters during the second half
of the 
th
century Our results suggest that for fundamental changes of the MOC
and hence the meridional heat transport time series of water mass properties at
that outow point are a good indicator for trends and longterm variability of the
thermohaline circulation Detecting changes in the conveyor circulation in lower
latitudes is found to be much more dicult since shorterterm variability from the
subpolar gyre as well as local windinduced variability interfere the THC signal
Perspectives
Converging the prognoses of climate models in terms of the THC response is still
quite ambiguous These models must be able to include new scientic conclusion
into their representation of the present state By explicitly modeling processes
on smaller spatial and temporal scales the number of uncertain components in
atmosphere ocean and sea ice must decline in the future The here presented
improvement of the ocean model in terms of the mean circulation water mass
properties regional distribution of deep water formation and topography is found
not to be the crucial step for climate models to converge Among other present
days simulations this is still a coarse estimation when we keep in mind all the
open questions still being unanswered The next step of improving the oceans
representation is indeed the resolution of the radius of deformation in climate
models in order to include another important physical process explictly With the
higher resolution the oceans velocities become less smoothed and more realistic
in models so that the time for interactions between ocean and atmosphere might
even change
Beyond this next step is the simulation of other even smaller processes At least
the approach to simulate surface forced deep water formation properly seems to be
essential to get robust predictions of the THC beyond the upper class of models
However including most physical processes like convection large eddy simulation
up to threedimensional turbulence lies in remote future in the development of
climate models Willebrand and Haidvogel  Therefore nding crucial
regional processes in todays models could be the starting point for a nesting
approach By at least simulating these regions as realistically as possible some
components of the oceans role in climate could be revealed
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